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deat Eisenhower went to church 
services today on the U.S. 
Thanksgivinr holiday. It was a 
dramatic siKnal of the rapidity 
ot his recovery from the mild 
stroke he suffered Monday.




B O n iE  DRIVE PUNNED TONIGHT
Kelowna Junior Band’s bottle 
drive gets underway tonight as 
members travel from door to 
door in an effort to collect as 
many ‘‘empties” as possible.
The public is urged to dig deep 
in their basements for bottles 
of all descriptions and have 
them ready when a band mem­
ber calls at the door. In the
photo, Kunl Ikuta (left). and 
Terry Steward are seen sorting 
and putting into cases some 
bottles already received. All 
money received froirS this ef­
fort w ^  go to buy music stands.
Board of trade is looking for a the city, and work towarf en­
couraging establishment of new 
indusMes.
full - time secretary - manager 
Steps were taken at an executive 
meeting this week, when mem­
bers agreed that the board 
should advertise for a qualified 
man immediately.
T. R. Hill has been part-time 
secretary for tire past 1 1  years, 
hsndUng his duties along with the 
running of his own credit bureau 
business.
R. F . Parkinson who has been 
nicmtidned in some quarters as a 
possible successor, this morning 
scotched all- rumors to- this ef- 
1 ^ .  Mr, Parkinson is contesting 
the mayoralty post at this year’s 
civic election. , ,
•Tm  definitely not interested; 
the acting mayor said.
Location of a new board of 
trade office; personnel and fi­
nancing will be fully discussed 
In the near future, C. D. Gaddes^ 
trade board president stated this 
morning. . ..
“Meanwhile we will advertise 
tor a qualified man immedi-
Mr! Gaddes pointed out that 
Kelowna is the only B.C. city of 
cotfiparable population without a 
full-time secretary-manager,
“My reason for having a full 
time secretary-manager is that 
he would carry out the policies 
set down by the executive." He 
emphasized the necessity of 
haring follow-ups for convent­
ions. encouraging tourists to visit
The board of trade budget, he 
said, would permit the appoint­
ment of a qualified man. . •' ■ •
“There are tourist potentiaUties 
in Kelowna that' haven’t been 
touched,” he added.
It is expected the B of T offices 
will be re-located some time in 
the near future.
LONDON / (Reuters) — Three 
British newspapers today urge 
President Eisenhower to retire 
and focus a searching look at 
Vice-President Richard Nixon as 
his successor.
'The newspapers — The Scots­
man, The Daily Mail and The 
Daily Mirror—say the burden of 
the United States presidency is 
too great for a man whose health 
is imcertain.
‘To demand that the president 
should carry on is almost too 
much to ask,” says The Daily 
Mail (Conservative)..
“He has earned the rest and 
the chance of real recovery 
which complete severance from 
work and worry alone can give 
him, and if only in his own in­
terests he should seek release." 
NEEDS FIT MAN 
The Scotsman (independent) 
says the work of a president is 
almost more than a fit man could 
perform and Eisenhower should 
resign.
‘His duty to America-and to 
America’s allies is clear,” says 
the left-wing Daily Mirror. “He 
should hand over the presidency 
as promptly as possible and re­
store some confidence in West­
ern leadership.” '
The Mirror says no one can 
toll yet how Vice - President 
Nixon would shape :\ip as presi­
dent.
Recipients of federal old age swurity pensions arc $9 
richer today.
The morning mail brought them cheques valued at 
$55, up from the $46-pcnsion proposed to Parliament by 
the former Liberal government
The $55 pension was approved at the present session 
in October and bjtcame effective for November pensions. 
It is paid to persons 70 years of age and over.
November cheques were mailed Wednesday by regional 
offices of the welfare department in provincial capitals. All 
cheques will be in the hands of pensioners by Friday.
B. C. Interior Vegetable Marketing Board has refuted 
charges that bulk tomatoes cannot be obtained oajeta il markets.
C. C. Reeve, secretary of tiic board, was replying to a 
letter ill a Vancouver newspaper, in which L  A. Doyle, of North 
Vancouver, charged that only pound-and 1 pound baskets of 
tomatoes could Im purchased in stores.
He also denied that wholesalers and the marketing board 
get together and devise a policy whereby the consumer takes 
the loss on spoiled toms.
some time, but Vancouver whole­
salers claim there Is no , market, 
as they prefer pre-packaged fruit.
GREY CUP FEVER
Football Fans, P re tty 
G irls Invade Toronto
TORONTO (CP) — Weather 
forecaster Fred Turnbull today 
forecast heavy rain between 
midnight Friday and the 1 p.m. 
kickoff for Saturday’s Grey Cup 
football game. He conceded 
that the chance of rain was 
diminishing. Wednesday he put 





CHICAGO (AP) — The world’ 
largest atom smasher, a $l(|0, 
000,000 project, may be built at 
Argonne National Laboratory 
suburban Lvmont.
Argonne, an Atomic Energy 
Commission facility operated , by 
the University of Chicago, an­
nounced Wednesday it had been 
chq;;en as the site for the “ trll* 
Uoo-volt super atom smasher.”
Conatnictlon of the atom smash­
er will depend upon congressional 
approval and the fcaslblUty of tho 
design developed by scientists of 
theMedwest University Research 
Association.
Construction of the Okanagah 
Lake bridge has been indirec^ 
responsible for Westbank and 
Peichland residents being with­
out lights and electrical power for 
two successive nights 
This was confirmed today after 
a second of the B.C. Power Com­
mission’s underwater cables went 
out of action yesterday, leaving 
oh^ two more to carry the load 
usually shared by four. Both 
cables still functioning are be­
lieved damaged and may "go at 
any time” according to a BCPC 
spokesman.
But all is not gloom for the 700 
useys of electricity in Westbank 
and Peachland.'An auxiliary die­
sel power unit was on ife way 
here from the Cariboo district 
and its arrival was expected late 
this morning.
NEAR CONCRETE ANCHOR 
It would not take long to hook 
up the diesel unit to the distribu­
ting system, according to M. L. 
Riley, Westbank. manager of the 
Vestslde BCPC district.
Mr. Riley said the diesel unit 
was a “must” now because the 
underwater cables that stretch 
from Kelowna to the Westside 
could not be * repaired without 
turning the power off.
The westside, terminal of the 
underwater cable • is near jvhere 
the Kelowna Bridge ContrAfitors 
lowered a huge 70-ton concrete 
anchor into the lake bottom,
TbRONTO" (CP)—Football fans 
from East and West began con­
verging on Toronto today, the 
early arrivals heralding the start 
of spectacular festivities that an­
nually mark the Grey Cup clas 
sic.
Downtown hotel lobbies still 
hadn’t  been, denuded of furniture 
—a precautionary measure as 
well as an effort tp provide more 
spacfr^but throngs ̂ g a n  gather­
ing in the. lobbies. They talked 
nothing but football,
regular trains
After experiencing a six-hour 
blackout Tuesday night, residents 
were further..dis1̂ e5ged when the 
power failed around 4 p.m. yes­
terday. Partial power was re­
stored around 10:30 p.m., and full 
power about a half hour later.
More hardships were underr 
gone by the. residents, due to an 
acute shortage of candles, in the 
district and other means of emer­
gency home lighting.
Hard hit were homes that de­
pend upon electricity for heating 
and cooking. There are several 
homes, particularly in the VLA 
subdivisions, where heating and 
cooking is entirely by electricity, 
Mr. Riley said that as soon as 
the diesel unit was in use, work 
would begin on raising the under­
water cables. Splicers are en 
route from the coast to, repair .the 
cables once they are ra ise i
Mr. Rilcj' said that A diver yes 
terday found signs that An Anchor 
that hold tl»e barge m bor^ there 
had been dragged over the elec­
trical cables. AH four cables are 
belicvtd to have been damaged, 
though the diver did not actually 
aee the cables, as they were im­
bedded in the mud and silt
TV OUT TOO
Television viewers in the Okan­
agan who depend solely upon 
CHBC-’TV for their home screen 
entertainment, were denied for 
the second night running./An ef­
fort was made to procure a diesel 
unit so that some programming 
could be made during the night
Roy Chapman, manager oi 
CHBC-TV. said the company is 
pressing BCPC to supply emer­
gency power units and to keep 
them standing by for such emer-
“ In addition.to ti»C Inconyeni 
cnee, there is the iQsp of reve­
nue,” Mr. Chapman pointed but.
nauts, and Joan London, Toronto 
Balmy Beaches, live here.
The girls wiH meet newspaper 
men at 2:30 p.m. for an inter­
view, lunch at a picturesque out- 
of-the-way restaurant, then, in the 
evening, appear on television.
After breakfast Friday, prelim­
inary Judging begins.
Rehearsals wiU take up most 
of the afternoon, foUowed by the 
Grey Cup festival dinner.
In the evening, the girls .wiU 
attend the Grey Cup party for 
final judging.
The big moment, when Mrs. 
John Diefenbaker, wife of the 
prime minister, crowns Miss 
Grey Cup, is expected about 11 
p.m. EST.
To the winner goes a sports 
car; The runners-up collect a hi- 
fi set: and a fUr coat
desman? To inexperienced In oE toe supporters pf Wlmpegsales an? o inexperienced 
world politics?
“Maybe. But Nixon has one su­
preme advantage. He is only 44. 
Young enough to learn. Tough 
enough to stand the strain of toe 
most exhausting job in toe world.” 
The Manchester Guardian (Lib­
eral) says Nixon “seems likely 
to stop out more boldly towards 
toe centre of power.” .
The News Chronicle (Liberal) 
says that to much of,toe world 
Mr. Nixon looks almost as small 
today as Mr. Tniman did before 
destiny swept him to the White 
House. But destiny can do strange 
things.”
NIXON ACTS FOR IKE 
WASHINGTON (AP) — Vice- 
President Nixon has ^oved with 
confidence and self - awareness 
into whatever vacuum President 
Eisenhower’s lUness has caused 
—hU toe while disclaiming any 
change in stalus.
My role at the present time 
Is best described by my
Blue Bombers, who wiH meet 
Hamilton Tiger-Cats as the cli­
max to toe big show Satoday, 
Fans from Montreal and Ottawa 
were arriving in smaU groups, 
Football officials from western 
and easteVn clubs went into ses 
sion of the Canadian Football 
Council, under chairmanship 
Ralph Cooper of Hamilton.
Burly Pat Abbruzzi, the ram­
ming fuUback of Montreal Alouet- 
tes who were unceremoniously 
ushered out of toe cup game by 
the 'Ticats last Saturday, was 
among the growing hotel crowds 
Pat came out with a flat dec 
laration that Hamilton will Win 
Why? V  . .
“ I played against them; isn’ 
that enough?” he said. “They’re 
a tough team, really tough. I 
would figure that if Edmonton 
Eskimos had been the western 
winner they would have a better 
chance against Hamilton. Don’t 
forget Winnipeg has only seven
“We ship thmatoes to the fresh 
market in four different contain^ 
ers ranging from 2Vi to 5 pounds 
in weight. We also send “mature 
greens” in 30-pound lugs,” Mr. 
Reeve said. The toms in toe 30 
pound lugs are packed by whole­
salers as they mature.
“In actual fact, if toe produce 
is spoiled on arrival, toe whole­
saler charges the loss back to the 
shipper. T^e wholesaler takes the 
loss If the toms spoil after satis- 
factory delivery,” he said.
Mr. Reeve disclosed that next 
year a shipper, with toe consent 
of the marketing board, is going 
to send tomatoes to the fresh 
market, packed in apple boxes. 
“This is purely an experiment.” 
he said. The wholesaler wiU 
grade and pack their own fruit. 
MORE FLAVOR 
Referring to the difference in 
quality between Okanagan and 
California tomatoes, Mr. Reeve 
said the imported variety look at­
tractive in cellophane tubes, but 
are hard and have no flavor. On 
the other hand, OK toms have 
flavor, but in order to attain that 
flavor, it is impossible to have a 
firm tomato.
Mr. Reeve went on to say that 
toe consumer is largely respon­
sible as to toe type of container 
used. About two years ago, toe 
U.S. promoted toe tube pack­
ages, containing five tomatoes.
“They went over big for a time, 
but now toe consumer is turning 
from it. The consumer is toe one 
who pressurizes toe retailer and 
the wholesaler to have fancy 
packages,” he said.
The marketing board has want- 
cd to ship tomatoes in bulk for
This is particularly so in the case 
of chain stores, he pointed out 
However toe board plans to 
conduct an experiment along this 




At least a four-way fight for 
toe three aldermanic seats looms 
as a possibility it was learned 
today.
A reUable informant said that 
L. C. J. (Jim) RazeU, advertising 
manager for B.C. Tree Fruits 
Ltd., was going to seek election 
next December 12. He Is absent 
from toe city at the time And 
could not be reached for con­
firmation.
However, it has heea learned 
that nomination papers have 
been prepared for his signature 
with the hope of having them 
ready for presentation nomina­
tion day, Dec. 2.
Those definitely in toe race so 
far are Aid. Robert Knox and 
Aid. Jack Treadgold, whpse 
terms expire Dec. 31, and Dennis 
Crookes,-who was an.unsuccess­
ful bidder in toe 1956 election-
ANSWER TO MANAGEIiliEN'MyiOVE
w n Line W ith  Mills
think «  vvo.  ------- —. , “ , „
title," he told a White House imports, 
press conference. “I am top rice-1 BEAUTY PARADE
president.'
29 Boy Scouts 
Receive Awards
OTTAWA (CP) — Governor 
General Massey today presented 
29 boy scout gallantry and ser­
vice awards, two of them post­
humously, at the annhal scout in- 
, vestiture at* Government House.
OTTAWA (CP)—Edgar James 
NevlUe, 62, «t Montreal, director 
o t naval finance with the defence 
d ^ rm e n t.  died Wcdnesdi^.
iBIO SaiOOli BUDGET 
CANBERRA (AP> -  Prlrho 
Minister Robert Menzies tonight 
announced a  federal government 
plan to almost quadruple spend- 
' ^  (HI Australian unlvcrally edu- 
d\urtng. the next threecation
years;
FRIGID TREK BEGINS 
LONDON (Rcutera)-rA British 
Commonwealth expedition has 
travelled about 25 miles in Us 
bid to make,, a 2.100-mlld first 
land crossing of the Antarctic, its 
headquarters here said today. The 
10-man party, which left shack- 
leton b a le ‘Sunday night, was 
about 25 miles south of the start­
ing point Wednesday, the report 
said, .
BPAIN ATTACKS MOROCCO 
RABAT.,Morocco (Reuters) -  
Spanish forces launched ai\ all 
out Attack early today to recap­
ture posts token by Moroccan 
guerrilla forces in the Spanish en­
clave Of Mnl. the newspaper At 
Atom reported.^
KING ENDS VISIT 
••WASHINGTON (AP) -  King 
Mohammed V of Morocco ended 
Ms three-day visit here with a 
warm "gocitlltye”  today from 
ihcc-lhrcsMent Nixon, suhstltut- 
tog for PresWent ISlscnhower. 
The king Hell hy-alr for Wllllsms- 
r-liMgt-VAx starting a 
•esmtiy’t o u r . i
A-ROCKKT TEST BITE
ALBUQUESRQUE, N.M, (AP)-^ 
The U.S, Atomic energy commis­
sion flsys static testing will, begin 
late next year on nuclear rocket 
propulsion The facilities to 'h e  
used will be a t the Nevada test 
site, officials said here Wednes­
day. ' ■
CHICAGO (AP) Mrs. John T. 
Lynch, a suburban Rorthtwook 
housewtto aUmmi at home, t ^ g h t  
a walk In IDA yard woula MM 
clear up a headache she 
for several hours TUrsday. Min­
utes after she walked outside, an 
exMoSlon and fire destroyed her 
f2S.(KK|) six-rootn ranch house, 
gaa mala teAh waA hlAmsd.
Robbery of $13,000 from n local 
department store so™® fi**'® S®®* 
day night has' not yet been 
lolvedi.'but too safe has been 
bund Intoct; ' • ■
Discovery was made around 
!30 Wednesday. afternoon by 
Colin’ Fazan, Okaitagan Mission, 
who was out duck-hunting along 
Mission Creek when ho came 
across the abandoned safe,
Mr. Fazan told the Courier he 
found it about 20 to 30 feet from 
the wntcr’a edge and that there 
was no opparent attempt made 
to conceal it.
RCMP, when notified, had too 
Ife removed to the police office 
where it is being held for finger 
printing. Contents were removed 
this mesming. /
Some attempt to open the safe 
by removing the hinges, appar­
ently was , made, but other than 
the damaged top hinge and n 
few dents and scratches, the safe 
appears to be as good as ever.
r o u c E  HAVE id e a s  ,
n  was rolled down the stairs 
from the sepouA »tof«y ®* 
Boa-Sears on . mattresses and 
then loaded cm a truck at the
t)QCk dOCMTe
FnUce live,tw o w  three Wcas 
why the safe was abandoned as it 
was, hut are not {Aibllcliing them 
tweause such, a move couM 
hinder the ultimate solution of 
UM CAM. ' ^
'Tho safe was found near a 
little used road about 250 yards 
upstream from the Cnsorso 
bridge, on the city side of the 
stream. Police said tire marks 
at the scene indicated the typ® 
of truck used to take toe safe to 
that isolated-'spot.
Recovery of the safe has its 
humorous side, 'The finder, Mr. 
Fazan, is employed by the T. 
Eaton Co., the main competitor 
of Slmpson-Sears In the Cana-
Meanwhiie a parade of beauty 
which began Wednesday continues 
today with 13 of Canada’s pretti­
est girls due here for toe Miss 
Grey Cup contest.
MisS Grey Cup wiU be chosen 
Friday night from among the 
representatives of, teams in ■ toe 
Western Big Four and Ontario 
Rugby Football unions.
Sandra Irvine of Sarnia,- Ont 
Carol Lucas of Vancouver, Mary 
McLaughlin of Calgary and Mau­
reen Finn of Winnipeg arrived 
here Wednesday. ,
This morning, toe rest of toe 
rontingent, and their chaperones, 
are expected. They arc:
Phyllis Stevens. Edmonton, 
Rhonda Baker, Regina, Sylvia 
Rubin, Montreal: Sylvia Swayze, 
Welland, representing Hamilton; 
Adclc Grace, Arnprlor, reorcsent- 
ing Ottawa, Heddy Fils. Kitchen 
er, and Pat Hall, London, Ont. 




TORONTO (CP) The Telc-
dlan market of mall catalogue learned reliably that the
shopping. -------1 federal government plans a 50-
perteent reduction, In the excise
CoM Snap Due 
For Albertans
tex on automobiles this session 
'^T hc story says halving the 
present 10 per cent (ax would re­
duce the cost of a $2,000 car by 
$100 if passed on to tho epn-
EDMONTON (CP) -  T heiM radds that the move. In line 
Weather office warned Central „„ election campaign pledge 
Alberta to prepare for the s®n-L,y Minister Diefenbaker,
son’s worst cold M«P..todayrijg stimulating employ
Temperatures here, In toe 40 s jn the auto In
Wednesday, are forecast to drop|yyj|py^ 
to five above this afternowi and hi rovdiu'e to the gov-
zero or below twiIgM  ̂„ .  ̂Urnment Is estimated at al
Light snow and 15 roUe-amtour , 4^ .  y^^r
north winds are also prsrilctiri ^of cold air) Theto was a cWmiiey flrâ
VANCOUVE R (CP) —A new 
“tough” phase appeared to be 
developing today following the 
breakdown of exploratory talks 
in toe wage strike of 6,000 British 
Columbia pulp and paper workers.
The strike enters its third week 
today.
On what he said were orders 
from the central strike committee 
of toe two unions involved, John 
Heineman, pubUefty officer for 
the Albernl local of toe Interna­
tional Brotherhood of Pulp,.. Sul­
phite and Paper MiU Workers, 
saU Wednesday the Vancouver 
Island local wlU withdraw emer 
gency workers from the Mac­
Millan and Bloedel Limited plant 
there.
Th plant employs 400 men. 
Company officials here said simi­
lar action will be taken at other 
plants wherd there is ho question 
of hurting community interests, 
such as in company" towns where 
the pulp plant’s steam and eltc- 
trlclty supply are used for em 
ployecs’ homes.
NEW CLOSURE 
Another indication of the new 
trend of tho strike was the an­
nouncement by the $12 ,000,000 
Hooker Chemical Company plant 
in North'Vancouver that it is 
closing down Monday as a result 
of too strike. About 120 employ 
CCS will be affected.
Plant manager R. E. Noble 
said it is impossible for, the firm 
to continue unless there arc out­
lets for the chemicals used in 
paper manufacture.
The seven strikebound compan- 
es—Powell River, MacMillan and 
BlotMel, Crown Steilerbach, Can­
adian Forest Products, Alaska 
Wne, Columbia Cellulose and 
B.C. Forest Products—turn out 
1C per cent of the world’s news­
print supply.
The breakdown In talks was 
nhnounced at separate press con­
ferences Wednesday by union and 
company representatives.
John Sherman, International 
vice-president of the Pulp nnd 
Sulphite Workers, said tho un­
ion’s only alternative after the 
allure of exploratory talks "is
to tighten our lines and be firm
in our position.'
He said it looked as if toe com­
panies “are trying to destroy the 
unions in this industry.”
'^D. -R. Blair, manager of toe 
Pulp and Paper Industrial Rela­
tions Bureau which does toe bar­
gaining for the companies, sent 
a letter to the unions reaffirming 
management’s offers to negotiate 
within toe scope of a conciliation 
board award.
The board recommended a 7%- 
per-cent wage increase over the 
present basic wage of $1.72 an 
hour. The unions want 12 per 
cent.
The union wrote last Saturday 
to the Industrial Relations Bur­
eau affirming an “earnest desire” 
for settlement.. A meeting was
held Tuesday with union leaders 
and later Mr. Blair met company 
representatives.
Wednesday the companies wrote 
toe unions saying that if employee 
representatives want to talk a- 
bout “more money than is set 
forth in the majority report of the 
conciliation board,” there could 
be no useful purpose in meeting 
Replied Mr. Sherman after re­
ceiving the letter; Mr. Blair in­
dicated the issues actuaUy in 
dispute would not be discussed. 
Issues that are unresolved' must 
be discussed. If they, can't be, 
you’re a t a standstill. That’s not 
coUective bargaining.
The strike, the- first liT toe in­
dustry In 20 years, has meant a  
salary'loss of about $2,000,000. so , 
far and a production loss of a- 
bout $9,000,000..
as an Arctic mass «. —— . --
^ b e s  over Alberta.  ̂ Jb® ^  “
Lfows tt̂ Doricid cttfly todliy Ww# IB** Oolton* TPIwi ...- . ,
eluded 27 below zero at Fbrt Volunteer Fire Brigade was -caU-̂  interiMngUng^ ot (amity get-to-
Smllh, 36 below at Akiarik and ed. Quick action by Stuart ...................................... -




mers bribery conspiracy case was 
remanded again today until Fri­
day, Dec. 6 .
Crown prosecutor Stewart Mc- 
Mornn said that If he was to take 
charge of the case alleging con­
spiracy to bride Robert Som 
mers, former forests minister, by 
three lumber firms and their of­
ficials ho would need the time to 
consult ' with attorney-general 
Robert Bonner.
Alfred Bull, lawyer for Charles 
David Schultz and the C. D. 
Schultz Company, said it was a 
"most amazing thing that the 
crown is not ready.” Newspaper 
reports, Mr. Bull said, wero that 
the govoronpont has had Informa 
(Ion on tho Sommers case for 
nearly two years.
Nicholas MussoHcm, Mr. Som 
mers’ counsel, said, “we don't 
agirco to any adjournment" and 
added ho wished to emphasize de­
lay in beginning the case wasn’t 
the result of any action by the 
Social Credit member of the leg
-Islature for RoasIand-TraU.
‘In plain language,” Mr. Mus- , 
SoHom said, “ the crown should 
either put up or Shut up."
Mr. Sommers was arrested on 
the bribery change n week ago.
Also arraigned are Schultz; tho 
company which bears his name; 
H. Wilson Gray apd tho tvyb firms 
of which he is president. Pacific 
Coast Services and Evergreen 
Lumber Sales; and Jqhp M. Gray, 
sales monager of, Pacific Coast 
Services, >
The bribery conspiracy is al­
leged to have boon made between 
Jonuar/, 1953, and September, 
1055, Accusations, thot there had 
been graft in Sommers’ forestry 
department were made before a 
Royal CommUslon by David 
Sturdy, a Van(teuvcr lawyer. 
Action on the nllcgatlon.s were 
delayed, Mr, Bonner has said, 
bcoauBO 0 slander suit was starf* 
cd by Sommers againsti Sturdy. 
This ease was thrown ou|l of court 
a month ago when Sommers fail­
ed to prosecute.
SPACE AGE THANKSGIVING
U.S. Prays For Peace,
WASHINGTON (AP)-Thanki- 
giving for blessings past and 
present mingled today with pray­
ers (or ' cimtinued peace and 
plenty In the space ago years 
now dawning.
For American^ around tho 
world there w is the bpidUlonal
\gethers, (easting and expressions 
of gratitude to the almighty (or 
lavura xwntived.'
A' ' ' ' "
Mind* amL hearts of many mil­
lions were centred on the White 
house where President Eisen- 
hm er Is recovering from his 
slight stroke. There was Tlianks- 
giring (or the way he rallied. 
And there were prayers tor his 
wvH-t^Ing In the years to (fome.
The presideni and his family 
arranged a holiday geMogether 
at the White House.
Many tnslitoiloni Jhad speclaf
menus so that today would he'.A 
litile different from the others. 
Free turkey dinners (or tho poor 
and (or homeless drifters were 
served across tho land-,
College and high;, school footr 
bsil games drew mAny thou­
sands, and tl]«re were depart­
ment store parades in seyeral 
cities to de1i£))t the young nnd< 
old-end, tMldentally,'w usher fh 
the, ; VI
HOSPITAL INSURANCE SOON
THC DAILY CODIIEK 





CANDIDATE FOR HIGHWAY SAFETY WEEK CAMPAIGN
Grim reminder of what can 
happen on a highway and what 
promoters of National Safety 
Week strive to aTOid, Is shown
here. This car rolled on High­
way 97 in Winfield Sunday 
night, ending on its top right 
in the middle of the roadway.
The juvenile-aged driver was 
unhurt. National Safety Week, 
aimed at making all motorists 
safety-conscious all through the
year, runs from 
to 7, inclusive.
December 1
SAFETY WEEK NOV. 3 0  TO DEC. 7
Highway Death 
Mount In N ext
-Photo by Gem Auto Service
I W ill
Years
OTTAWA (CP)—More personsiof traffic accident continues, 
m vT nn Canada’s high- This sUtement is made by the 
J ! l» ^ n  t h f  next W ytars than Canadian ffighway Safety Co^er- 
In the last 20. if the present rateUnce on the eve of safe driving
M eteorite May Unwind 
Rocket Speed M ystery
By JOHN B. KNOX ' of 11 radioacUve isotopes and
• m •     111 _  <3 / t  I  I rtV lT
WATERTOWN, Mass. (AP)—A 
wanderer, perhaps a fragment 6f 
a long-vanished planet somewhat 
like our earth, may yield scien­
tists vital facts for research on 
high speed missiles and satel­
lites.
And it may help unravel more 
of the mysteries of space.
The scientists hope this inform- 
mation will come from the suc­
cessful cutting of the - largest 
Blice ever taken from a meteor­
ite: a section about the thickness 
of a piece of thin-sliced bread, 
but 400 square inches in area.
The slice has just been taken 
from the middle of Carbo, a half­
ton metallic meteorite containing 
some diamonds. Carbo ripped 
through the earth’s atmosphere 
a t perhaps 10 miles a second in 
1923.
The name was derived from the 
Mexican . jwn near which the 
meteorite was found. Carbo is 
owned by the Harvard University 
Museum. It is an elongated ir­
regular lump of metal, a foot 
or more thick and about a yard 
long.
Before' Carbo’s celestial jour­
neying ended, it had a. career 
whieh dwarfs that of the Soviet 
earth satellites: Carbo apparent­
ly was spawned during a cata­
clysm 1.500.000.000 years ago. 
somewhere beyond the orbit of 
Mars—a terrific collision of twoKlanets surpassing anything in 
uman experience or imagina-
tion. .
During the countless centuries 
since. Carbo may have collided 
with other meteors and doubtless 
was peppered with cosmic rays, 
leaving radioactive records whic*- 
astrophysicists now plan to rea<. 
The studies of Carbo now un­
der way are expected to provide 
valuable now information relat­
ing to Wgh speed bodies in the 
atmosphere. It is hnp®*̂
helium will shed further light on
week, from midnight 
Nov. 30 to midnight Dec. 7.
Safe Driving Week is sponsor­
ed by the conference in an effort 
to bring home to motorists and 
pedestrians alike that something 
can be done to reduce . traffic 
deaths, injuries and property 
damage. >
UP TO INDIVroUAL 
The campaign is conducted 
simultaneously in all provinces 
and municipalities, and has the 
active support of all public or 
ganizations. Its object is to bring
------------ .sharply to the attention of the
the origin and age of meteorites, motorist and the pedestrian the
puzdes which have baffled scien­
tists for many years.
Special interest is attached to 
the impact of cosmic rays on 
meteorites and what this record 
tells about the things that hap­
pened to Carbo.
basic fact that the individual is 
the only one with power to pre­
vent accidents and fatalities.
Governor-General Massey in a 
letter to the conference says 
campaigns designed to bring 
about a public awareness
Saturday, death on the highways are of the 
greatest importance.
“No Canadian can fail to know 
the perils of the modern high­
way,” he says. "Whether one is 
motorist or a pedestrian, the 
action is fraught with danger.” 
The record is worse than that 
of the United States. True, the 
U.S. figures are higher but so 
are the number of vehicles, mo­
torists, pedestrians and miles 
driven.
SPEED MAIN KILLER
Safe Driving Week was observ­
ed for the first time in Canada in 
1956. During the week 60 Cana­
dians., lost their lives in traffic 
accidents. Conference officials are 
hopeful that this toll will be dras- 
ticallr reduced this year.
The conference said that speed 
remains the main killer on high­
ways.
OTTAWA (CP)—Prime Minis-' 
ter Diefenbaker said Wednesday 
his government intends to imple­
ment Jan, 1 an extension o^ fed­
eral sharing to the whole field of 
provincial unemployment relief 
costs.
Legislation to do this will be 
introduced this season, he in­
formed the Comomns in report­
ing on the federal-provincial con­
ference.
Mr. Diefenbaker said further 
legislation to speed up a start of 
federal hospital insurance pay­
ments will be introduced “when 
opportunity offers.”
He did not specify, in reply to 
opposition questions, whether it 
wdll be this session. Nor did he 
give a hint as to whether federal 
cost-sharing of provincial hospi­
tal insurance plans will be ex­
tended to TB and mental hospital 
patients, now excluded.
Tb BE CONSIDERED
He told Stanley Knowles (CCF- 
Winhlpeg North Centjre) that both 
the date for the start of federal 
hospital payments and the ques­
tion of inclusion of mental and 
’TB costs will be considered by 
the cabinet.
They would not have to wait 
for another federal - provincial 
conference, planned for early 
next year.
The proposed change in the 
present unemployment relief leg­
islation will wipe out a “thres­
hold” by which federal cost­
sharing starts only when unem­
ployment in a province exceeds 
.45 per cent of its population and 
is paid only on the excess over 
that level.
Mr. Diefenbaker said \he 
change win allow provinces to 
make “ more suitable arrange­
ments” with their municipalities, 
which carry much of the relief 
load.
DROP REQUIREMENT
On hospital Insurance toe pres 
ent legislation requires that at 
least six provinces must have in­
surance legislation In force be­
fore federal payments can start. 
Until now it had generally been 
considered this would not be un
til Jan. 1, 1959. when Ontario 
starts its plan. This six-province 
requirement will be dropped.
On inclusion of mental and TB 
costs. Mr. Diefenbaker had told 
the conference JLhis would cost 
the federal treasury $68,000,000 
annually if aU provinces were in­
volved and said that whatever Is 
offered to the provinces in that 
regaid “cannot be provided in 
other forms—in particular under
the Tax • Sharing Arrangements 
Act.”
Paul Martin (L-Essex East), 
former Liberal health minister, 
suggested that the provinces 
wanted this TB and mental aid 
but “without any condition at­
tached.” Mr. Diefenbaker said 
he had made his statement “not 
as a condition but as a fact.”
The present tax-sharing agree­
ments, drafted by the former
Liberal government, were begut 
last AprU 1 and had five years 
to run, the prime minister said.
“There was no responsibility 
on our part to open what had 
been agreed to.” ,i
But it was clear that the “ vol­
untary assumption" of sometMng 
which the liberal* had refused to 
do. involving such a cost, "would 
reduce the money available for 
other purposes." ______ '
iahs Confident
DAMASCRJS (Rei^rs)—Wheth­
er Syria can- remaid,lp^ependent 
of the Soviet bloc Is the npajor 
question being studied by foreign 
diplomats in the Syrian capital.
Syrian officials are- confident 
they can.
■^ey are 'convinced that the re­
ceipt of Soviet arms and cco- 
noitoc aid, and the presence of 
increasing numbers of eastern 
European experts, will not affect 
their foreign policy of non-alim- 
ment in world blocs — “positive 
neutralism” as they call it—and 
the promotion of Arab unity. .
They say the Russians are act­
ing in good faith, as friends, and 
if the Syrians choose after all not 
to take Soviet aid for some of the 
economic agreement, they are 
sure the Russians will accept this 
with good grace.
If not, the Syrians say openly, 
they think they will be able to 
outsmart the Russians.
A foreigner familiar with the 
people’s democracies of eastern 
Europe gets the impression that 
Syria is far from being a satel­
lite.
WESTERN GOODS 
There is only one Communist 
in the Syrian assembly, Khaled 
Bakdash, and he sits as a repre­
sentative of the Kurd minority, 
because the Communist party is 
illegal. '
Imported goods in the store 
windows are predominantly of 
Western manufacture. Russian 
Zim and Pobyeda motorcars can 
be seen in showrooms, but the
cars on the streets come from
the West, mainly the United 
States.  ̂ .
-Few Western newspapers are 
on .Bale'i and those which arrive 
are distributed infrequently. The 
same, however, applies to the 
Soviet bloc press.
Admittedly eastern European 
delegations and experU are be­
coming increasingly famUlar in 
hotels, whose staffs reqognite 
them by their broad - bottomed 
trousers.
The question, however, in the 
opinion of diplomats, is not where 
Syria stands now, but where she 
will stand in a lew years’ time 
Syria’s economy, if not bound 
to, will have at least very close 
relations with the Eastern bloc 
in years to come. Syria on Oct. 
2A signed an economic and tech­
nical aid agreement with the 
Soviet Union and a simllor agree­
ment may be negotiated soon 
with Czechoslovakia.
ARMS BURDEN
In addition, Syria for some time 
has been receiving arms and 
military equipment from the 
Eastern bloc. Details, understand­
ably, are kept secret, and it is 
impossible to esUmate to what 
extent payment for arms deliver­
ies represents a strain on the 
Syrian economy.
It is commonly believed here 
that if Syria decides that it must 
keep its armed forces in a state 
of readiness opposite the Turkish 
frontier throughout the winter,
this will be.an extra-burilen on
the economj’. ^
As for the economic agreement 
wUh the Soviet Union, the first 
impression of many people here 
is that Syria is binding itself'to  
provide—relative to its sire — a 
huge amountNif money out of its 
own resources.
According to Syrian statements,. 
the Soviet Union is prepared to 
help with the construction of 19 
projects, mainly aimed at im­
proving agricultural production 
and coqamunlcations, which will 
cost altogether some 2 ,000,000.000 
Syrian pounds (about $560,000,- 
000) .
RED CREDIT
Russia will provide credits to 
cover aid, equipment and the dis­
patch of experts, while all local 
expenses will be paid by Syria.
Syrian officials estimate that 
the Soviet credit neded will 
about 600,000,000 Syrian pounds 
(about $168s000.000) while the 
Syrians will have to pu up the 
remaining 1,400.000,000 Syrian 
pounds (about $392,000,000). This 
is nearly as much as Syria’s 
whole annual national income, 
which amounts to 1,500.000,000 
Syrian pounds (about $420,000,- 
000) .
The question is therefore asked 
whether the agreement, however 
firm the intentions of Syrian lead­
ers may be to maintain independ­
ence, will have the ooposite effect 
of overtaxing the Syrian econ­
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6 SELECT • • • Liked by 
the get-up-and-go crowd for 
its lightness and brightness 
6 SELECT is a different and 
distinguished beer. W hat a way 
to round out your d a y . , .  
relaxing with 6 SELECT. . .  
beer at its refreshing best.




New Forward Control Bodlosi 
Three all-new Step-Van 
models are ready , to cut 
costs and save work indoor- 
• to-door delivery service! 
New Chevrolet-built bodies 
I (8,10 and 12 feet long) take 
on king-sized cargoes.
Saih-Fiotid 4-Wheol Drlvi!
im  go ANYWHERE off 
t the road —; through mud, 
1 flooded areas, and up tower- 
jing grades! W th twice the 
traction of a 2-wheel drive 
truck, you’ll haul where you 




Chevy’f new Series 50 and 60 
cab-and-chassis models haul 
more than anything else in 
their class! Their L.C.F. 
72” CA. dimension giv<> 
Ideal load distribution 
with the longest trailen.
A RevoluUon In V$ Design!
I A new kind of heavy-duty 
truck engine frpm Chevrolet! 
It’s the 230 h:b. Workmaster 
V8 witlurevolutionary Wedge- 
Head design for extra pulling 
power at lowest cost, in Series 
90 L.C.F., 100 and WlOOl
ligrj I Big Newt In Every Enginel
You get more work-whining 
power, new economy and de-__ 
pendability features in any 
Task-Force '58 eiwine, from 
the new 145 h.p. Thrlftmaster 
6 in &riei 30 and 40 to the big 
new V8’i  in heavyweights 1
N EW  
■MUSCLE !
An Inprevid Pewermitlel 
Chevrolet's great Powermatic 
— an extra-cost option in 
heavy-duty models — is more 
eflicient than ever with an 
additional drive range, Lo. X 
You get oven better perform­
ance and economy in traffle.
Sifir Steing With 4 LIghtsI
Handsome new dual head­
lamps put more light on the 
road for better, safer seeing 
at night. And they comple­
ment Chevy’s now, wide and 
bandsotne front;chd styling.
N««r Titk-Forca Styling! 
They're the best-looking 
Chevrolet trucks ever with a 
. bold new broad-shouldered 
appearance. You see new 
style in the bright new grille, 
ijeek new contours, new 
colors, and new interiors!
l i
. »ISfi senik 400
OXPORT
CIGARETTES
or ony Mocdonold Brand
Potfag»bKlud*d
OWGIAI W M lM tNf
MkCDONMOTOMaOINC




g S IK S A #m B S w W '
ST Y IC  !
Niw Drivar Csnvtniincil
Everything’s easy jn  a '58 
Chevy caol Conlroli are 
, convenient to reach. Newly 
i positioned accelerator pedu 
' adds to driving case and a 
new 20” wheel cuU steering 
elfort in heavyweights!
A GENERAL MOTORS VALUE CT-KIO
Thii advcftlicnwni is^noi pubUibed o f dliplaywl t y  the Liquor 
Contyol J^ard or. by the Goveroroent o f  BiltUh Columbia.
SEE YOUR A U T H O R IZ E D  C H EVR O IET PEAIER
■'ll
•l675  PENDOZI STREET PHONE 3207
\k ki h i .
500,000-ACRE DUST BOWL NEEDS IRRIGATION
TBE DA9.T COURIEK 
THITK,. KOV. M. t»57
W ill
REGINA (CP» — The propos«d 
South Sa»k*tdiewaii River dam 
«ould mean power plus the 
gatioa neceasary for a more bal­
anced farm output—a chance tor 
hundreds of <»e<Top grain fann- 
c tf  to switch profitobly to Uve- 
stock and todder cro{». '
Ibis object has seldom been 
challenged during the project's 
nine years of discusstoi. The 
long-range effect of Irrigating 
500,000 acres in a big dust-bowl 
area would be diversifleation of 
a provincial economy now pin­
ned almost entirely on risky 
wheat crops. . . .
The stickler has been the fin­
ancing. , '
Cost estimates so far have
. ' j  MAAAAfwwi #».. . l i k .  nvval rammtsslon re-cost cstlmates reached their apcxl However, former Liberal primeibuilt and development is■ under
h ^ * “ tont ‘̂ | ^ » m ^ .0 0 0  n e g o tto t^  cot: |minister .Loids Uurent an-|way., the agricuituraK output of
• — --------present the economic returns to'Such a cost, in comparison with
the benefits expected, would prob­
ably make the project the most 
expensive of its kind ever under­
taken in Canada.
At the proposed dam site, near 
Outlook about 120 mUcs north­
west of Regina, the river has cre­
ated a valley two miles wide aim 
200 feet deep. To bridge this gap., 
40.000,000 cubic yards of earth | 
fill would be ne^ed  and some' 
engineers have estimated con-| 
strucUcm would take eight years. i 
Canada's largest earth-fill dam 
at present-Is the St. Mary struc­
ture which provides irrigation wa­
ter for 400,000 acres near Leth
the Canadian peoj^e on the in­
vestment in the proposed South 
Saskatchewan river project are 
not commensurate with the cost" 
The commission called it a 
"fringe project” of only regional 
value.
Despite this report, in which
tinned between the federal and 
provincial governments.
Premier Douglas proposed that 
the federal government provide 
irrigation headworks as it had 
in southern Alberta and 
elsewhere, while the provincial 
government paid the rest of the 
bill.
nounced in 1955 that his govern- the irrigation area would in- 
ment. would not take "the re- crease by as much as four times, 
sponslbility of reewnmending toj Each year. W  say. the dls- 
Parliament this project as oncjtrict would produce 40.000.000 
that would be in the national in- pounds of beef. 30,000,000 bushels
terest of Canada generally." 
FOVR-FOLD OUTPUT
Saskatchewan economists have 
estimated thgt once the dam is
of wheat, 3,750,000 bushels of 
coarse grains and 60,000 tons of 
hay.
Gross annual production from
the region would increase to $41.- 
000,000 from $7,000,000. The live­
stock industry alone In the area 
would jump to $32,000,000 from 
the present $2*̂ 500,000. In addition 
1,455 new farms would be cre­
ated.
However some authorities have 
estimated it would take 30 to 40 
years for the area to reach full 
development In the early stages.
U probably would be a centre for 
more grain crops.
SAND and GRAVEL  
TOP SOIL and FILL DIRT  
BULLDOZING
J. W. BEDFORD LTD. 
ttS l Stirling Place
T.M« 1  UPW ia».ooo.m  ly ,.-
ever, the figure most quoted by 
government officials In . recent 
years has been $135,000,000- 
r o u ^ y  $80,000,000 for the huge 
dam itself, $35,000,000 for irriga-
South Saskatchewan dam would j 
have to be eight times as large i 
to Irrigate 500,000 acres.
Advocates of the project took 
their stiffest blow in 1953 when
Yukon Politics Pose Problems 
For Candidates, Vote Officers
B r ^ R R T  BOYLE 15.514. On election day, it seemed 
WHITEHORSE. Y.T. (CP)-A he had been elected by about 50 
winter political campaign in the votes, but the overseas service 
Yukon is a formidable prospect 
for anyone but an i Arctic ex­
plorer. ' .
Since no Arctic explorers are 
running in the Dec. 16 federal 
byelection in the Yukon, constitu­
ency-stumping candidates will re­
turn, if not with votes. t(t least 
with a keener insight into north­
ern problems — basically trans­
portation and communications. .
The byelection was called after 
Mr. Justice J. 0. Wilson of the 
British Columbia Supreme Court 
and Mr. Justice J. E. Gibbon of 
the Yukon territorial court 
Jointly declared void the election 
of Liberal Aubrey Simmons last 
June 10.
IRREGULAR VOTES
The judges agreed that more 
than 600 irregular votes had been 
cast. No evidence of corruption 
was found but the voting was too 
casual to be allowed.
Mr. Simmons’ re-election was 
challenged by defeated Progres­
sive Conservative Erik Neilsen, 
who lost by 64 votes of a total
vote turned the tide in favor of 
Mr. Ammons.
The same two men seek elec­
tion In the Dec. 16 vote, being 
the only candidates who filed 
nomination papers by the dead­
line Nov. 18.
Special regulations governing 
byelection procedure will allow 
no service vote. Servicemen may I 
vote as civilians, but they *re 
eligible only If they file a state-!! 
ment that they are residents, r  
That is done on enrolment and 
none of the servicemen stationed! 
in the Yukon has done so. 1 
Following the court decision on 
Mr. Neilsen’s petition. Mr. Sim­
mons returned to Ottawa** to be 
present when the Queen opened 
Parliament. He did not lose his 
seat in the House of Commons 
until official notification of the 
voiding of the election was made. 
His presence in the new house 
made him eligible tor; the mem­
ber’s pension, granted after a 
representative has sat in three] 
houses.
Franc, Tells UN “ Hands O ff" 
Current Algerian Preblems
UNITED NATIONS, N.Y. (AP) 
_^France caUed on the United Na­
tions Wednesday to keep hands 
off the Algerian probleiri and to 
permit the French government to 
continue its program. .
Foreign Miriister Christlah Pi- 
neau told the General Assembly’s 
K-country political committee: 
‘"Thoughtless interference in 
this distressing affair would not 
only be a violation of the charter 
on your part, but woUld have no 
practical result other than to risk 
postponing a solution that we all 
wish to find as soon as possible."
Pineau outlined France’s plan 
for gradual enlargement of Al­
gerian autonomy. He said 
"France is ready to meet with 
positive action the legitimate as­
pirations of the Algerian popula­
tions without thereby abandoning 
their territory to anarchy and 
poverty."
OPPOSES DEMANDS
He opposed Arab and Asian de 
mands toal Algerians be given the 
right to determine their own fu
ture relations with France. In] 
the present circumstances “ the 
Inevitable result would be parti-1 
tlon, in other words, the divbionj 
of Algeria into two or more 
states." ■
Pineau said Communists infil­
trated the Algerian nationalist 
movement and are active in stir­
ring up trouble against France. 
He added::
“The position of the French] 
government can be summed up i 
in two sentences. Representation 
is the result of free electiotis and 
not of terrorism. The political 
preconditions constantly.:jraised 
in opposition to opening negotia-| 
tions can only make the latter 
pointless.
“That is one of the basic rea­
sons we have felt unable to fol-| 
low through with the offer of: 
g o ^  offices made recently by. 
two heads of friendly states: His 
Majesty, the king of Morocco, and 
the president of the republic'of | 
Tunisia.’"
Imperial Bank Head Declares
TORONTO (CP)—Canada has 
entered, a phase of economic re­
adjustment .but .there .arc no 
grounds for panicky apprehension 
of severe * depression, John S. 
Proctor, president of the Imperial 
Bank of Canada, said today at the 
bank’s annual meeting.
There Is. he said, the basic fact 
that the prospects of the Cana' 
dian economy have not so worsen 
ed as to make necessary any sub- 
tantlal revision of long-term plans 
for investment-spending by Cann 
dian business men. .
"Unless some unforeseen dls 
aster overwhelms the Unlt^ 
States and Europe," he added, 
“our export safes should grow 
greatly. . .
“We should be able both to pay 
high wages to our people and sell] 
our main export commodities onij 
a competitive basis on world mar­
kets; in spite of the difficulties 
which are bound to be encounter­
ed with particular products from 
tmle to time."
Unemployment is likely to be 
Increased, Mr. Proctor said, by] 
the mere cessation of recent rapid] 
growth, even if there is ho de­
cline in production, because ex­
pansion of production is neces­
sary to absorb the annual growth! 
of the labor force and the release i 
of .workers resulting from In-I 
creased productivity.
THE NEWS
n e w  YORK (AP) — It’s no 
crime to steal a little shutoyc. * 
Judge ruled this week, even when 
you crawl Into another bed al­
ready occupied by a man and hit 
wife, :
jMcgdi McMillan, 22, an eleva­
tor operator, was accused of 
cUmbinjg through a groundfloor 
window In the apartment'of J. 
Weinberg and going straight to 
bed. '
Unfortunately, the bed was oo 
cuplcd by Weinberg and his wile, 
Hilda. They were somewhat 
prised when lhe» awakened In the 
morning to find a stranger la 
their midst. ^ ,
Justice Ambrose J . Haddock 
said Mc&tlllan was not guilty of 
unlawful entry because no proof 
was presented that he intended to 
comtnlt •  crime. The Justice add­
ed:'
“ It is not unlawful for a ' man 




MEADVtUJB. Pa, (AP) 
Sam A. McMillan, 57, w«m‘t'have 
to worry about drinking on week 
ehds tor at least’ the next 10 
weeka.
p.m. Fridays to 8:30 a.m. 
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Here's an opportunity not to be missed, all departments are featuring outstand­
ing bargains. Come and see for yourself w hat a DOLLAR w ill buy at IGA's 
"PRE-CHRISTMAS DOLLAR DAY" Sale.















IG A  TABLERITE QUALITY MEATS
CH(X)SE THICKNESS 
0  AND HLL WITH MEAT
TURN OVER, PRESS, 
^  REMOVE DISC
SEPARATE MEAT 
^  FROM DISC
B U R e iR M O U D
WITH 2 IBS. OF LEAN T A B U R n E  GROUND ^
drunken driving charge in court 
Monday, he told Judge Herbert 
Mook that he drinks only on I 
weekends. He added that it would 
work a financial hardship on his 
family if he were sent to Jail, i 
J u d g e  I Mook solved Mc­
Millan's drinking and financial I 
irobllems. The Judge told Mc-| 
dtllan he may remain free on 
weekdays but must serve the next I 
10 weekends in Jail from .6:30|
mcMHULAN 'VO E Q Y rrr 
tAIRO (AP)-The paper A1 Ka- 
hira says today Prime Minister II 
Macmillan wants to visit Egypt 
discussions with President
! T he T hick  - n - T h in  Hamburger M ould
eliminates use o f  W a x  Paper and makes 
preparation quick, easy and sanitary. N o  
I mqre messy, sticky fingers. Y ou  get uniform  
, patties every tim e, insuring econom ical meals.
BOIUNG FOWL ....
BUUX or SHORT RIB ROAST 
BOLOGNA IT . , , : .
lb . 45 
lb . 45 
$1.00
tor
Nasser. The paper'a Paris corres- 
spondent .quotes British political I 
circles as saying Macmillan sug-| 
gestM an Egyptian trip to the; 
cabinet betomne left tor France.
JAPANESE BUILD JBT8
UT5UNOMYIA. Japan (AP) - 
Three Jet training planes, the|| 
flrft designed and bulll in Japan 
were displayed at the Vtdi heain’ 
Industries plant here today. All 
parts of the two-seater TI..F—2s I 
t x c ^  the DrtUsh-bulit Bristol | |  
Jet engines were made in Japan, ■
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M IX  'E M  o r M A T C H 'E M
SOUP Campbell’s Tomato or Vegetable, 10 oz. tin 
CITRUS JUICE Orange, Grapefruit, Blended, 20 
TOMATO JUICE Ubby’i Fancy, 20  oz. tin
oz. tin
CREAM CORN Royal City Fancy, 15 oz. tin 
ASSORTED PEAS IGA choice Grade, 15 oz. tin
7
FRESH PRODUCE
ORANGES 180 Navels. . . . ............. .... ... 4  doz. $ 1 . 0 0
GRAPEFRUIT Arizona 48’s ...... .... .... 4  for 2 9 c
CELERY Califbmia ....... ......  .... ............ . each 1 9 c
POTATOES (Local Pontiac), 100 lb. sack.......... 2 . 8 5
DOG OR CAT FOOD Rover, 15 oz. tin ...... .... 11  for $ 1 « 0 0
IGA MARGARINE ........... S i te .  8 9 c
WAX PAPER REFILLS z „  .0 0  ... : 4 fo r  $ 1 . 0 0
CHEESE SLICES ,g a , . p^g 3  ,or $ 1 . 0 0
IGA LARD ...
LOWNEY'S
ANGELUS MARSHMALLOWS .6 » z  pkg 3 5 c
BRIDGE MIXTURE .6 0 , pkg . ...... 5 9 c
£ETIT O'HENRY . o . z  pvg .... .........................4 9 c
SOAP POWDERS
TIDE Off Special", Giant Size pkg. ........ . : , . . : . . . ; 6 9 c
, DUZ "5^ Off Special", Large Size pkg......... ............ ......... .......: : . 3 9 c
BONUS "With MAIL-IN Salad Set Deal", Giant Size p k g . .......  8 9 C
BONUS "With MAIL-IN Salad Set DEAL”, Large Size jllcg!..........4 5 C
FARROW and SILVESTER 
SUPER IG A  (MARKET
2728  PENDOZr STREET  
KELOWNA. B.C.
When he pleaded guilty to a 'the  company saW
i M v  I-
mMM
The Daily Courier
?Bldi»bedl bjf The K ek m n  Courior lim ited . 492 Doyle Ave.. Kctowna. B.C.
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D riv in g  
M o s t T im e
C om es 
W a rn in g
Canada’s nation-wide safe driving week 
will be held the first week of December under 
U»e sponsorship of the Canadian Highway 
Safety Conference. With all provinces parti­
cipating the campaign wilT officially open at 
midnight November 30th, and close mid- 
n i^ t  December 7th.
The campaign has two main objectives: 
to reduce the traffic deaths and to point up 
the responsibilities of pedestrian and motor­
ist in highway safety.
Taking part in Safe-Driving Week will 
be the federal and provincial governments, 
industry, business, public groups, police for­
ces, the judiciary, provincial and community 
safety organizations.
That there is need for any publicity cam­
paign that will heip cut down the number of 
fat^ties is obvious. In the final analysis the 
death toll on our highways comes right back 
to the individual be he driver or pedestrian. 
The best signal systems, the best lighted 
streets, the most perfect highways, the most 
sensible regulations and the best cars— these 
things are of no avail if the human factor 
fails and its most common failure is in the 
exercise of carefulness. Thus more virtue is 
indeed essential to the safety of our public 
highways.
Improve our material helps to the high­
est degree and there will still remain the very 
grave duty of all individuals to respect the
life of others. The fear of immediate and 
adequate punishment will no doubt act as 
a deterrent, but police forces alone cannot 
eliminate the hazards created by drivers who 
have no control over themselves, who crave 
excessively high speeds and whose faculties 
are sometimes obscured by alcohol. A strict 
discipline must therefore be imposed in ac­
cordance with generally recognized regula­
tions.
The all-too-frequent d/ramatic sequel to 
breaches of highway safety regulations con­
veys a moral obligation that, is often not 
taken seriously enough. Motorists cannot de­
pend entirely on their alertness and driving 
ability to avoid accidents; they must main­
tain a certain margin of safety to cope with 
faulty drivers and to take into account emer­
gency situations which may arise.
The powerful modem vehicle is a dan 
gerous weapon. The driver at the wheel of 
a high-speed car can be compared to 
hunter carrying a loaded gun. The slightest 
neglect on his part can claim several lives. 
Every means possible must be used to im­
prove traffic conditions but nothing can re 
place the carefulness without which he wouk 
actually be endangering the lives of others
It is to be earnestly hoped that Safe 
Driving Week will bring about tangible re­
sults and that an enlightened public opinion 
will help to bring to our highways a climate 
of courtesy, moderation and carefulness.
B Y G O N E 'D A Y S
I I  YEA18 AGO 
NaTenber. WIT
Siortage of railway freight 
^ars is starting to affect ship- 
■nents of fruits and vegetables 
having the Okanagan Valley, of- 
•‘.dais of B.C. Tree Fruits ad 
'nltted. Yesterda.v. there were 
>nly 13 cars available, and today 
■'nly 14 cars were allotted to Tree 
Fruits whereas about 70 cars 
*«uld have been used.
Coroorai R. B. McKav. of Trail, 
^as been nooolnted chief of the 
local detachment of orovlnclal 
nollce, Staff-«<t. Thomson stated 
Staff Set.. Thomson leaves for 
Nanaimo to take over his new 
Hutle.s. Cnl. McKav served '«lth 
the RCAF durlne Great War 
and was promoted to the rank of 
corporal about a year ago.
20 YEARS AGO 
November. 1037
Ronald G. ^ell. of Vancouver, 
driver of the car in which Mrs 
Clarice Keith, Kelowna, received 
fatal injuries on Labor Day while 
rehimlng from Oliver, was exon 
erated by the Fall Assizes lury 
following a trial for manslaughter.
30 TEARS AGO 
November. 1927
At the annual general meeting 
of the Kelowna ^dm lnton Club,
R. R. Hill was rc-electcd presi 
dent. H. G. M. Gardiner vice- 
president and R. Seale secretary- 
treasurer. The following were 
chosen by ballot as members of 
the committee: L. Hayes, L. G. 
Butler, H. C. Mangin. Mrs. H. C.
S. Collett and Mrs. K. Tailj’our.
40 YEARS AGO 
November. 1917
The three local banks will stay 
open until 10 Saturday evening 
next for the conx-enience of their 
customers who wish to make ap­
plications through them for Vic­
tory Bonds. No appUcalimu can 
be received after Saturday eve-, 
nlng. . /
50 TEARS AGO 
November, 1901 ^
The total rainfall for October,^ 
1907, was .27 of one Inch. Twenty 
years later, during October, 1927, 
it was 1.76 inches, or over six 
times as much.
EDUCATION IN THE UPPER BRANCHES
O H A W A  REPORT
Christmas Business Booming
N ew  Canadian 
lag Debate
Nothing makes a retailer happier than 
the prospect of a good Christmas season. 
This is exactly what many anticipate this 
year— at least, according to authentic re- 
, ports rounded up from across the country by 
the Financial Post.
After sifting through the various reports, 
staff writer Richard Ogden has come to the 
conclusion that Canadian retailers expect to 
have the merriest Christmas sales season on 
lecord. The reason he gives is that Canadians 
• have the money and they are in the mood 
to spend it. A  tip to merchandizers is that 
: customers are showing an increased willing­
ness to purchase quality goods. <
By end of November —  which means 
just about now— the parade of buyers; is 
expected to start. Progressive stores in the . 
area served by the Herald are already sliow,- 
ing indications of preparations for the big 
rush.
Tmsel paper, colored garlands, Christ­
mas emblems and other decorations are 
making their appearance. A ll departments 
are stocked with seasonable goods and it is 
only necessary to enter the larger stores to  
feel a sense of anticipation. The Christmas _ 
spirit is infectious and will soon invade the 
smallest of retail establishments.
We think it is safe to say that the bulk 
of the Christmas business goes to merchants 
who promote their wares. This is no time to
just stand behind the counter and hope. It is 
a time when planned publicity through a 
widely circulating medium can carry the 
message into the highways and byways and 
virtually compel the customers to come in, 
Ea^h shopping centre has its own par­
ticular attraction and this should be kept 
in mind when group advertising is utilized. 
Of course, the sales in any community are 
only as great as the combined efforts of the 
retailers make them.
The main thing is to make the Christ­
mas spirit obvious in the stores. The arrange­
ment o f stock, the attitude of the sales 
people and the leadership of the proprietor 
or manager all contribute to a successful 
sales record. These days, when goods are 
plentiful, there is a wide variety of attractive 
merchandise to choose from and buyers pan 
visit their favorite shops with the assurance 
of getting satisfaction. If the necessity arises 
for exchange or adjustment this is not dif­
ficult when dealing with the home merchants 
This district is blessed with storekeepers 
who look upon, service, to the customer as 
the first consideration in successful selling, 
They are going to make every effort to at­
tract business during the presently opening 
Christmas season. All signs give confident 
belief that they will not be disappointed with 
the results.
— (Penticton Herald)
r n a g e L o n g
> Despite all the claims that man's life 
expectancy is gaining, there are those who 
question whether there will be any marked 
extension in human life. Dr. Morris Rock- 
stein, associate professor of physiology ait 
New York university, speaking at the annual 
meeting of the Gerontological Society in 
Cleveland, remarked that human beings have 
about reached the liipit on how long they can 
expect to live.
Thai lifc-cxpcctancy tables have indica­
ted that man is living longer than he used to, 
docs not contradict the conclusion reached 
by Dr. Rockstcin. They indicate the con­
quest of diseases that once brought on pre­
mature death. But they do not indicate that 
old-age itself has been conquered.
Dr. Rockstcin’s studies have led him to 
conclude that inherited factors have much 
to do with longevity, and man has no con­
trol over these inherited conditions. Human 
beings are thus limited to about the present 
length of life.
Actual living conditions will determine
whether a person will live to his inhcritcc 
limit. By proper control, more _and more 
people could reach this goal. Such things as 
climate, diet and marriage play an important 
part in-whether a person will go the fu 
route, ^
Marriage, said Dr. Rockstcin, is “a rela 
, lively little-discussed factor which appears to 
be involved in . . * the life spaa of,the mem 
bers of different species. In humans, it is 
fairly well-known statistical fact that at any 
age the mortality of bachelors or spinsters 
far exceeds that of their married counter 
parts.”
This may come as a bit of a surprise 
to many people who know elderly bachelors 
or spinsters who appear to have enjoyed an 
extended life. But it is to be remembered 
that statistics present an average, which is 
somewhere in between the extremes, And 
the statistical facts offer the longer lifp to 
married men and women. It remains to be 
seen whether. Dr. Rockstcin's arguments will 
start a headlong rush for ihurringc licences.
By PATRICK NICHOLSON 






COMMUNITY a iE S T  
Dear Sir:
I, pa a new resident to this 
area of Canada, nnd one who, by 
the way intends on staying, would 
like to take fhls opportunity to 
congratulate you upon the fine 
^Itorlal which appeared on tho 
November 21 Issue regarding the 
recent Community Chest Appeal.
It waa with a gteat deal of per­
gonal concern nnd to a certain 
extent, regrets, that l„ should now 
consider myseW a member of a 
Cbmmunityr with such an apnar- 
«nt uncfHicem towards his, less 
fbrtunato aeighbor, Perhaps there 
tiKMe among ua who did 
Hint stop for a moment to realize 
that we were only being asked toSve .(jlPc for each member of our 
mUyVto maintain the fifteen a- 
genclea bow tncorpe«tdttd Into the 
Community Chest. That amount. 
•TPe, donated by every man. wo­
man and child in this area would 
have pul the campaign over the 
.top. Again there are many who
possibly do not realize that in 
many major cities of Canada re­
sidents are asked to give ah am­
ount of six dollars for each mem­
ber of their family, Toronto bc- 
ng one of the many. What a head­
line that would have made fo the 
Courier,
"Kelowna Community Cheat 
Drive Short 1148,000."
We are fortunate, in one way,
that this city is populated by so 
many retired and financially se­
cure persona. It Is also quite 
evident that they have also re­
tired and secured their purse 
strings when It comes to helping 
those less fortunate than they, 
If there are ten millionaires in the 
Kelowna area 1 wonder did they 
ever stop to think that by each 
giving one thirtieth of the interest 
on their mlllloni they alone could 
have put tho drive over the top? 
On tho other hand, If those less 
fortunate than tho big toil had 
given our Wednesday morning 
pay, we alone could have put tho 
drive over tho, top.




Box ,114, Kelowna, B.C,
ASSISTANCE APPRECIATED
Dear Sirs;
The jnembera of the nssoda- 
llons executive have unanlniovisly 
agreed that we should contact 
you direct to place our , thanks 
in yoiir hands for t'lo wonderful 
coverage yoii are presently giv­
ing to our operation..
Your entire staff, particularly 
Mr. Inglls, seem to be going out 
of their way to help us this year, 
and plcaSo do not think, that It 
Is going \innoUc<̂ d.
It might seem untimely to you 
for us to be shying thhnks,. In 
the middle of our playing season 
but we felt that we just could not 
wait until next spring to say it, 
Yours truly, , 
CORD SMITH, > 
Secretary,
Kelowna and District Minor 
Hockey Committee.
OTTAWA — A portrait of the 
past week in parliament would not 
be complete without mention of 
that hoary bugbear: proposals 
for the creation of a new Cana­
dian flag.
Wilfrid LaCroix, a 66 yfear old 
Liberal who has represented the 
French-Canadian constituency of 
Quebec-Montmorency in parlia­
ment for exactly one-third of his 
life, threw a monkey-wrench into 
his party by raising this proposal 
once again. Ex-Prime Minister 
Louis St. Laurent and some two 
dozen other French-Canadian 
MPs voted against this proposal; 
LaCroix and two others voted for 
it. But the great majority of their 
fellow French-Canadian Liber­
als, from Quebec ducked the vote 
rather than be ground between 
the millstones of party obliga­
tion and’ French nationalism.
The insoluble problem under­
lying this proposal is the racial 
antagonism which seethes be­
neath the delicate veneer called 
“national unity.” This oft times 
bitter feeling unfortunately pre­
vents any nation-wide agreement 
upon what symbols should be in­
cluded in, or definitely excluded 
from, a new Canadian flag.
BORN OF HOT BLOOD 
The basic fact which the flag 
fanatics will not recognize is that, 
if a flag is to inspire devotion 
and faith, it must be bom of 
national tribulation and human 
triumph. France, for example 
honors a flag thus born of 
national revolution: Britain, is
loyal to a flag developed through 
the expansion of the United King 
dom; the United States treasure 
a flag whose symbolism is r<Mt 
ed in the uprising and unification 
of thirteen colonies.
It is idle to believe that Cana 
dians would nourish similar de- 
votiop and sentiment for a bunt­
ing merely devised by the major­
ity vote of bickering demagogues 
attempting to gloss over a nation­
wide chasm. Would dur sons vol­
unteer to fight and perhaps td 
die for a flag as uninspiring and 
unrepresentative as the symbol 
for a regional table delicacy, 
namely maple syrup?
LaCroix devoted the lesser part 
of his speech to this proposal 
which he made Ws highlight. His 
longer theAe was to criticise 
Prime Minister Dlefenbaker be­
cause French-Canadlans are less 
numerous in the present govern­
ment than they were in the prev­
ious. He overlooked the statisti­
cal fact that Mr, Dlefenbaker 
has put 50 per cent of his Ficnch- 
Canadlan Quebec supporters in 
his Cabinet, whereas Mr. St. Laur­
ent only found room for less thnn 
10 per cent of his French-Cnna- 
dlan Quebec supporters. That the 
electors of Quebec choose to send 
to Ottawa more representatives 
following.St. Laurent than follow­
ing Dlefenbaker Is the significant 
fact which the demagoguic critics 
disregard In this specious nrgu 
ment.,
RETURN TO PARADISE
perienced and clever Senators, 
notably Senators Wishart Robert­
son, Tom Crerar, Farris and Eul­
er. But they spoke to a partly
empty Senate and to largely emp­
ty galleries, because nobody ever
VANISHING FLEET iPIRATINO DECLINES
LONDON (CP)—Britain’s fleet MANCHESTER. England (CP) 
of paddle steamers is slowly dis- —A marked reduction in the num- 
appearing. Latest to go is thp ber of cases of pirating of Lan-
knows In advance just what bust 
ness will be transacted in the 
Senate, or who will speak and at 
what time.
Why do not the Senate leader 
and Opposition leader confer be­
forehand, so that at the close of 
each day’s sitting, the order of 
business for the following sitting 
can always be announced, and the 
names of speakers be listed in 
some public place in their order 
of speaking? This is always done 
for the CoiVimons; if the Senate 
would foUow the example, its 
sittings would attract a bigger 




My father worketh hitherto and 
I work. John 5:17.
Wo have a debt to society, to 
humanity. We sho>jld dischargo 
that debt to have u clear con« 
tcicnce.
S u ja e rJ b /
If  you boko a t homo, ex^ryono 
will lovt this big, round, deep 
and delicious frosted maple 
coffee cake! Make it with 
Fleischmann’s Aaive 
Dry Yeast, and you’ll 
serve it ojttnt
Frosted M ^e Coffee CsFe
Bournemouth Queen, launched in 
1908. '
INTEREST SAGS
LUTON, England (CP)—Luton 
Esperanto Society now has only 
three members. Commented one:
‘It looks like desperanto.”
OIL HUNT K ^ b s  
TRUMFLEET, England(CP)— 
Engineers have abandoned their 
search for oil in this Yorkshire 
community after drilling 5,000 
feet.
BOOK EXCHANGEE
LONDON (CP) — Books about 
Britain will be sent to Optaijo, 
Yugoslavia, by St. Pancras li­
brary in exchange for books 
about the Balkan country.
THOUGHTFUL COUNCIL
KING’S LYNN, England (C PI- 
Old-age pensioners won’t have to 
dig their gardens when they 
move into rent-free ‘council 
houses in this Norfolk town. The 
council will do it for them.
POPULAR PAINTINGS
LONDON (AP)—Attendance at 
the Tate Gallery exhibition of 
paintings by Claude Monet aver­
aged 15,000 a week, the highest 
for any Arts Council exhibition in 
the last 10 years.
ROUGH ON MICE
NORWICH. England (CP) -  A 
motor cyclist, fined £ 1  at a court 
here for not having a road licence 
on his machine, pleaded that 
mice had eaten it.
TV LEADS RADIO
LONDON (CP)—Radio Licences 
current In September In the 
United Kingdom numbered 7,269, 
000 while television licences 
reached their highest level at 7,- 
398,000.
INQUIRING MINDS
LONDON (CP)—"Children are 
the most shrewd tourists," says 
Lcn Jones, who supervises guides 
at London Airport. Likely ques 
tions arc: “What Is the weight 
of the control tower? How many 
bricks arc In the Queen’s Build­
ing? Where does the last rivet 
go In an airliner?"
WELIriBWEPT TOO?
PARKSTONE, England (CP)
A street that branches off Broom 
road in this Dorcst community 
is to; bp called Brush Rond.
cashire textile designs by the 
Japanese was reported by the 
Manchester chamber of Com­
merce.
WORDS OF THE WISE
He who would do good to an­





A T I O N A L
IJACHINERY
POLICE COST UP
ROSSLAND (CP)-Clty council 
has been told'that RCMP service 
hero between June, 1958, nnd 
June. 1959, ■ will increase alwut 
8300 a man. or some 8900. Council 
decided than even with the in­
crease the arrangement with the 
RCMP is less costly than starting 
a city police force. i , ,
to mind several best-selling books, 
of which the latest was called 
"Return to Paradtae." 'Tld.s as­
sociation of ideas is not inappro­
priate wlicn one thinks of the 
new Speaker pf the Bouse of 
Commons, The Hon. Roland Mlch- 
encr, "Roly” Mlchencr was a 
iwpular, courteous and very able 
back-bench M.P. Ho has become 
in five weeks- a popular, covirt- 
eous. very able and very fine 
Speaker. He has already restored 
tlie shattered respect of the 
Chair, nnd he shows signs of 
tightening up the practice to 
match tho precepts In Commons 
procedure. ■
Mention of the highlights of 
the week in Parliament must in­
clude reference to the Senate. In 
"the other place,” as Commons 
coll the Upper Chamber, the past 
week has seen some bold and 









Vi cup llghlly-po^... J 
brown sugar 
teaspoons sah 
cup buHor or 
margarine
Cool to Iwkswerm.
2 ,  Moanflmo, mtoiuro Into forgo
bowl
Vi cup lukewarm water
SHr In
2 teaspoons granulated 
sugar




Ut itond 10 mlnutoi, THDt itlr
woIL








and boot until smooth end olotlle;
Work In additional
3 cups (about) 
ence-slftod 
all-purpose flour
3 ,  Turn out on flourod beord and 
knood until smooth end olostk. 
Ploco In grtosod bowL Grooso 
top. Cover, lot rise in a worm 
place, free from draft, until 
doubiid In bulk—about I hour,
4 ,  Punch down dough. Turn out on 
I ghtly-ftoured board and knead 
until smooth. Divide dough Into 2 
equal portlonsi pot eadi portion 
Into 0 7-Inch round and place In o 
greosed 8-Inch round layer coke 
pan. Grease lops. Cover, let rise 
until doubled In bulk—about % 
hour. Bake In moderately hot 
oven, 375% about 30 minutes. 
Turn out on coke rocks, top-side 
up and cool slightly. -
Spread with the following Maple 
Frosting and decorate, if desired 
with walnut helves. Measure 1 cup 
once.sifted Icing sugar Into a 
small bowl) stir In 3 drbps vonlllo, 
'A teaspoon maple flavoring and 
sufficient cream (about 4 tea­
spoons) to moke an Icing of 
spreoding consistency. Yield—2 
large coffee cokes.
K iiP S  FRtSH FOR WtMKS
Anothsr fine product ef 









R. P, MacLean, Pifblhlicr
„ I Published every afternoon cx 
The name Mlchencr may brln" Sundays and holidays at 492
E|cylo Ave., Kelowna, B.C, by 
'fhe Kelowna Courier Limited.
Members Audit Bureau ot Clr 
culations.
Member of TTio Canadian Press 
Tlio Canadian Press is exdu 
blvcly entitled to. tho use for rc- 
publlcalton of all-news dcspr-tches 
credited to it or to Tho Assodated 
Press or Reuters in thin paper 
rnd also the local news publithcd 
trcrcln. All rights of rcpiibllca- 
ticn of fpccial dlsp.itchcs herein 
me also reserved.
Subscription rotes-carpli-r de­
livery, pity and district 'Me per 
week, carrier boy eollectlng every 
2 weeks. Suburban nieaif, where 
carrier or delivery service Is 
malntnined, rotes an above,
By mnli, In B.C.. 8(1,00 per 
year; 83,50 for 8 months; 82.0(J 
for 3 months. Oubide B C. nnd 
U.S.A., 815.00 per, year; single 
copy sales' pries, 5 cents.
the best brews in the world 
come from Carling 'si.,
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15 oz. t in .............
Malkin*^, Size 4, 





Cut Green Beans 
Tomato
Peas & Carrots 
Niblet Corn
Malkin’s, Choice, 
15 oz. t in s ..........
Malkin’s Choice, 







1 2 /4 8  oz. case
2 4 /1 5  oz. case 1 Ih. package 
in quarters...... 3 lbs. 95c
Malkin’s Choice, 
15 oz. tin ______
Vacuum Pack, 
14 oz. t i n ........
Infant 




2 4 /1 5  oz. case
2 4 /1 5  oz. case
2 4 /2 8  oz. case
2 4 /1 5  oz. case




3  lb. tin
TIDE
GIANT SIZE
12c O ff Deal
Net Price






Beef liv e r Maple I^eaf, 12 oz. cu p ...
Liver Bacon Chubs Maple Leaf, Avc. 10 oz.
Ib .3 2 t 





O R A N G E S  $1.55
Easy to Peel . . . .  Box I
Bundle o f 2 Boxes . . . . . . . . .  3 .0 5
28  oz.
tin .  .
Indian River, 
White or Pink
le ttu ce  
Cello Carrots
California,
large head ..................................!.................  ....... ........ ...... each
Canada No, 1,
2 lb. cello, per pkg.
Malko Mac, 
Cello wrap .
IS o z . 









W E SIB A N S
NOTON & SIMKINS
V 2091 Richter St.
HALL BROTHERS LTD. A
' Okanaean Mission
SOUTH KELOWNA MERCHANTS
2902 Pcndozi St. Phone 2?63
, HARDIE'S GENERAL STORE
\  RUTLAND V -  PHONE 2551
PEHMAN BROS.
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Boys relaxing in lounge of \ Principal^C. W. Twite, is look-
Hospital at 117 Manning De­
pot where students and staff
of the razed Vernon prepara­
tory school will stay until the 
end of March. The hospital
was chosen as it Is a warmer^ 
building.
the mess. Only a quarter of the | 
boys were present, at the time.
ing on.
."̂ rr
’ . ^ o.V.» ’ '
Preparatory School "Refugees" 
Have New Home A t A rm y Depot
i r i <
I ' t? '
C ’•«'
, Hf.. j
u  ■■ ■ V<, V.. ■-' IV.-, . •■ ■'. •-■■■# t. f ■ . • .• • ■•
'V .'v t
1 •, y.*
One of the dormitories in the. 
hospital. The boys are well 
adjusted to the switch. “Almost 
like being in the army, for
them.” Trio, left to right, Gor­
don Venables, John Downie, and 
Pete Sherwood.
7 -
By REG 80RTWELL 
(C oder’s Vernon Bureau)
VERNON — Forty-nine boys, 
six staff members, a dog named 
Dixie and a cat called Eisen­
hower, all "refugees” from the 
Vernon Preparatory School fire, 
are making out well at 117 Man­
ning Depot.
At the sergeant’s mess, where 
the boys and staff eat, they were 
partaking of Cook Painer’s de  ̂
licious roast beef dinner, when I 
called recently.
Only a dozen or so boys .were 
present for the noon meal. Im­
mediately evident was the excel­
lent behavior of the students. 
This state seemed to stem more 
from good manners than from 
any enforced discipline. Im­
mediately following ihe meal, the 
tables were washed and the 
dishes done up and then toe 
group retired to toe other section 
of toe mess where they listened 
to toe radio, read, or just talked.
Principal C. W. Twite, in dis­
cussing their new home remark­
ed “the army has been very good 
to usy The facilities here are 
better than we had in the old 
building. It was quite an old 
building you know."
Cook seemed quite at home in 
toe gleaming army kitchen. It is 
aparently “streets ahead” of toe 
one in toe old building. Large 
leather chairs, a fireplace, and a 
radio, all contribute to the com 
fort of toe mess.
ARMY CO-OPERATES 
Both Mr. Twite, and matron 
Jenny Dupont, remarked, that 
“the boys like it. I think they en­
joy the feeling of being in the 
army.”
Miss Dupont explained “the 
parents were very good about the 
whole thing, and toe army have 
been just wonderful.”
Apparently the only shortage 
experienced by toe school is 
clothes for the boys who lost all 
their possessions in toe fire that 
razed the old school dormitory.
Sleeping accommodation is pro­
vided at the camp hospital, a 
“U” shaped structure, at the
south end of the depot. Staff live 
in part of toe west wing and the 
students use toe remainder.
The hospital, presumably was 
chosen, as it is easier to heat. 
The Ixjys bunk in several rooms, 
containing from four to ten beds. 
One room, being part of a hos­
pital, has glass windows in the 
coiridor wall. It has been named
toe “aquarium.” “Essondale” is 
the dubious appelation of another 
room.
At Coldstream, excavation for 
construction of the new building 
is already underway. It will be 
ready for occupancy at toe end 
of March. The students presently 
travel out to the school'by rented 
school bus.
Mrs. Painer, with two able 
assistants. The small boy, ap­
parently fe l tc o ld ^ s o a te in ^ ^
kitchen. Mrs. Painer cooks top 
notch roast'beef.
AT VERNON
M agistrate Continues 
Crack Down On Liquor
Iraq, Saudi Arabia, 
Egypt Form Alliance
BAGHDAD (Reutdrs)—Iraq to­
day jo in ^  Saudi Arabia and 
Egypt with an offer to hfelp Jor­
dan repel any attack from Israel.
Acting Foreign Minister All 
Mumtaz said in a statement; 
“Iraq is determined to stand by 
and defend Jordan against any 
Israeli aggression.”
NOW IN STYLE
TOKYO (AP)—Russia's earth 
satellite, already toe motif for 
seme Japanese toys and balloons, 
now has appeared on expensive 




VERNON — Two motorists re 
ceived $50 fines and had their 
licences endorsed in police court.
Robin Anthony Kitching, 29 
pleaded guilty to driving without 
due care and attention. His ve­
hicle collided with another on 
Okanagan Landing road.
Also pleading guilty was Roger 
Sonier. The accused failed to 
stop at a stop sign at 35th Ave. 
and 32nd St. He explained streets 
were slippery and he could not 
stop. Sonier was also involved Tn 
a minor accident.
Court infornfed him, “you will 
just have to drive that much 
more - carefully when conditions 
are bad.”
(Courier’s Vernon Bureau)
VERNON — Either having, or 
having had liquor proved costly 
to several 6f Vernon’s native 
sons.
Francis Jim, found intoxicated 
'in a public place, was fined and 
placed on an interdictory list. He 
will not be allowed to have liquor 
of any kind or at any tin\e for 
three months. The fine was $50.
Continuing his crack down on 
minors and Indians who will not 
name the supplier of their liquor. 
Magistrate Frank Smith issued a 
$50 fine to William Edwards. 
Edwards claimed he picked up 
the mickey of rum that RCMP 
found in his possession.
Last of the three was Reggie 
Shuttleworto. The accused was 
apparently already on an inter­
dictory list at the time of his 
arrest. Smith told the accused, 
“You have been on the interdict 
and have had the maximum sen­
tence before, but you stiU con­
tinue.”
Shuttleworto asked the court 
for leniency on compassionate 
grounds. He alleged he had re­
lations to support. Ck)Urt told 
counsel for the accused “this is 
the last time that I will accept 
submission for. leniency on com­
passionate grounds for this 
man.” \
Speaking directly to Shuttle- 
worth the magistrate said “ every 
time you come back in this 
court after today on an intoxi­
cation charge, it will be $50, and
three months, or three additional 






VERNON—Appearing in court 
after being picked up on a war­
rant, Jack Durand pleaded guilty 
to driving without a valid driv­
er’s licence.
At the time of the offence, 
Durand asked that the charge be 
waived to Kamloops. However the 
accused could not be located 
there, so a warrant was issued 
from the Vernon RCMP office, 
and he-was picked up here.
Neither the court, or Durand, 
made comment as to the $50 line, 
or two months, was levied.
NANAIMO BUDGET HIGHER^
NANAIMO (CP)—A provisional 
budget for Nanaimo for 1958 an­
ticipates expenditures of $1,576,- 
515 compared with $1,500,191 last 
year. Finance committee Chair­
man Aid. Haig Burns said toe 
$76,000 increase in the budget 
will be mainly offset by a refund 
of $67,000 from the provincial 
government on social welfare 
costs.
DRUGS MENACE?
SYDNEY. AustraUa (Reuters) 
—Tranquillizer drugs are becom­
ing a world menace, says Dr. 
Charles McCarthy, a Sydney psy­
chiatrist. He says the long-term 
effect of such drugs is to make 
people dull and stupid.
REPLACE ENGLISH 
CAIRO (Reuters)—A number of 
Irish teachers have arrived in 
Egypt. They have been employed 
by toe National Institutes organiz­
ation to replace English teachers 
in foreign schools which have 
been Egyptlanized.
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Thete d*xt n»o»l p««pl« w k  
prcMurc, worry more, _ deep lew. TC* 
(train on body and brain makes phyikal 
fitness euier to lose—harder to regain. 
'Today’a tense liring, lowered res'utaMa. 
orenrorkp worry—*njr ol thei® Buy tflod 
normal kidney action. When kidneys get 
out oi order, excess acids and wMlea 
remain in the system. Then backache. 
lUsturbed rest, mat “tired-out" hearv 
headed feeling
time to take Dodd’s Kidney Pilis. DoWa 
stimulate the kidneys to normal echon. 
Then you (eel better-sleep better-work 
better. Ask for Dodd’s Kidney Pdls at 
any drug counter.
SEEK TRADE
JERUSALEM (AP) — Israels 
minister of trade and industry, 
Pinhas Sapir, is heading to Tokyo 
on a trade mission early next 
year. Israel would  ̂ like to find 
markets in Japan for such things 
as Potash, phosphates and salt.
NEW SHIPYARDS
ATHENS (AP) — The Greek 
shipbuilding and repair yards be­
ing built at Scaramanga by ship­
ping magnate Stavros Niarchos 
for about $7,500,000 are expected 
to be operating by next May, 18 
months ahead of* schedule. 'Work 
began in April, 1956.
HEAVY OUTFIT
The colossal suit of arrnor worn 
by Henry VIII is a feature of the 
collection at the Tower of London.
Lunch at the sergeant’s mess 
for a dozen hungry school boys. 
The atmy quarter were quite 
an improvement.' Principal, C.
W. ’Twite to at far end of right 
tabic. Fittingly, roast beef was 
served.
CITIZENSHIP DAY
VICTORIA (CP) — Naturaliza­
tion ceremony for 14 New Cana­
dians will be held in Victoria 
court house Thursday morning. 
The New (Japadlans will be wel­
comed by the Greater Victoria 
Citizenship Council at the cere­
mony and at a coffee party after.
Youth Stole Gas So Magistrate 
Cancels His Driving Licence
NOTICE
To Customers On 
Carrier Routes
For any irregularity in the 
Delivery Scrvicic of Your
COURIER 
Phone 2 8 0 2
Circulation Department 
KELOWNA COURIER  
Before 7:00 p.m. of 
Publishing Day
7-tff
The Corporation of the City of Kelowna
NOTICE OF E U a iO N
For M ayor, Aldermen and School Trustee
Public notice is hereby given to the electors of the 
Municipality of The Corporation of the City of Kelowna 
that I require the presence of the said electors at the 
COUNCIL CHAMBER, CITY HALL, 1435 WATER 
STREET, KELOWNA, B.C., on the
Second Day of December, 1957 ,
at the hour of ten o’clock in the forenoon, for the purpose 
of electing persons to represent them as Mayor for a term 
of two years, three Aldermen for a term of two years and 
one School Trustee for a term of two years.
THE MODE OF NOMINATION OF CfANDIDATES SHALL 
BE AS FOLLOWS: Candidates shall be nominated in writing 
by two duly qualified electors of the municipality. The nomina­
tion-paper shall be delivered to the Returning Officer at any 
time between the date of this notice and qoon of the day of 
nomination. The nomination-paper may be in the form )?rfes- 
cribed in the “Municipal Act", and shall state the name, 
residence, and occupation of the person nominated in such 
manner as to sufficiently identify suen candidate. The nomina­
tion-paper shall be subscribed to by the candidate.
In the event of a poll being necessary, such poll will be 
opened at toe COMMUNITY HEALTH CENTRE, 390 QUEENS­
WAY, KELOWNA. B.C., on toe TWELFTH DAY OF DECEM­
BER, 1957, between’the hours of eight o’clock in the forenoon 
and eight o’clock in the afternoon, of which every person is 
hereby required to take notice and govern himself accordingly.
Given under my hand at,KELOWNA, B.C., this twenty- 





•  No Bus Rides. •  Convenient Overnight Schedules.
•  No Train Changing. 0  Smort Modem Equipment.
The ONLY “ Through Sleeper" Service to Vancouver 
from the North and Central Okanagan.
CANADIAN NATIONAL
For furlhor Momalion photo too, wrlh or tall
Agent, CNR Station —  Phone 2330  





VERNON — Tlirce youths all 
pleaded guilty to . stealing gas 
from a car owned by Alexander 
Boyd, when they apiiearcd In |x>- 
Xlco court.
Acevised were Wnyne' Dougins 
MllUgnn 18, Harold Luviolotte 18, 
and Drueb LnyioIoUo 20. Bruco 
had previously ptooded not guilty 
but elected to cnahgo his plea,
Milligan received a 8u.sncndc<l 
acntciico. but was remanded for 
further dlstwsltton of his case ns 
•omeone must offer to take re- 
aponslbitity for the youth H he 
to to receive a auspended sen 
tencet
"To keep his car nmnlng." was 
citfyl as the reason that Harold 
partieiimted. 'To remove such in- 
atigation, Magistrate Frank Smith 
aus|)ended his driver’s licence for 
the six months,
Father of the Lavlolottc boys, 
stated that the car had already 
been returned, Bruce was rcmnnd‘ 
cd in custociy until Dec, 3 for 
sentence. _
Red China Officials 
To V is it New Delhi
NEW DELHI /AD -  A Red 
Chinese military mis.slon will ar­
rive here at the x'lid of Decem­
ber on a slx-wcck tour of "some 
military installations 'uiid places 
of general interest,’! Deputy Dc 
fence Minister Suijit Singh Maj 
Ithia announced,
U.K. Rail Accidents 
Total 1 ,22 6  In '5 6
»WO BOYS ARRiSTED
VANCOUVER tCD-TfrO' Kvs 
agrH 1$ and 16 ha\’e been arrerted 
and charged with seven counta 
of breaking and entering, They 
admitted breaking into a hard­
ware itot'e, chopidng 'open a 
atrongbox and, atealiag an ax and 
crowbar which they used to enter 
the other alx premlsca. li'hey had 
8400 bn'twern them when lariest- 
«d, , „ ,
LONDON iltcutcifti -- No pas 
rengers i were killed nml only 
three were severel.v iniurcd in a 
total of l,23t) rallimid aceident.i in 
Britain last year. More than 1,- 
500,000000, passengers were car 
rled by British trains,
>ARM MACIIINI-H
Tlicre were three tractors lor 
cvcr.v tour iK-cuptcil farms in Can­
ada in 1956. ' .
. . .w
E - A i” (D o M E R IT  P L A N
W h en  you  buy m ajor a p p lia n ces fo r  yo u r  
h o m e o n  th e  M erit P la n  you  can  d o  s o  w ith  
co h ip lc te  con fid en ce . F or o v er  tw enty-five  ̂
years th is  a ll-C anadian  co m p a n y  ha$ s e r v e d . ,  i 
. satisfied . . .  m o re  cu sto m ers than any  
o th er  finaned plan.
Watch your budgol when you buy "on lime".
Avoid "eoiy term*" ond "(ow down poymonr' 
flnqnclng — they're more cotlly In the end.
S e e  y o u r  M E R IT  P L A N  d o n lo r .
He'll recommend the bed terms for you.
□
•V'
I N D U S T R I A L  A C C E P T A N C E  C O R P O R A T I O N  L I M I T | D
SpoMors ef 'Canada'i Moil L'lod timm Purctiaio Pfdx
•w nn .H  n o it s u ’. ..  
This great Scotch 
gives yUti 
the special flavor 
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SCOTCH W Hr S K Y
26Vi and 13 '/a nz, hot lies
W.M4.
Tliii advertisement is not ptihllslicd or displayed by the L|quor 
. Control Board or by the Government of Urliisli Columbia,
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P r i c e s  E f f e c t i v e
F r i.,  S a t . ,  M o n . ,  N o v .  2 9 , 3 0 ,  D e c .  2 .  \
ST O R E  H O U R S
Q p e n  T ill  9 : 0 0  p .m .  E a c h  F r id a y  f o r  y o u r  c o n v e n i e n c e .
.flE DULY COVRICft. T»iBr«.. N«r. J8. !»!• 7
mammmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmrni
%
'  ^  '  ^ 7 ^  u \
P .S .-A N D  HUNDREDS OF FOOD BARGAINS, TOO!
N e v e r  b e f o r e  h a s  S u p e r - V a lu  b r o u g h t  y o u  s u c h  v a r i e t y  a n d  q u a l i t y  a t  s u c h  l o w  p r i c e s .  S u p e r - V a lu  -  d e s i g n e d ,  b u i l t  a n d  
s t o c k e d  f o r  t h e  p e o p l e  o f  K e lo w n a  a n d  D i s t r i c t .  <
★  M I H C E M E A T  N A B O B , F in e s t  Q u a l i t y ,  2 4  o z .  ja r  . . . .  .  4 7 e
★C U T  MIXED P E E 3 9 c  
^  FRUIT CAKE M IX  nitons, n b  p k g . :— 45c
B r it i s h  T in n e d ' 'T r e a t  o f  t h e  W e e k " M a r th a  L a in e  -  F r e s h
BISCUITS CINNAMON GEMS CHOCOLATES
A full selection now at Super-Valu. 
SHOP EARLY WHILE STOCKS Pkg. 2 9 c 1-lb.Pkg. 8 9 c
ARE COMPLETE Packed 6 to a Plastic Basket
BAKING SUPPLIES
CHOPPED WALNUTS s T " : ....................37c
SULTANA RAISINS  46c
CURRANTS Martin’s Australian,. 1 lb. c e l lo ................ ...........24c
DARK RAISINS Calitornia,21b. m Ho ....... ........................  57C
BLEACHED RAISINS Golden Harvest, 1 lb. cello .... 34c
CITRON PEEL Dalton’s Cut, 4 oz. p k g .....................- ....... . . 15c
PINEAPPLE RINGS Dalton’s, 4 Rings, pkg. ........... 37c
GLACED CHERRIES Dalton’s Red, 8 oz. p k g ....... . 37c
FLOUR 5 Roses All Purpose, 10 lb. paper bag ......  75C
FROZEN FOODS
MIXED VEGETABLES Delnor, 11 oz. pkg.
FRENCH CUT BEANS Delnor, 10 oz. p k g ....., 
STRAWBERRIES York Fancy, 15 oz, pkg. ..
ICE CREAM Noca, Quart Brick
NUTS AND CANDIES
MIXED NUTS In Shell, 2  lb. ccU o ......... ...... ......................... 83c
WALNUTS In Shell, 1 lb. cello ................... ...... ................... .......43C
BRAZILS In Shell, 1 lb. cello ... ... ......  • 41C
ALMONDS In Shell, n b .  cello ..................... ...... . ...... .. 41c
BRILLIANT MIX CANDIES Faultless, 16 oz. p k g ... 39c 
CREAMS AND GUMS Faultless, 16 oz. pkg. 39c
PEPPERMINT PATTIES Duncan’s, 8 oz. pkg. ...........  55c
MARASCHINO CHERRIES Lowney’s, 1 lb. pkg. 1 ,49
CHOCOLATES M e n . 2 / .  .b pkg 1.99
FANCY DRIED FRUITS
TABLE FIGS Calimyrna, Layered, 16 oz. pkg............. . 59C
TABLE FIGS Calimyrna, Layered, 6 oz. pkg.   ........ ...,.25C
BLACK FIGS Layered, 8 oz. pkg. ...... .......................... ...... . 29c
CLUSTER RAISINS California, Fancy, 12 oz. pkg......... . 45c
JAPANESE ORANGES
First of (he Season.
B u n d le  ( 2  b o x e s )  3 . 0 5  
B o x  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  >  -
Fancy Macs. Try them bakcdl
4 1 b .  c e l l o  -  -  -  -  -  -
Salad M IX
New Rainbow Pack. Exclusive at Supcr-Valu.
^  p z . 'p k g .  - - - - -  -  -  “ ^ "
Florida Juice Orange.
E x tr a  L a r g e  S i z e  -  -  -  -  -  -  D o z e n '
(ROSS RIB
C h o ic e  V e a l  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  Ih .
Fresh and crisp.
E x tr a  L a rg e  H e a d s  .  -  -  -  -  -  E a ch
Gradio A  B eef. . .  lb.
Veal Loin CHOPS




W H IT E  FISH
1 9 5 7  C a tc h  - - - - - - - - -  l b.
iPORTLIGHT
Jinx Or Not,
Packers Seek Win Up North
By GEORGE IN G U S
(Coarter Sports Editor)
The Irish arc commonly iKlicvcd to be a race who believe 
in little people, fairies and jinxes— wiili the exception of the 
itocky Irish mentor of the Kelowna Packers, coach Jack
^  a proof of his disbelief in jinxes. O ’Reilly will take his
league leaders up to Ken McKenzie's lair tomorrow night, breath- 
ins' fire. Because jinx or no jinx, the Packers have only won 
one came in the Hub City since Dec. 11, 1954, in league play.
Th: volatile O'Reilly has only had one chance to disprove 
the jinx'so far this vear, but he was smitten by the ’flu bug 
at the lime, and the club that went up there were short-handed.
As a result of that, they went down to defeat nobly, and the 
jinx remained alive.
In play-off' hockey last spring, the jmx didnt seem to 
apply, but the year before that it held ghastly sway, and the trip 
to Kamloops meant that the rabid hockey fan shut his eyes and 
held his fingers crossed.
Tomorrow night, O'Reilly is going to do away with the 
hex, once and for all, with his Packers riding on a three-game 
win-streak, topping the league, and fresh from the conquest of
the Canucks. .
One thing he won't be able to. do away with, and wouldnt 
even think of, is the tremendous enthusiasm for hockey that 
canny Kenny McKenzie has built back into the dwcUers in the 
Hub City and surrounding territory. It’s contagious, uplifting, 
and a pleasure to behold.
It’s a credit to the dour Scot, who took the near defunct 
Elks over two years ago, made them a contender the first year, 
and have them threatening to take the league crown this year.
It buUds gates of 2,000 plus.
N O T  A  N O V E L T Y
What makes the McKenzie touch operate is a secret he 
keeps locked inside, but the end result has been a revival of 
interest that almost amounts to a fever,
Kamloops is not new to hockey by any means. They hayci 
had their days of delerium before, under the inspired leadership 
of Paul Thompson of NHL fame.
They have won league championships, the Savage Cup pro­
vincial honors, and even went as far as the Western Canadian 
championships in Calgary. They have seen crowds of over 2,000  
rock their stadium to the rafters— but not lately.
In the past few years, the interest in the senior hockey club 
dwindled, and was in danger of dying in the Hub City, even 
as lacrosse had. The club was $10,000 in debt after the 1955-56 
season, and the gates had slipped to the point where a visitor 
would have had to check with the box office to make sure it 
was a game, and not a practice.
The reports of the annual meeting, held with two men 
offering to take a post for the following year, were ignored among 
the other clubs, as were the reports of the possibility of folding, 
l i i e  league had heard that song before, they said.
That was the situation McKenzie stepped into. Merchants 
all over town had tabs they weren’t too happy about, and hockey 
ta d  become a nasty word in tlie city. Kenny took the franchise 
of the club over for the sum of the indebtedness, and set about 
having a big year.
It was a good year for him. He had a  Jfew good tangles 
with the league executive, just enough to whet the enthusiasm 
of the fans. He had a reasonably good hockey club, one that 
was gpod enough to go into the finals, and play a part in bringing 
in some of those play-off gates that took the sting out of the 
season for him.
This season he has taken right up wherejhe left off in the 
play-offs. At the league schedule meetings, he fought tooth and 
nail for Saturday night games, because Kamloops is a Saturday 
night town, and no one knows it like the custo^an of the cash 
box in the Chiefs front office.




Dave "Stumpy” Gatherum, 
working in the league leading 
Packers’ nets for the third year, 
is having his biggest year, 
backed up by a good defence 
and 'back-checking forwards.
With 15 games under his belt, 
the peppery net-minder is the 
only goalie to have less than 
four-goal average, with 3.60. 
Above, he is seen in a pose, 
just about the only time he is 
stationary.
A win for the Packers tomor­
row night in Kamloops will be a 
big one, since the odds are against 
it.
The win-loss record on Hub City 
ice for the Packers is 1-0, and 
they have only won one game 
there since Dec. i l ,  1954. in 
league play.
•On home ice the Packers have 
beaten the Chiefs twice, by scores 
of 8-3 and 6-4. and tied once, in 
their last meeting. 5-5.
Packers will have the player 
advantage, icing their full club, 
and the Chiefs will be shy 
services of Gerry Kernaghan, 
fence stalwart.
MATCH HERE SATliJlDAY
Tlie two clubs will play a re 
turn match here on Saturday 
night, with the two-game series 
being a decisive one in consoli­
dating the top spot point race if 
the Packers win them both.
The two clubs only meet three 
times next month, twice at Kam­
loops and once here, so this 
weekend’s games could very well 
have a large effect on the way 
the league standings will go to 
the end of the year.
The Packers host Vernon twice, 
and Penticton three times, one of 
the Vecs appearances being a 
Boxing Day matinee.
PACKERS “UP”
O’Reilly’s men are “up” for 
[the game tomorrow night, fol 
lowing a fighting victory over 1 Vernon Tuesday night, their third
victory in a'row , and they willicenUy, so they will probably be 
be seeking the fourth In McKen-j win-hungry themselves, 
lie’s sanctum. I The top line of Kalser-Roche-
’The Chiefs have had a beating Middleton, with sf point total of 
from Vernon, a tie with Kelowna 13 in the Vernon game, will be out 
and a victory over the Vees rc-Uo fatten their, averages in the
4 GEORGE INGLIS —  SPORTS EDITOR
TllUR.. NOV. 28. 1957 THE DAILY COURIER 8
Oilers To Host 
US Cager Crew
series. Jim “Moose” Middleton 
is unofficially tied for top spot 
In the scoring, with Bill Hrj-ciuk 
and Odle Lowe. Brian “Rocky” 
Roche is In second spot.
LINE COMPLETE 
Ray Powell should have his 
wingmen, Moe Young and Mike 
Durban, back in strip for the 
game, and Durban will be shoot­
ing to get in the top ten, with 
his mates,
Bugs Jones and Bill Swarbrick 
will have alternates on left wing, 
Greg Jablonski and A1 Schaefer 
carrying the chores.
All four defencemen. Orv La- 
vell, Andy McCallum, Pat Coburn 
and Harry Smith will be in the 
line-up and in good health.
Goalie Dave Gatherum is rid­
ing on the best goal average m 
the league, with only 3.60 against 
him in 15 games.
’We should be able to give
Toronto Primly W aiting  
For W est's Shock Troops
By JACK SULLIVAN 
Canadian Press Staff Writer
N O T  A L L  C O M M E R C IA L
Canny Kenny and his playing-coach, Bob Dawes, have not 
overlooked the possibility of having a winner this year, loading 
up with color and talent.
The one spot he didn’t have to give a second thought was 
in the goal. Lanky Jim Shirley, former Detroit chain property, 
has a long record of experience, including a stint with the eastern 
Canadian finalist, the Saint John Beavers, the year before he 
came to Kamloops.
In goal for Kenny last year, Jim kicked out more rubber 
that season than Goodyear handles in a big day, and carried the 
club on his back into the finals, he’s that good.
On defence, it was a different proposition. Beside Dawor 
himsetf, he has Lloyd Hinchberger, Gerry Kernaghan and Fred 
Sasakamoose.
Hinchberger is a rough diamond, who plays the man at all 
times, using hands, stick, elbows or any other convenient insUu- 
ment. He clears the puck well from in front of the net, and 
docs a minimum of rushing.
Kernaghan is cut of the same cloth, plays it a bit more 
with his body, but is not averse to mixing it up with any person 
that comes along. He’s not quite as sharp at clearing, rushes 
better than Hinchberger, and has a fairly potent long shot.
Sasakamoose is rather at a loss for the most part on thp 
blue line, but is good at poke checking, and is a bewitching stick 
handler, making his slow rushes with all the directness of a 
rabbit dangling through a bramble patch. His most dangerous 
offensive weapon is a scoring slap-shot, which has carried him 
into the top ten iii scoring. ^
Dawes is a finished product, adept on defence and offence^ 
with a steady drive that provides a constant threat, and 'makes 
him a ctowd-plcascr. He is a competent coach, and given a free 
hand would be able to make the most of any group of 15 players,
Up front, Ken is depending on three pint-sized mail caniers, 
long known to Okanagan hockey ns the Pony Line— Johnn; 
Milliard, Bill Hryciuk and Bud Evans (originally Howie Horn­
b y ). This trio were the mo.st potent weapons of offence he had 
last year, and are wcll-lovcd in their homo arena. They came to 
Ken with the club.
Two cx-pros he added himself are Murk Marquess and 
Gerry Prlnctn-both with long records in minor pro ranks. 
Neither of them will set the world on fire, but they have the 
potency of old pros and arc most dangerous left unattended.
Ron Leopold is a young Edmonton boy, with a fast gait, 
and a wealth of scoring talent, working out of the centre spot,
HU biggest acquisition, however, was the three >Varwicks, 
Bill, Dick and Grant, the boys who set the p p iL  on fire once, 
and made the name of Penticton ring around the world.
HcTl have all this in his favor when he goes against Jack 
O ’Reilly’s Puckers tomorrow night, plus the jinx, and aided and 
nbeued by a violently pariisah home town aowil. It's the in 
gitdients for victory.
But he'll be going against the dub that leads the league, has 
just beaten the surging Canadians and is In a happy, wlnnln 
frame of mind.
rhe result of tm  two wccktfnd gam es beginning tomorrow, 
can mean that the Packen pull w ell out in front of the herd; 
or that Ilic (op spot U dead-locked once agidn. Both the Friday 
night lilt in Kumloops and ihcir return engagipent Saturday 
here will be thrillers.'
They'U be worth tlie jprico ot ai|raission. ^
TORONTO (CP) — This city 
which depends on gay Westerns 
to supply the carnival touch to 
the Grey Cup final, is ready for 
the big bustup. This is kickoff 
day for the fun and hilarity.
It has been a quiet week 
around here. ’There’s been no 
great outward appearance of the 
spectacle to come. The talk gen­
erally has been about the two 
teams and the usual scarcity of 
tickets, but behind the scenes 
people have made elaborate 
plans for a million-doUar week­
end.
The invasion from the West 
started early this morning by 
train and before the day is out 
trains and planes will unload 
beauty queens, football players 
and fans from Montreal to Van­
couver and intermediate points,. 
Other fans are due Friday and 
early Saturday.
TOP SPECTACLE
The fun is expected to continue 
almost around the clock until 1 
p.m. EST Saturday when Winni­
peg Blue Bombers, champions of 
the West, meet Hamilton Tiger-1 
Cats, champions of the East, in 
what has become the top spec­
tacle on the Canadian sports cal­
endar.
Bombers are due by special 
plane this afternoon 2:15 p.m, 
EST. T hey  will stay at a sub­
urban motel, far from the rev­
elry around Toronto’s big down­
town hotels. Plans have been 
made for them to work out on a 
field .near their quarters and 
they’ll •get their first glimpse of 
the downtown area Saturday en 
route to Varsity Stadium for the 
contest.
The Tiger-Cats will stay in 
Hamilton until early Friday 
night. They’ll be given. a big 
sendoff and then remain over­
night in a motel somewhere 
around Toronto, location known 
only to club officials,
While the principals are figur­
ing ways to win the Canadian 
professional football title, the 
men administering the game will 
meet to Iron out the various de­
tails connected with tt. They 
have their problems.
DISCUSS OVERTIME
No cup final since the trophy 
was first put up for competition 
in 1909 has gone into overtime 
and this, along with crowd con­
trol, th« method ot game tlm 
ing and other details, will be dis 
cussed by Canadian Rugby Un 
Ion officials Friday,
Overtime has become a sub­
ject of prime Impovl.mce In view 
of unprecedented overtime play 
in the deciding game of the best- 
of-threo Western final won by 
Bombers 17-2 over Edmonton 
Eskimos, After 60 minutes the 
teams were tied 2-2 following up
19-7 and 5-4 scores in the first 
two games.
The CRU rule book says “a 
new game of 20 minutes” wiU be 
played in event of overtime, but 
it does not give the procedure to 
be followed if a tie still exists af­
ter the 20 minutes. However, a 
CRU officials said Wednesday 
that a cup champion will be de­
clared “even if the game has to 
go until midnight” under the 
lights of Varsity Stadium.
The overtime is divided into 
two 10-minute periods and the 
rule book says the team which 
had the option of kicking off to 
open the game will have the op­
tion again in the first overtime 
period. The teams change ends 
after 10 minutes and the other 
club has the option of kicking 
off.
BOOK NOT SPECIFIC
The book is hazy about dura­
tion of the rest period before the 
start of overtime. The CRU offi­
cial said it probably would be “a 
minute of two.’’
No mention is made in the 
book of time out for rest between 
toe two 10-minute overtime per­
iods.
The different methods of tim­
ing in the Big Four and Western 
conference also will be discus­
sed, the official said.
In the Weft timears do not stoh 
toe clock on punts, pass plays 
and long runs. In the Big Four, 
the clock is stopped on plays 
where the ball is moved away big 
distances, allowing the teams to 
get into position for toe next 
play. I
The result is that the games in 
toe West, on toe average, take 
up to 30 m jnutes less time to 
play. '
The CRU wiU have 100 off- 
duty policenien inside the stad­
ium, no more than usual for a 
Grey Cup game. The CRU 
spokesman warned fans to re­
main in the stands.
Converts will be kicked from 
toe field into the end zone, as is 
the West’s regular procedure.
them a very good game, and we 
have a 50-50 chance of beating 
them," said Oilers coach Hank 
Tostenson about the exhibition 
game between his interior senior 
“B” champion hoopsters and the 
Twlsp, Wash, senior "A” club in 
the high school gym tomorrow 
night at 8:30.
Coach Tostenson will be shy 
one guard, Pete Bulatovitch, who 
will be coaching his high school 
boys in their meeting with Sum- 
merland in league play, but will 
have the rest of his regulars on 
hand for the contest.
With toe high-scoring quartette 
of BUI and Chuck Dean, Bill Mar­
tino and Bob Radies, the Oilers 
figure to rate with most senior 
"A” clubs, and their conditioning 
is excellent, coach Tostenson 
said.
The game with the U.S. club 
was arranged by phone on Wed 
nesday at noon, although toe Oil­
ers have been after them tq come 
up here for some time.
Hank’s idea this year is to work 
in as many good exhibition games 
as possible, with the idea of im̂  
proving his club as much- as pos­
sible, over and above the sharpen­
ing up they achieve as the result
of league play.
BasketbaU officials arc trying 
to arrange a preliminary game 
to take place ahead oTthe main 
fixture which will start at 8:30.
POWER PLAY POIV^R
Montreal Canadiens have scored 
16 goals this season (up to game 
on November 23) as a result of 
their power play. Six of those 16 
goals were scored against Detroit. 
The Red Wings have scored nine 
goals while enjoying a one-man 
advantage, and actually have a 
higher percentage of power play 
cfcctiveness than Canadiens.
SUPPORT A WINNING CLUB
HOCKEY SEASON TICKETS 
ON SAIE
At the Arena Box Office
From 10 a.m. to 5:30 p.m.
Thursday, Friday and Saturday, tills week.
SECOND PORTION FOR SEASON 'HCKET HOLDERS 
COMMENCES SATURDAY’S GAME, NOV. 30
KELOWNA PACKERS
vs. KAMLOOPS CHIEFS
Rangers' Surge Fizzles, 
Faille's Star Setting
By M.ARTY GOODMAN
Canadian Press Staff Writer
New York Rangers apparently 
played better in second place than 
first.
A couple of weeks back, chas­
ing Montreal Canadiens, Phil 
Watson’s Blueshirts sped along at 




The Rutland Adanacs Baseball 
Club Is again sponsoring an 
“Amateur Night” at the Rutland 
High Schcwl Auditorium.
Last year’s effort proved very 
successful, and the boys are hop­
ing for the same good support 
from the community in this, their 
only fund raising effort of the 
year.
A varied program of vocal and 
Instrumental numbers has been 
lined up, nnd there arc also sev­
eral dancing numbers by pupils 
of the Jean Fuller dancing school.
Bruce Blsscll Is niao putting on 
his mogician’s act, and there will 
also bo some non-competing items 
on the program. Harry Cox, of 
East Kelowna is to be M.C,
The Adanacs hope to realize 
sufficient to pay off some last 
sca.son accounts and give the club
National Hockey League dazzled.
Theii they edged in front of 
Montreal and have since won 
only one game. Yhey’ve lost their 
last two, both by large margins 
The Ranger lead stands at one 
point and Montreal has four 
games in hand. .
Latest of the defeats was Wed­
nesday night, a 5-2 loss to the 
surging Boston Bruins. It followed 
a 5-1 defeat Sunday by Toronto 
Maple Leafs. Both were at home,
PAILLE IN DANGER?
Chances are Watson now will 
remind goalie Marcel Pallle that 
Lome (Gump) Worslcy, New 
York's regular goalie until in­
jured 12  games ago, is waiting 
to move back into his job.
Pallle will get another chance 
tonight when the team s, play 
again, this time in Boston.
In other games, last-place Tor­
onto; trailing Detroit Red Wings 
by one point, plays a t , Detroit, 
Montreal plajrs Chicago Black 
Hawks, no^ in fourth place, two 
points back of Boston, In Chicago.
Boston’s Horvath - Stasiuk 
Ducyk line, the league's second- 
highest scoring unit, sparked the 
Bruin victory. Boston has lost 
only one ot Its last seven games, 
Johnny Buoyk was the key man 
ns Boston exploded for four goals 
In the third period to overcome a 
2-1 New York lend. Bucyk scored 
twice while Vic Stasiuk had a 
goal and two assists and Bronco 
Horvnth had two assists, Leo La 
bine and Jerry Toppazzlnl were 
Boston’s other snipers.
_ __  ___ j For two periods New York out-
.some fund.s In hand'to stnr^ the played Boston with Guy Gendron 
new year, Iscorlng in each, ■ ' •
Fraser Loses 
Spot On Aussie 
Davis Cup Team
ADELAIDE (AP)^Mal Ander-1 
son and Mervyn Rose threw thel 
Australian Davis Cup tennis pic­
ture into a tizzy today by upset­
ting top-ranked Ashley Cooper and 
second-seeded Neale. Fraser in 
the seini-finals of tlte South Aus­
tralian championships,
Anderson beat Cooper 10-8, 10- 
8, 6-3 and the veteran Rose wal­
loped Fraser 8-10, 8-6 , 64, 6-3. 
The defeat probably cost Fraser 
singles place on toe Aussie 
Davis Cup team, although Coop­
er is likely to be named despite 
today’s-reversal.
Anderson’s straight-set victory 
probably clinched the Davis Cup 
singles spot for the 22-year-old | 
Queenslander.
15 DAYS IN  EUROPE
See your, Travel Agent or call TCA la
Vancouver at TAtlow - 0131, 656 Howe 8t.
(opp. Georgia Hotel) and 732 Burrard St.
(Lobby, Hotel Vancouver).
•  Low excursion fare saves you 
$97.00 —  leave fmy day of the 
week, stop over en route across 
Canada, and then spend 15 days in 
Europe.
•  Enquire about TCA’i  “Extra Cities’* 
Plan. Travel to extra cities at no 
additional cost.
1 “Fly now —- Pay later” if you wish
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H appy Bomber s Gang
k .V
Stage Invasion of East
__ Winnipeg!Ians from other western cities carrying fans were scheduled loihelped them play their variety fielder Ron Latourelle, all on tha
IbIuc Am bers Western footbaU were already on the way by, follow the Bombers cast. of possession football. , injured list, will see action In tha
' - .................  "  plane and train. A 16-car Cana- No limps were apparent as the
WINNIPEG (CP)
champions, left Winnipeg for Tor- 
ionto by air at 10:12 a.m. CST to- 
jday as the annual migration of 
football fans and players to the 
Grey Cup game reached its peak.
Travelling in a special Trans- 
I Canada Air Lines Viscount, the 
Bombers were scheduled to reach 
Toronto at 3:27 p.m. CST. They 
held their last workout in home 
territory Wednesday night in 
preparation for Saturday’s Grey 
Chip game against Hamilton Tiger- 
[Cats.
Forty persons are in the Bomb­
er party, including 32 players and 
itwo coaches.
Many of their supporters and
dian Pacific Railway special lett badly bruised
here Wednesday night loaded aboard,
with supporttrs. jSllEP.\llD POSSIBLE
Hon. F. L. Jobin, Manitoba! They ran through another light 
mMstcr of industry and com-drill Wednesday night and 
merce, headed a small group of,coaches Bud Grant and Wayne 
well-wishers at Stevenson Field Robinson reported they are very 
for the departure. ihopeful fullback Charlie Shepard|
The terminal waiting room was!suffering from a bruised hip and 
bedecked with the Bomber.C blue'a knee injury, will be available j 
and gold colors and good luck'Saturday, at least for punting; 
slogans. j duties. 1
A stuffed model of a tiger was! A sprained ankle suffered by! 
on display with the caption "Skin, linebacker Pete Mangum showed | 
Those Tigers.” Some of the improvement and fleet halfback j 
Bombers’ children took a few;Leo Lewis was expected to be in
'  i  t ll. ; i^ r^  li t, lU  ti  i  t e
He said lineman Cec Lulmng,| '̂*'®*- 
‘̂l«‘ cnd Frank GiUiam and back- Blue and gold ribbons and wn.
nants and white cowboy hats 
J I brightened the CPR station her*
as the line’s special left for ’Tor­
onto. Two cars carrying Calgary
M inor Puck 
Scores For 
Weekend
tugs at the dummy to demon­
strate.
Asked to smile for a photog­
rapher coach Bud Grant com-
thc Toronto game despite torn 
rib. cartilages.
(irant said in his weekly tele­
vision show that from what he
mented; ” I think I’ll be smiling had seen of the Tiger-Cats, he 
a lot more when I get back.” [was impressed by their "quick’ 
Five more special TCA flights'line and their weight, which
•» ;.r"'
COME AND WATCH 'EM
“Come out and watch us!” 
These husUing kids, diving for 
the puck, are members of the 
Regals team in the pups league 
of the Kelowna Minor Hockey 
Association. They and other
kids like them, are eager to 
have the fans turn out and 
watch them. They play every 
Saturday morning and after­
noon, and Monday at 6  p.m. 
'the membership tickets pur-
chased during the recent drive 
entitle the holders to attend the 
games free. There is a nominal 






yVarnors Show Same Form 
As In W H L  M aiden Year
By THE CANADIAN PRESS
Winnipeg Warriors are whoop­
ing along these days in a style 
that recalls their prowess during 
the 1955-56 season. Warriors’ first 
in the Western Hockey League.
That was when they finished on 
top of the Prairie division, won 
the WHL playoff and then beat 
Montreal five games to one in 
the Edinburgh Cup series.
Possibly Winnipeg’s WHL de­
but was a bit too auspicious. I^st 
season Warriors followed a fa^ly
common, pattern for sophomores mulled goalie A1 Rollins in the
who have had a brilliant rookie last 47 seconds. iyvcjuci -j-"--- •—
season. They wound up in the It was a night for the top teams, ans). Red Wings, Bulloch,’Thomp- 
Prairie division cellar. In the other WHL contest, New son (McQuage), Bulloch.
In last Monday night’s action 
in the Pups league. Fuller’s hat- 
trick led the Flyers to a 3-1 lead 
over the Regals.
Here are the scores in minor! 
hockey action last weekend: j
Monday, Not. 25 (Pups)
Flyers 3-Regals 1. Flyers 
goals. Fuller (3). Regals goal,
Feedham.
Royals 4-Warriors 3. R o y a ls , ,^ , , , ,  
goals. Bulach (2>, Johnson, Eor-Ug_pj^o{ Miksza 
sythe. Warriors goals. Kitsch (2),'5i_Eddie Bevan 
Vetter. 53—Vince Scott
Sat. Nov. 23 (Pee Wee)
Lions 3—Gyros 1. Lions, Boyd 
(2), Verna. Gyros, Klnley.
Kinsmen 5—Klwanis 2. Kins­
men, Conn, Rhodes, Sherwood,
James. Kiwanis, Cowley (2).
Sat. Nov. 23 (Bantam)
Black Hawks 1—Rangers 1.
Blackhawks. Nako (Williams).
Rangers, Walker (Weninger, Shir- 
reff).
Canadians 6—Red Wings 3 
Canadians, Welder (Stolz), Stolz,
Welder (Stolz), Stolz, Stolz (Ev-
Grey Cup Game 
Player Numbers
Sports editor’s note—For the.bcnefit of television viewers who 
will be watching the Grey Cup match Sunday over Its local sta­
tion, here are the sweaters numbers to help you Identify the 
players.
TORONTO (CP)—Sweater numbers of players in the Grey Cup 
game Saturday (only 28 from each team will appear in the game).
BUD GRAl^T
Bombers' rookie coach, fresh 
from his big win over the Ed­
monton Eskimos, will be fac­
ing his did teacher. Jim Trim­
ble. when he goes to action 
stations against the Hamilton 
Tiger Cats Saturday at 1 p.m. 
EST (10 a.m. PST). Grant has 
hopes that most of his injured 
w'arriors will be back for the 
game.
and Regina football fans also 
were attached to the train.
Tlie CNR special was to Icava 
hero tonight.
Extra cars had been attached 
to all regular trans-continental 
train:, of both lines to handle tha 
fans and Trans-Canada Air Lirtes 
scheduled two extra flights to­
day and three Friday. Altogether 
about 3,000 Winnipeg fans are ex­
pected to make the trip.
THE DAILY COURIER, q  
TIIUR.. NOV. 28. 19577
^  IF HE HUNTS «£ R
I  OR FISHES I
| tREAD60LDS|




By, THE CANADIAN PRESS
Obie ,.O'Brien scored twice in 
the third period as Hershey Bears 
trounced Springfield Indians 4-1 
Wednesday night .in an Ameri­
can, Hockey game at Springfield.
Springfield took a 1-0 lead in 
the first period on a goal by 
Harry Pidhirny. Len Haley tied 
It a t 17:43 of the same period.
Dune Fisher put the league- 
leading Bears out front for good 
at 7 :1 2  of the second session.
Cleveland Barons and Buffalo 
Bisons battled to n 2-2 oyertlme 
tie before 5.151 fans in Cleveland.
The result checked a four- 
game Cleveland winning streak, 
but the Barons moved into a tie 
for second place.
Botl» Buffalo goals were on siz­
zling shots by Dick Gamble, the 
first in the, opening period. and 
the second at 1S:09 of the third 
period to tie the score.
Cleveland’s goals came on a 
long blast by defenceman Steve 
Kraftcheck and a short back­
hander by Bill Shvetz.
— -V-------------- - -------:•----------- -
Horse's Blunder 
His Final Boob
IIAYDOCK PARK, Lancashire 
<CP) ^  , Sundew, ll-year-qld 
steeple chaser who won the 
Grand National by doing every­
thing wrong, ha,s made his last 
mi.*'tnke.'
The big librsc who blundered 
his way to victory at Aintrcc last 
March had to l>e destroyed Wed­
nesday after misjudging a water 
jump at Haydock Park and 
breaking a shoulder, ,
Sundew twice failed to flnl.sh 
the testing Alnlrco course before 
hla victory last .spring. Even then 
he took few of his Jumps cleanly _ 
as he hulled his wa.v to the front Mqro 
and outran the opi>osition. |lencosh
“ Ho only made mi.stakes when'^^'saknmoose
h« found things were not going | ____
to his llkhut,” said Fn-d Winter,
Sundew’.s ugular )(iekey, who 
did not ride the horse m his Iasi 
race, ’’lie was a great charac­
ter,”
Winter said .Sundew liked to get 
close to the fence Indore he 
' jumpeu and then 'cianible over 
the top, '
At Ha,vdock, 15 ii'iles (mm,the 
' scene of Ids great trluinpti, Snn-| 
dew tried it oner te.<i ,o(len and 
come down awkwardly in tlie 
water, iinNealiiig his ildcr, Doiek 
Leslie.
As usual, ,he win. kading. the 
Held when the misha|> occured.
WEDNI»I1AY NIGlIT’d HT̂ kit 
By THE CANADIAN PRI3LS 
Johnny Biieyk, who fcoyed two 
goals ms Itoiilon Bnilhs eahne 
from behind to defeat New York 
Rangel s ,V2 In Wedne.sday night'* 
lone National Hockey Ua«u*
**m«. ’ • ’
But this year they’ve bounced 
back again.
Wednesday night Warriors de­
feated Calgary Stampeders 4-2 
before 2,889 fans in Calgary. It 
was their fourth win in five days 
and gave them a seven-point lead 
over the second-place Edmonton 
Flyers. %
MOSIENEO STILL SHINES
Bill Mosienko, a “veteran” for 
more years than many of his 
teammates have .been playing 
professional hockey, led the goal­
scoring, just as he used to do 
with the champion Warriors.
He scored goals in the second 
and third periods, adding to a 
previous counter by Art Stratton 
to give Winnipeg a 3-0 lead'be­
fore Chuck Blair and Merv Kury- 
luk counted for Calgary.
Danny Summers got Warriors’ 
fourth counter, shooting into an
opened goal after Stampeders I monton.
Westminster Royals battered the 
lowly Victoria Cougars 5-1 be­
fore 1,723 Royals fans.
The two teams were evenly 
matched in the early stages, be­
fore New Westminster’s ’’middle” 
line of Gary Edmundson, Pat 
Hannigan and Hugh Barlow put 
on a brilliant performance to pro­
vide the win.
THREE FOR BARLOW 
Barlow scored three goals and 
Dick Van Impe arid Edmundson 
added the others. Larry Leach 
scored Victoria’s counter, tipping 
in a shot from the blue line by 
defenceman Pat Egan.
It was only the second goal to 
get by goalie Bev Bentley in 
Royals’ last four games.
No games are scheduled in the 
WHL today but Friday New 'West­
minster is at Seattle, Victoria at 
Vancouver and Wirinipeg at Ed-
Bruins 3—Maple Leafs 1. Bruins 
Hough (Angus), Woods, Angus 




For the first time in many moons, the Packers have four 
of the top ten in the OSHL scoring race, with Jim “Moose” 
Middleton and wing-mate Brian “Rocky” Roche tied for third 
spot, and Ray “Scorch” Powell only one point behind.
Bill Hryciuk, hardy Kamloops pcrennicl is just two points 
'in the lead, ahead of last year’s record-setting Odic Lowe of 
Vernon.
In the following stats, the Packers and Chiefs havp advanced 
two more points apiece on Ti|csday night’s games;
OKANAGAN SENIOR LEAGUE
By THE CANADIAN PRESS
NATIONAL LEAGUE
Boston 5 New York 2 
AMERICAN LEAGUE 
Hershey 4 Springfield 1 
Buffalo 2 Cleveland 2 
QUEBEC LEAGUE 
Quebec 4 TroiS-Rivieres 0 
OHA-NOHA 
Windsor 2 Chatham 4 
North Bay 3 Kitchener-Water­
loo 2
ONTARIO SENIOR A •
Whitby 7 Kingston 4 
ONTARIO JUNIOR A 
Guelph 3 Barrie 7 
INTERNATIONAL LEAGUE 
Louisville 5 Cincinnati 4 
WESTERN LEAGUE 
Winnipeg 4 Calgary 2 
Victoria 1 New Westminster 5 
SASKATCHEWAN JUNIOR 
Melville 2 Regina 7 
Estevan 5 Prince Albert $• 
MANITOBA JUNIOR 
Brandon 4 Winnioeg Monarchs 5 
CAHL
Edmonton 1 Ponoka 2
55— Gino Denoble
56— Zollie Kovacs 


























































Standings to Nov. 23, 1957.
CLUB STANDINGS
P W L T Pts 
Kelowna 17 10 6 1 21
Kamlops . 17 11 5 I 23
Vernon 17 7 10 0 14
Penticton 17 5 12 0 10
GOALIE STANDINGS
GP GA Av. 
Onlhcrum, Kcl. 14 48 3.43
Shirley, Kam. 15 62 4.13
Woods, Penticton 17 81 4.70
Gordon, Vernon 17 88 5.2








GP Q A TP Pen 
17 12 17 29 2
17 12 15 27 24
17 9 15 24 18
17 9 15 24 14
15 10 13 23 17
17 6 17 23 14
16 1.5 7 22 12
15 12 10 22 6
16 9 12 21 20
14 12 9 21 12
Two Lady Skips 
Still Unbeaten
Gwen Donnelly and Annie Al­
ston arc the only two women, 
skips still undefeated in the wo­
men’s curling section of the local ̂ 
club.
Officials have asked that woi 
men Intending to curl with the 
club after Christmas pay their 
fees before Dcp. 1, in order to 
enable the draw committee to 
make arrangements.
RESULTS ,





Wed. Nov. 27 
Relgh dof, Smith,
Alston cli'-f. Jolinstoii. 
i DeHart def. Baron,
' Donnelly dcf., SteveiiMin.
WEDNESDAY FIGHTS
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
MIAMI BEACH. Fla. Willie Pas- 
trano, 190',̂ , Miami, outpointed 
Willi Mesmanoff, IBS'/i, Munich, 
Germany, 10,
MEXICO CITY—Eduardo Guer­
rero, 116, Mexico; .stopped Rey­
naldo Tovla, 114, Cuba, 1.
Brown Victor 
In
John Brown of Westbank won 
the “A” event in the season-open­
ing mixed bdnspiel at the Peach- 
land Curling Club.
Visiting rinks from Kelowna and 
Lake view Heights, with club rinks 
from Peachland and Westbank 
made up the 12 entries.
Winner of the “B” event was 
Milton Reece, with A. Ruffle, Ted; 
Best and John Blower placing in; 
that order. '
Placing in the "A’-’ event were 
H. W.,Zdralek, H. Ibbotson and G. 
Sanderson. .
Brown and Verne Oakes wore 
in charge of ice, draw and prizes, 
^ith club prc.sidcnt A. Rickey 
making the presentations of 
prizes.
Mr. J. Blower, president of the 
ladies curling club, was the con­
venor for the Sunday evening 
supper.
. The mixed ciiriing league opens 









ADS . . .
YOU ARE!
w i
I n  a l l  t h e  b e t t e r  c irc le s  
I t ’s  a  so c ia l  v ic to ry  sc o re d  
T o  h a v e  e v e ry b o d y ’s  f r ie n d  . . .
C a p ta in  M o rg a n  R u m ».  . o n  b o a rd  I
w ith  -Hre f in e s t ru in S  in  B .C .
DllUXI
This advertisement is not published or displayed by the
Liquor Control Board or by the Government of British Columbia ’ •
AMATEUR NIGHT
IO<^ O F F  !
.tt the
Rutland High School Auditorium
8:00 p.m.
Valuable Prizes
• Varied programme, vocal, instrumental, dancing, 
magician's show, etc.
50^ — Admission—- Children— 25(f
Under auspices of Rutland Adanacs Bnsehall Chrt)
iTarry Cox, Master of Ceremonies
...............
k f m U
J ' " ’" Vv-
• i l i '
NABOB’ GREEN LABEL 
TEA BAGS
‘.'TO
SERVE PIPING HOT AND BU11 tK tp !
Silt logtOitr oiH*. I6«n (ntO llOwl 
l*A c. «nc»-»ifl*d 
nll-purpoi* floiif 
«r 2 c. oncft-tlfleil 
KHlry flo'ur 
Itp t, Magtt Bakins 
Powder 
1 tip, toll
'V̂  c, fimi sranuloted 
lugor
TA l*p, Uiinomon 
Vk lip , and*d nulmeiji 
Cwl hn (Wwly
Ml c. clillttd itiwftaidiis
Ml. )n
'A  e. teedlei* rnUlne
c 'i x r i
ji |«Ol 'W*ll , ,’  ̂ ,
i| I wheJe eflfl
j! I eBD
o.d nif tt) I
« »/ac. milk
MQke •  well in Jry lngr«dt«nri, 
add I’lqwldi «nd win wall, adding
,nor» mllli, If netendry, )0 moke 
tod dough, Turn out on llghlly- 
(loir.d board and hnaod oboul 
10 limei.
Ihg dough. Shape each 
porlkin Into imooth boll) roll ou( 
la thlclin«»l antf tnr|rh ,lnlo 
ft wadgil with hnila.’Plo<* on 
graoted coohla ihaal orrd bfuth 
topi wM'’ »llgh)l|r-b»aUt» egg 
whiu, *b«n ipiMliie wrtb gfon«. 
lalad lugor.
6nV« In hot ovon, 423*, yn*ll 
gold*i|—about 18 mlo*. Sotvo 
hoT,'(Or »phl and lobttoil, rxhh 
butttr, or margorino.
Yitidi 12 KotMi wodgoi.
You'll g»l lighter,
fluffier, more even 
lectured baked 
goodi when you 
bake with Magic 
Baking Powder. Get 
a tin today I
7
/.I
Ki)]uy It n as it shnuld bo at * 
wonderful saving, Not Just lea Imt 
famous Nabob ‘'(Irein I.4il)(!l'! To* la 
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KEIOWNA ARTS COUNCIL NEWS
MUSIC
A program of recorded Christ­
mas music will be played in the 
library board room at 8:00 p.m., 
December 9.
PAINTINC8
From December 1 to 15 there 
will be a display of paintings by 
Irvine C. Adams of Summerland. 
Eiitries of the Christmas picture 
contest will be on display from 
December 16 to 31. Please see 
that all entries for tMs compe­
tition are in the library by De­
cember 12.
FILMS
The Kelowna Film Council will 
hold its monthly meeting Mon­
day. December 2 at 7:30 p.m. in 
the main room of the library. 
There will be a letter read from 
the auditorium committee and 
two delegates chosen to repre­
sent the film council at the meet­
ing of that committee. 
KELOWNA ARTS COUNCIL 
Will hold its monthly meeting 
Friday, December 20 in the Li­
brary board room at 8 p.m. 
Awards will be presented to the 
winners of the Christmas picture 
contest.
drama
The Kelowna Little Theatre 
will present the play “Gaslight” 
December 11 and 12 at 8:00 p.m. 
in the Empress Theatre. 
DANCING
The pupils of the Jean Vipond 
School of Dancing will entertain 
the members of the Lloyd-Jones 
Home during the Christmas sea­
son.
PIIOTOCRAPIIY
The Kelowna Camera Club will 
hold its monthly meeting in the 
Ubrary board room .Wednesday, 
December 11, at 8:00 p.m. Mr. 
a ilfe  will conduct the members 
on a tour of the hospital x-ray 
department in order to show the 
parallel between x-rays and 
photographs. The members will 
then be shown slides from Tor­
onto. entitled “Ifs a Snap."
Frozen Food Features Clever Idea
BY IDA BAILEY ALLEN
"If a restaurant chef cooked 
only one meal, to be served im- 
mc^ately, he would soon go out 
of businessi" eclaimed the Chef. 
“He saves time, and therefore 
money, by preparing many foods 
in double or triple amounts, then 
refrigerating them to use the next 
day, or wra(>scaling and freezing 
for use within a month.” 
FROZEN FOR ITITURE USE 
"That's what I call frozen ‘food 
futures', Chef. When foods arc 
cooked and frozen in advance, 
there is always something on han'* 
for a good meal. If, at the next 
cooking of a basic food, a double 
or triple quantity is made, frozen 
•food futures’ are always avail- 
a b l\”
MR. AND MRS. FRED C. MEYER —Photo by Pope’s Studio
CELEBRATE GOLDEN WEDDING
A son, and two daughters, rela­
tives and many friends from out- 
of-town as well as in Kelowna, 
welcomed the opportunity last 
Saturday to congratulate Mr. and 
Mra. Fred C. Meyer, who held 
"open house” to mark their 
golden w ed ^ g  anniversary.
Married at Gilbert Plains, 
Man. hy Rev. Peacock, Novem­
ber 20, 1907, Mr. and Mrs. Meyer 
fa r in g  in Manitoba for three 
years before homesteading in 
Saskatchewan—in a part that 
later bwame known as the 
Sprlngwater District, and is near 
Biggar.
^ e y  resided there until 1937, 
when they moved back to Mani- 
fanning at Grandview for 
five years. In 1942 they retired 
to. Relowna to reside at 1035 
Laurier Ave.
Mr. and Mrs. Meyer’s three 
children came for their parent’s 
golden wedding: Mrs. A. D. Mor­
rison, of New Westminster and 
her husband; Lawrence R. 
Meyer, from Port Coquitlam, and 
Mrs. Gene W. Smith, Spokane. 
g IDESTS FROM MANY POINTS 
Others from out-of-town who 
came for the occasion included: 
Mr. Meyer’s sister-in-law, Mrs. 
Maud. Meyers, from Gflbert 
Plains, Man.; his sister, Mrs. 
M a r ^  Skramsted, also from 
Mhnitoba; Mrs. Meyer’s brother, 
George Ferguson, from Saskat­
chewan; a niece of Mr. MeySr’s, 
Mrs. Wallace Hart, and her hus­
band, from Langley, and a friend 




Vegetable Juice Cocktail 
Casserole of Qdcken ' 
YcUow Rice 
Brussels Sprouts 
Peas * Celery 
Strawberry Mallow 
Coffee or Tea Milk
Strawberry MaUow; Beat 1% c. 
heavy cream until nearly stiff. 
Stir lb 1 c. marshmallow minia­
tures, 4̂ c. sifted powdered sugar, 
tsp.' pure vanilla extract, and 
H c. drained half-thawed frozen 
strawberries.
Transfer to a mold and seal 
Freeze 3 to 4 hrs. in the food 
freezer or Icc chamber of the re­
frigerator.




VICTORIA (CP) — A Victoria 
widow. Mrs. Evelyn Hensem, has 
stepped into her husband’s shoes 
to r\m his hcUcopter business.
She has become president and 
general manager of Vancouver 
Island Helicopters limited fol­
lowing the death of her husband, 
32-year<ld Ted Henson, when his 
helicopter crashed into Tatlayoko 
Lake.
"T m  going .on with it, of 
course,” said tnc mother of two 
young children. “My husband put 
so much into it he certainly 
would not have wanted me to 
give it up.”
Henson built up a fleet of seven 
'copters after, starting yvith one 
MO,000 machine. Two more are 
expected to be added shortly.
ed to the guest ot hoaoP as a 
wedding gift from the choir. 
Guests enjoyed a social eve­
ning, after which the hostess 
5cr^*cd refreshments.
Besides all of these, many old 
friends and neighbors called be­
tween 2:00 and 4:00 p.m. and 
7:30 to 9 p.m. to offer their best 
wishes, and to join others in 
signing the guest book—beauti­
fully bound in gold taffeta—thus 
proriding a permanent record of 
the happy occasion.
A three-tiered wedding cake 
centred the "bride’s” table, and 
the “golden wedding” theirie was 
c a rri^  out. in the ‘Mums and 
candles which were used for 
decoration.—A theme that it 
might be said is further carried 
out in the golden honey from Mr 
Meyers’ "Valleyview Apairies”-  
for, though reputedly retired, Mr. 





courage his stubbornness. Your 
skill in making the request he 
wiU be happy to carry out is im­
portant.
When you say No or Don’t, it’s 
a clear command. He obeyo or, if 
not, he should be punished imme­
diately.
By Israel Is Time Bomb
Specialist Speaks 
To Kel. Chapter 
RNABC /yieeting
Dr. S. C. Robinson, specialist in 
obstretics and gynecology, now 
with the Underhill Clinic, spoke 
to the Novembfer meeting of the 
RNABC Kelowna Chapter, held in 
the nurses’ residence Monday 
evening, November 25.
Forty, members of the local 
Chapter were in attendance, and 
found Dr. Robinson’s talk intense­
ly intetesting. He sjSoke on ad­
vances in obstretics, dealing with 
various branches of this field, in­
cluding; nutrition, anemia and 
diabetes of pregnancy; the treat­
ment of premature infants and 
also the RH factor.
During the business session 
Mrs. Madeline Rolph was ap­
pointed nurses’ representative on 
the Kelowna Education Commit­
tee, with Mrs. J. Drinkwater as­
sisting. A tentative date of May 
16, 1958 was set for the annual 
Nurses’ Dance.
It was reported that a number 
of toe books ordered by the Chap­
ter for toe nurses section of the 
Regional Library have arrived, 
and are available to those inter­
ested.
Church Building 
Fund W ill Benefit
FUNERAL PEAL
DENHAM. England (CP) — A 
Joyful peal of bells rang out from 
toe church in this Buckingham­
shire village after toe funeral ser­
vice for Major Roger Way. He 
had request^ it before he.died.
GARRY CLEVELAND MYERS.
As you know, toe most frequent 1 In The Middle East
show ol stubbornness occurs 
when you ask or tell a pre-school TORONTO (CP)—An American 
child to do something he doesn’t newspaper woman said Israel is 
want to do, or when you try to toe time bomb of toe Middle
Wrench some cherished object _ , . , «
ffT.m his wasD Hiith Gruber, special foreign
When your tot has some d a n -^ r re s p ^ e n t  of toe New York 
gerous or forbidden object in his Herald Tribune, sari IsraeHs the 
irasp. you would do well to take testing ground for East and West
a great deal of time to win him conmet. * u  +V. i 7+u whim tHvp it un Moreover, she told the 17th bi-
nvoht^he able to accoroolish efmial convention of toe Hadas- 
this by ̂ offering him some other sah Organization of Ca^da, Rus-
attracUve o b j e c t .  Y o u  might do k a  is entrenched in the
well to* wait serenely to win his Middle East 
cooperation. I
CHILD’S REACTIONS 
Ones ? child has something in 
his mouth or hand, he coasiders 
it his. If you hastily try to wrench
it from him, he tends to hold oni .
ic it more rigorously w it;s in his Prom Bazaaf Proceeds
mouth, he may swallow it. If he , , u. i
has a sham object, he may run Proceeds from toe extreine^ 
with it, adding to the danger. successful Catholic bazaar held 
If you use enough skill and pa- last Saturday, November 23 wiU 
tience. he may give the object to go toward ̂  the church buil<Mg 
you. Should he choose to do so f^ d . St. Josephs Hato was a 
W u  find he will be ready to do hive of acUvity ttooughout toe 
so again next time this happens, afternoon and evenmg, with OTL 
Moeciallv if you warmly ap -members and their men-fo& at- 
nrwed h L  for e lp lianee . If you tending to booths overaU ^ans 
force the object quickly a ^  pnd  a hundred-and-one details, 
roughlv. from him, he’ll resist! 
vour efforts more vigorously next 
hme. . .
In certain routines, such as 
bathing and dressing, you can 
avoid arousing the child’s resist­
ance if you are not to6 hasty.
There’s no sense, however, in ask­
ing him 'if he wanjs to havejiis 
nighties, suit or rubbers put on.
Why tempt him to say no? .Tust 
oroceed with. the business in a 
calm, unhurried way.
In other situations, when you 
wish to ask toe tot to do some­
thing for you, such as to close 
toe door or to bring you a book, 
ns.sume he will be glad to do it.
If he says. ”I won’t.” or merely 
says or does nothing, you have 
nn occasion to be angry and re- 
nly. "You must!” You made a 
ipouest. Why not honor his 
choice?
If there had been an emergency 
you would not have asked him but 
would have commanded him.
Then, in 99 chances out of 100, he 
would have obeyed eagerly.
In making casual reouests. you 
have an cpportunltv either lo win 
your tot’s cooperation or to en-
WOMEN SHARPSHOOTERS
SAULT STE. MARIE. Ont. 
tCP)—Women here are to hav# 
toe oppmiunity to compete in 
rifle matches. An auxiliary to 
toe Algoma Rod and Gun As­
sociation, the Esquire RiOettes, 
has been formed, holding indoor 
shoots every Sunday night.
HONOR RESCUER 
OAKVILLE. Ont. (CP> -  First 
presentation of Its life-saving 
trOphy by the Oakville Water-Air 
Rescue committee goes to Mrs. 
Wendy Thompson, who saved the 
life of a man who fell into Lake 
Ontario.
Next t*me you dunk your show­
er curtain in the bathtub for a 
clc-an-up, don't forget toe shower 
cum in hooks and too shower rod.
Saturday's Bride 
Honored At ShowerI
The home of Mrs. Melvin Bar- 
wick, 451 Lawrence Ave., was 
toe scene of a miscellaneous 
shower Wednesday evening, 
given by the Kinette choir -in 
honor of one ot its members, 
bride-elect Miss Gloria Holmes, 
whose marriage to Mr. Joe 
Mlldenberger takes place Satur­
day, November 30.
A wagon decorated with red 
and white paper to represent a 
fire truck contained toe assort­
ment of kitchen utensils, which, 
instead of being wrapp^, had 
saucy ribbon bows tied to each 
hancQe—or whatever would serve. 
The names "Joe and Gloria” 
were lettered along the length of 
toe truck.
A carving set also was present
M m K m m K
SPECIAL2 FOR THE 1  
PRICE'OF *
2 bottles Lanalin plus 
Cream Rinse 
For beautiful soft hair
. Reg. 1.25
Now fo^
I  Dyck's Drugs
m  Next to Super-Vala 
i3fj Phone 3333 For Delivery
’M m m m
dinner. Serve with hot rolls, 
tomato salad.
From the Freezer comes 
Baked Lima Bean and Sausage 
Casserole for Saturday night
“Among toe entrees I tike to Unmold and slice. Garnish with 
freeze. Madame, are shrimp curry thawed strawbernes.
SAUVS SAUItS
I FIRST NATipUtP BANK j
‘Td like to deposit what’s in 
this if you can return the 
bank Intact" '
and fishburgers;, oxtail ragout 
and vegetable-beef balls, chicken 
cacciatore, Mexican chicken, and 
casserole of lamb. Recipes for 
aU of these have been previously 
given in this column.’’
“Boston baked beans vdth salt 
pork as well as baked lima beans 
are well adapted to freezing up 
to three weeks, Chef.
Whatever the entree, it must 
be frozen in a moisture-proof 
rigid container. That’s why, in 
toe test kitchen, we use. square 
waxed board freezing containers, 
sealed by merely pressing down 
the container’s rigid lid. Besides, 
toey are reasonable in price and 
can be nested for storage.”
All .measurements are level. 
Baked Lima Beans and Sana 
age Casserole: Boil 2 lbs. dried 
lima beans, as usual in salted 
water to cover. Do not drain.
Dice 8 slices of bacon; fry until 
crisp. Combine with 1 pkg. dry 
onion soup mix, 2 (4-oz.) _cans 
sliced mushrooms with liquid, 2 
(10-oz.) cans condensed tomato 
soup; 2 (8-oz.) cans tomato sauce, 
and \Vz c. water. Stir into the 
beans and liquid. Simmer 10 mm 
or until of serving consistency.
Pour into 4-qt.-size rigid square 
home-freezing containers. Seal by 
pressing down rigid plastic ud. 
Freeze immediately.
To ' use, half-thaw required 
quantity.Transfer to casserole. 
Break up with fork. Border ̂ t h  
brown-and-serve sausages. Bake 
about 40 min. in moderate oven, 
350 deg.-375 deg. F. .
FRUIT WITH FISH
Fresh fruits or compotes, one- 
crust ^ i t  pies, Betties or crunch- 
topped escalloped fruits, are all 
delectable finales to a dinner fea­




Broiled Halibut Steak 
Paprika Butter 
Noodles Soubise Green Limas 
Cabbage and Beet Horse-radish 
Jellied Fruits or Fresh Apples 
Coffee or Tea Milk
Note: Halibut steak and green 
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Imagine! A finest-quality 4-transistor Zenith
—amazingly small, compact, efficient . . . 
backed by an ironclad 10-day guarantee of 
full satisfaction . . . yet selling for less than one-quarter th» 
price of many comparable brands. 'The latest and greatest 
achievement in Zenith's famous Crusade to Lower the Cost 
of Hearing!
•  Operates for about 10c a 
week on a single miniature 
battery, available e v e r y ­
where.
•  10-day Money-Back Guarin- 
tee! If you are not completely
• satisfied . . . if you do not 
find toe "50-X” equals or 
excels the performance of 
competitive makes selling for
•> $200 OF more, simply return 
it for full refund.
•  Complete for $65 with air 
conduction earphone, cord, 
stock earmold. One-Year 
Warranty and Five-Year Ser­
vice Plan. Time Payments If 
desired.








By Makers of 




318 BERNARD AVE. PHONE 2921
Tribute Paid To Late President 
Td. Clarke, By CNIB Members
Fifty members and guides of 
the White Cane Club paid the 
reverent tribute of a two-minute 
silence Tuesday evening, in 
memory of their president, toe 
late Ed Clarke, on toe occasion 
of too first meeting since his 
death. * .
Representing the Okanagan as 
a whole, members Attend from 
Vernon and Lumby to Penticton, 
the Lions Club taking care of 
transportation. At this w ^k 's 
meeting Dr.'Knox Chapter lODE 
looked after the refreshments. 
Vice-president Mrs. Homes-Smith 
of Lumby, presided over .the 
short business meeting, during 
which plans were made for the 
Christmas dinner, set for Decern' 
ber 16. ,
Following the business meet 
Ing, Mrs'. Phyllis Hill, with a full 
complement of her Kinette choir, 
sang for the fifth consecutive 
year, the program including the 
qsual variety of songs, as well as 
a couple of Christmas carols.
Many expressions of apprecia­
tion and delight for the treat thus 
enjoyed, was again forthcoming 
for club members, who look for­
ward each year to hearing the 
choir.
IkmUy
o f ' 
fine
December Rites W ill 
Unite Local Families
Mr. and Mrs. C. W. Knowles 
?64l North Sl„ Kelowna, an 
nounce the engagement of their 
cider daughter, Diana Ixiulsc 
Knowles, of 2215-35th St. S.W., 
Calgary, to Flt.-Cadcl Hoy 
James Smith. RCAF, WinnliK'g 
only son of Mr. and Mrs. G 
Smlto. of 505 Rosemead Ave. 
Kelowna.
The wedding will take place at 
a p.m.. Saltiroay. December 7. In 
SL Michael and All Angela’ 
Church, with Yen. Archdeacon D 
8. Oitchpolc offlciatlhg.
I , , . , ■ i .
FANCY GLOVES 
Drma glovaa were popula 
am«i« European nobllltf as ear 
a t  the 11th century.
HOMOGENIZED
VITAM IN D M ILK
PASTEURIZED
'3 .4 %  B U n iR  FAT







OOMIHIOH c o a iM  CO. IfO
A W  A O A T W  a t O A V  W O r U I . A i a '  W W A
' , ' • V : ' ' ' ■
MRS. BISHOP OF KELOWNA
Is the winner of the Fourth week’s TV contest — being held nt your 
Kelowna Safewny Store
YOU CAN BE A WINNER TOO
THERE’S s m i ,  w o  MOÎ E I>0RTABI,1; IV  SBTS TQ GO
Hurry and get your entries in. ,
2 More Portable TV Sets . 2  More Weekly Contesli
I j " Mil




48 fluid oa;. tin ............................. 95c
E^pitss F u n
Mincemeat




Grade “A ” Large 
In carton, dozen : 49c
lim it’s
Fruit Cocktail 
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t in ...... 2 for 35c
12 01.
package 2 for 29c
Town House Choice 4 Highway Standiud Halves 1 BeLMrFrhzen
Tomatoes 1 Peaches Strawberries
u* ... .....2 49c 115 oz. n  O Q1 tin .................. ......  iC for v 7 v 02* O LQf,package ..............................  Jm for U#V
Captain's Choice
Sole Fillets
49cServe Captain’s Choice Sea Foods for Menu Variety, 16 oz. package ....




Get the jump on Christmas. . .  Start your baking now!
RAISIN Monogram Australian, 2 lb. package .... 89c
FRUIT CAKE MIXT^r'pSago 45c
PinED DATES _____39c
CUT MIXED PEEL r r X












S c o f f
Creamed Honey
Kitchen C raft Flour L u m b o r ja c k  S y u r p
Alberta, 4  lb. tin  .  .
32 oz. par
Each Pre-fluffed for finer baking, ^10 lb. bag -  -  . ^  §  % Pancake Flour Aunt Jemima, SVz lb. pkg. .
way fo better coffee
i ' v ; . -
I  n o b  
5 Bill
TIDE
Mild and Mellow 





1 lb. bag ........
Deep roasted for richer flavor, 
Drip or Regular, 2 lb. vacuum tin
EDWARD’S, 100% Pure, 
Coffee in an instant, 4 oz. jar
Laundry Soap, Giant Size . .  . .
Town House, Sieve 4's, 15 oz. tin
C O R N Cream Style, Taste Tells, 15 oz. tin
Corned Beef
Hellaby’s, 4 A .  
12 oz. t in ............. ........................... H U C
Luncheon Meat
Spam, r o  
12 oz. tin ........  ..............J O C
Salad Dressing
Piedmont, A ^ ^ r  
3 2 o z . jar . ........................................ O J C
Woodbury's Soap
Regular 0  Olrfv 
Bars .........  ......... ...............A  for w  1V
Fruit Cobbler
Robin Hood, Peach, n  A O r  
Cherry and Blueberry.... L  for 0 # C
Strawberries
York Fresh Frozen, 0 1  
12 oz. p ack age............................  u l C
Old Dutch Cleanser 
...2 for 49c
Family Circle
Special Christmas 1 ft# *  
Issue ........... ________ _ I w C
Kamloops. Show Beef
Here again is your opportunity to enjoy Top Quality Show Beef from the fat Stock 
Show held m Kamloops. This week we arc offering properly aged hindquarters cuts. 
Enjoy some this week-end for a family treat. O ran g es
Sirloin, T-Bone or Club, 
Kamloops Show Beef. . . lb.
or Roast Beef 
Kamloops show Beef .  .  lb.
Roast Beef
Kamloops Show Be^f -  .. lb.
»1.55
Sweet, Juicy, easy to peel. Brimful of juice
Bundle of 
2 Boxes .
New Crop, Sweet and 
Juicy, 5 lb. cello bag, ea.
GRAPEFRUIT Famous Indian Riverj Pink or W h ile ..... ............  lb. \  I r n r f i  i / " r  California,11c LEnUCE Green Solid Heads . .  lb. 15c
SLICED FRESH
Bacon
EMPEROR GRAPES 5:“  !"1 2,b.: 29c BULK CARROTS 
B A N A N A S R i p . T U R N I P S ' ^ ”'
2 ital/c
Mountain Grown lU., 7c
A terrific  value, 
\V i lb. pkg., each
Prices effective Nov. 2 9 ,3 0  and Dec. 2 O :
Whole or Shank Half .  lb. We reserve the right (o limit quanliflcn.
It's Easy to place a Daily Courier W a n t Ad -  Ph 2 8 0 2
Coming Events
•niOSE WISflNG TO OBTAIN 
t'clcel* for the Senior Qtizcns 
TuAey Supiier December IT. 
irtiy  do so firom Mrs. T. Buchan­
an. Mrs. £ .  J . Thompson.. Mrs. 
J .  B. McEtonaW. Mr. E. Pearce, 
Mr. B. P . Busies or Scotty's 
U s ^  f^imiture Sfore. T9
OFFICE SPACE -  FIRST floor 
ft. Heated, two resirooma, 
fn» t and back entrances, m i' 
ins space. $99 month. Long lease 
available. 453 Lawrence, phone 
2414. 97
Personal
DRAPES MADE EXPERTLY 
F rm  estimates. Doris Gwst, 
Plume 2481. 194
PENDOZI—2124—Well furnished 
Bachelor suite, downstairs, large 
living room with fireplace, bed­
room. private screened porch. 
Phone 4205.
Business Personal
WM MOSS PAINTING AND 
decorating contractor. Keiomta. 
BX:. Exterior and interior paint­
ing, paper hanging. Phone jrour 
reouirements now. Phone 35T8.
M-TH
SINGER & SNOWSELL EXCAV 
ATING LTD. for ditches, pipe-; 
lines, septic tanks. Phone 6 ^ .
M-TH-
v is r r  o . L  JONES u sed  fur
NTTURE Dept for best buys! 513 
l^m ard Ave M-TH-tf
FOR THE BEST IN PORTRAIT
For Rent
78
IH E  DAILY COURIEB | A  
THUS.. NOV. 28 ,1S5T«*
Property For Sale
MACHINE SHOP AND HEAVY 
hardware store, fully equipped. 
Living quarters above :»torc. 
Building combined. A real oppor- 
tunity for right party. Closest 
maeWne shop Is 59 miles. Inquire 
at Box 289, 109 MUe House. B.C.
ol
f o r  r e n t  — 3 BEDROOM, 
family* home. Phone 8971. T8
TWO OFFICES ABOVE BEN­
NETTS Store, one facing Ber­
nard A vt Newly redecorated. 
These offices offer heat, lights 
and are an ideal location. Apply 
office at Bennett’s Store. 81
YOUNG 10 ACRE MIXED Fruit 
orchard now bearing 1.000 boxes.
sprinkler system. Cabin with 
electricity. Nice buUding site 
$7,000.00. Phone 5298 Summer- 
land. _________ *3
MODERN 2 BEDROOM UN 
FURNISHED bungalow for rent 
Dec. 1. Near Benvoulin school. 
Phone 8223, • T8
Tires And Accessories
T a riff Board Changes 
M ay Benefit Okanagan
PRINCE CHARLES LODGE — 
Rooms, days, week or month'. 
Community kitchen, fully equips 
ped, 924 Bernard Ave. Phone 
4124. 98
CAR ACCESSORIES FOR SALE 
—for a 1949-1953 Ford product; 1 
Rochester 4-barrel carburator 
and manifold; and Harmin-Col- 
lins Dual-Coil distributor. Phone 
7511 after 6 p.m. _________ ^
FOUR ROOM SUITE NEWLY
and Commercial furnished, heated. Air
S i r e s ’ raoT O  
2883. 631 Harvey Ave. tf
Th-U
JUNG’S SHOE REPAIR. LOW 
Prices. Skates, knives and scis­
sors sharpened 20c; also hand 
saws. 267 Leon Ave. ’Th.-tf
FULLY MODERN VERY clean 
self-contained heated cabins 
Phone 3910. 82
DEALERS IN ALL TYPES OF 
used equipment; mill, mine and 
logging supplies; new and used 
wire rope; pipe and fittings, chain 
•teel plate and shapes. Atlas Iron 
and Metals Ltd, 250 Prior St, 
Vancouver. B.C, Phone 
6357. ' • TH-S-tf
SLEEPING ROOM FOR WORK- 
ING people only. 1052 Bernard 
Ave. Phone 4530.' 82
PENDOZI 2541 — SUITE, furn­
ished, heated, two rooms, private 
home, $40 month. Phone 6705.
97
PAST REPAIR SERVICE 
on power mowers, tillers, power 
chain saws—and all small power 
equipment Maxson’s Sport and 
Service Centre, 235 Bemarf Ave.
TH-S-tf
BEDROOM, FULL HOME Privi­
leges, quiet private home, em­
ployed gentleman. $30 month. 
iPhone 2W3. 78
Help W anted




rad ar  
ELECTRONICS 
MECHANICS
a dm in istra tio n  
AIR FORCE POUCE 
to selected applicants, 
Apply
Royal Canadian Air Force 
Reemiting Officer 
Kdowna Arraonrles — Tnesdays
i or write
545 Seymour St. Vancouver,B.C.
61, 66. 69,72,75.78
RETREADER TIRES. OR YOUR 
own tires retreaded by factory 
approved methods and materials. 
New tire guarantee. Kelowna 
Motors Ltd. The Valley’s Most 
Complete Shop. M-Th-tf
Cars And Trucks 
For Sale
FOR SALE—1949 CHEV Panel. 
Cheap. 572 Lawrence Ave. 80
“STOF’ AT THE “DEPEND­
ABLE" Used car and truck lot for 
the best deal in town. Reliable 
Motors and Tires Ltd., 1658 Pen- 
dozl SL. Phone 2419. M-TH-tf
SUITE—TWO ROOMS IN Beleve- 
dere furnished or unfurnished. 
Apply 564 Bernard Ave. or Phone 
2080. 78
FURNISHED OR UNFURNISH­
ED two room apartment. Private 
toilet and shower. Weekly or 
monthly. $45.00 month. 784 Elliott 
Ave. M-Th-tf
1954 PONTIAC AUTOMATIC, 
power brakes, seats, windows, 
tinted glass, low mileage. Phone 
3190. 77, 78, 80, 82, 84, 86
1953 FORD VICTORIA HARD­
TOP, fully equipped, must be 
sold. Apply 1028 Coronation Ave. 
or during day phone Bill 
Woiken at 2232. 79
WATCH •KJARS AND TRUCKS 
for sale’’—there are some great 
bargains listed every issue of the 
Courier. 32-tff
Vegetable and fruit growers in 
the Okanagan are expected to 
benefit from certain tariff In­
creases recommended to the fed­
eral cabinet by the Tariff Board 
of Canada.
’These recommendations fdlow- 
cd representations from the Can­
adian Horticultural Counett earl­
ier this year. ’The next step wUl 
be the consideration by the cab­
inet of the tariff board’s recom­
mendations.
’The tariff board’s report to the 
finance mlnistser was tabled In 
the House of Commons Nov. 19 
“We are indeed happy that the 
Canadian tariff board has fully 
endorsed all our requests for 
tariff adjustments, made to them 
earlier this year through the Can­
adian Horticulutural Council,” 
said L. R. Stephens of the B. C. 
Fruit Growers’ Association tariff 
committee.
,Mr. Stephens also represented 
the B.C. Interior Vegetable Mar­
keting Board in the submissions 
made by the CHC to the tariff 
board report in the House Nov. 
19, Finance Minister Donald 
Fleming said: "No di^clsion has 
yet been taken by the government 
but should it decide to take action 
upon the recommendations of the 
tariff board, it would be in con­
formity with the General Agree­
ment on Tariffs and 'Trade.”
Tbis is the first review of tar­
iffs on fruits and vegetables by 
foe tariff board since the signing 
of foe General Agreement on 
Tariffs and 'Trade in 1947.
When and if approved, foe new 
tariffs will affect foe United 
states mostly, but it is felt that 
concessions made to foe U.S. dur- 
: ng foe past 10 years are many 
times greater than foe conces 
sions made by foe U.S. to Can 
ada.
NEW POTATOES
On new potatoes the proposed
TRADE BOARD 
JOTTINGS
MODERN FULLY FURNISHED 
housekeeping units now available 
for winter rental. Benvoulin Auto 
Court (no phone calls please).
80
f o r  RENT—1 BEDROOM cabin, 
bath tub or shower, automatic 
heating. Apply • Welcome Inn 
Motel. ’_______ 83
FURNISHED R(X)M SLEEPING 
or housekeeping, semi-basement, 
close in. Phone 4593. ,83
ALASKA MAMMOTH PULP 
Mill construction starting now 
Long job. Send addressed enve­
lope and ^  cents for application 
information. FSCO, Box 132, 
Medina, Wash., U.S.A.______ 7̂8
Articles W anted
Fuel And Wood
TOP MARKET PRICES PAID 
for scrap iron, steel, brass, copper, 
lead, etc. Honest grading. Prompt 
payment made. Atlas Iron and 
Metals Ltd, 250 Prior SU Van­
couver, B.C, Phone PAcilic 6357.
M-TH-tf
McLeod River Hard and 
Drumheller
COALS -  BRIQUEUES
FIRELOGS
(Compressed Sawdust) 





CLEAN DRY SLAB WOOD, im- 




F o o d  manufacturer requires 
sales representative between 20 .
and 30 years of age to call on The perfect Toy Sewing Machine, 
retail grocery trade in Okanagan ideal gift for the Little Miss.
SINGER'S SEWHANDY
WILL FILL ALL ORDERS _OF 
sawdust $12 a unit. E. B. Sailer, 
Armstrong, B.C. 78
SAWDUST $25 LOAD, DELIVER­
ED in town. V. Welder. Phone 
2712. 78
Valley. Shouldshave some selling 
and promotional experience, and 
reside in cither Penticton or Kel­
owna, Oqg salesman also re­
quired for Vancouver territory.
Car supplied, pension plan and 
other benefits. Please send let­
ters of application (with recent
Sewing Supply Centre
couver 16, B.C, . 80f
Perfect stitching 
Safe for tiny fingers 
Clamps on a table 







SALE, TRADE FOR LIVE-
____ iSTOCK. feed etc., foe following—
EXPERIENCED D O ^ R  OPERjl,^ 3-ton Chevrolet truck, recon- 
ATOR wants work. Any dltioned motor, new 12-ply lug
machine anywhere. Phone 4653. deck. 2 speed, some
• r(>nr end work needed, valve
KYPKPTTrwnm 'ROQKKEEPER $450.00 or parts; new deluxe tri 
lull or part time. Apply Box cycle, paid $28.00, asking $18 
3228̂  Daily Courleir. 80 male miniature collie, 2 years
--’----------  $7.00. Mrs. S. HeikkUa, Box 84.
W anted To Rent iwestbank. V9
PHONE 2016 
79
new rates would Impose a duty ol 
37^ cents a 100 pounds foe year 
round.
Other main items are;
Peaches — Specific duty in­
crease from 1V4 to 2 cents 
pound.
Prunes—Specific duty increase 
from 1 to IVt cents a pound and 
maximum period extended from 
10 to 12 weeks. *
Apricots—Specific duty increase 
from 1 to 1% cents •« pound.
Pears — Maximum period of 
specific duty increase from 15 
weeks to 22 weeks.
Cherries — (frozen) Duty in­
crease from 2 to 3 cents a pound. 
AIR-TIGHT CONTAINEIW
Fruits prepared in air-tight con­
tainers:
Peaches and apricots—Increase 
from 2 to 2% cents a pound.
Cherries—Increase from 1 to 
IVt cents a pound.
Prunes: Increase from 1 to 
cents a pound.
VEGETABLES
Cabbage—Maximum period of 
specific duty increased from 26 
to 40 weeks.
Celery—Specific duty increase 
from I to 2 cents a pound.
Cucumbers—Maximum period 
of specific duty increase from 12 
to 22 weeks.
Lettuce—Maximum period spec­
ific duty increased from 18 to 26 
weeks.
Onions—Specific duty increase 
from 1 to 1V4 cents a pound and 
maximum period of specific duty 
increased from 40 to 44 weeks.
Other vegetables for which 
changes have been endorsed in­
clude asparagus, brussels sprouts, 
corn on foe cob, egg plant, mush­
rooms, parsnips and peppers.
AT RUTLAND
New W ater 
Trustee
The executive of Kelowna Board 
of 'Trade at its 'Tuesday evening 
meeting paid foibute to foe late 
Mayor Ladd.
"In his many years of business 
and civic activities, .he showed 
keen interest in all matters a t 
fccting Kelowna’s welfare, and 
his friendly personality made 
■many warm friends throughout 
Canada for foe Okanagan Valley,’ 
President C. D, Gaddes said.
R. Prosser and M. Meikle were 
appointed to represent B of T on 
foe city expansion comfnlttee. 
Committee was formed as a re­
sult of Professor Peter Oberlan- 
der’s report, "Should Kelowna 
Extend Its Boundaries?’’ One 
more trade board member will 
be appointed to foe group.
L. R. Stephens reported to foe 
meeting that B.C. 'Transport 
Commission recommendations for 
tariff changes were receiving 
“one hundred per cent" consider­
ation from Ottawa.
Following a tour of foe airport 
last Sunday, B of T executive con­
cluded that there were "great 







Okanagan Investments Limited 
280 Bernard Avenue, 
Kelowna, B.C.




DRY BUSH WOOD AND SLAB 




1953 FORD JUBILEE TRACTOR, 
disc, farm porter, trailer, New 
Condition, 400 hours on tractor. 
Apply J. R. Bentley, Phone 5298 
Summerland. •< 83
Pets And Supplies
RUTLAND — Clarence Keller 
ihan was elected by acclamation 
to fill foe unexpired term of H. 
D. Dendy, chairman of foe board 
of trustees of Rutland Water­
works District.
Mr. Dendy resigned as he np 
longer has residence qualifica­
tions, having sold his property 
here and moved to Okanagan Iffis- 
sion. He was one of fo,' prime 
movers in the installation of a 
domestic water system in foe 
district. He still had a year and 
three months to serve of his three 
year term.
At foe request of the board, Mr. 
Dendy will continue to attend 
trustees’ meetings in an advisory 
capacity.
Mr. Kellerman who later was 
chosen chairman of foe board, 
was previously a trustee on foe 
board of the smaller Rutland 
Waterworks District that served 
the BCFGA subdivision.
Committee scotched rumors 
that monthly water tolls would 
be increased from $4 to $5. Fees 
are collected quarterly.
Supplied by 
James, Copifoorne and Birch Ltd 
366 Bernard Ave.
(as at 1 p.m.)
Today’s Closinc Eastern Prices
AVERAGES 
New York—Thanksgiving holiday 
Toronto
20 Industrial 409.96 -t-3.86
20 Golds 70.09 +  .69
10 Base Metals 155.16 -fl.92
15 Oils 135.81 -fl.37
INVESTMENT FUNDS 
Prices quoted on a net basis 
AH Cdn Compound 5.50 5.98
All Cdn Dividend 4.82









COLLIES LIKE LASSIE. Reg­
istered show pet herding stock. 
$35 up. Stud service Starcross— 
20453 26fo Rd., Hammond, B.C.
M-TH-tf
CHRISTMAS TREES and 
CEDAR BOUGHSCABIN OR SMALL FURNISHED ______ ______
In family. q^nuty. phone in your order
SHELLEY’S PET SUPPLY 
590 Bernard Ave.
Phone 2000
76, 78, 80, 82, 84, 86
Board And Room
t h e  GUEST HOUSE-806 BER 
NARD AVE, Phone 3941. 1011
jPENDOZI 2541 — ROOM AND




F R E E  DEUVERY CHOICE 
nlo edlaw®R* Christ '  
Delcourt. Phone 3190,
77. 78. 80. 82, 84. 86
PENDOZI — 2538 — ROOM AND HOCKEY EQUIPMEINT, uniform,
78^ B b l e ^ v a t e  home. $65Phone
GRAHAM STREET, 1475 Bed-lRANGE-FINLEY $75, Gurney 
room, breakfast aerved, In quiet (kml and Wood heater. Phone 
refined private home. Phone 13980. ______ ___________
-̂------ — -^ IbUDGIE BIRD — BLUE with
new chrome cage and stand—$25. 
Phono 6090. 78Auto financing
CAR B U Y l^ l  OUR LOW COST piANO, MARTIN ORME, Walnut, 
Financing Plan will help you medium upright, 
make a Better deal. See us forU300, Phone 7347.
'In good condition,. . _ .  , ------
S S S a  M  bJ ?  1hEATER..ENTERPRISE:-COAL







OFFER FOR CABINS 
POWERS CREEK
OFFERS plainly marked on 
the envelope "Offer for Cabins’’ 
will be received by the under 
signed up to noon December 10, 
1057 for foe ■ purchase of two 
double cabins nnd one single 
cabin on Lot D.D.L. 3188, O.D. 
Y.D., Plan 1917, included within 
foe boundaries of Plan B6070. 
and known as Parcel, A (D.D. 
127531F) except that part thereof 
included within the boundaries of 
Plan B6875 nnd known ns Parcel 
D.D. 147684F, and located at 
Powers Creek, South of West- 
bank, B.C 
The buildings will be sold on 
nn "ns is and where is" basis 
nnd, also, individually 
For any .further Information 
please contact the Office of, foe 
District Superintendent, Depart­
ment of Highways, Kolownn, B.C.
* It h  n condition of sale font the 
cabins be removed or demolished 
from the site Within twenty-ono 
days of notification of acceptance 
of a successful bid. The site tiaG 
to bo left clean and tidy and 
earth disturbed In foe removal 
is to bo backfilled.
Offers should be accompanied 
by n certified cheque or money 
order made payable to the Mln-
Abitibl . 263/4
Aluminum 30
B.A. OU 37̂ 4
B.C. Forest 8%
B.C. Phone . 381̂
Bell Phone 39i4





















Steel of Can 493/4




No' white space. 
Minimum 10 words:
I Insertlm :-----per word
t  consecutive 
Insertions 
g consecutive Insertions 
«r more ---------per word
FLOOR SANDING MACHINES 
nnd POLISHERS now avnllnblc 
tor rent in Kelowna. B. and I). 











Cal and Ed 
Cdn Husky 
Gent Del Rio 
Fort St. John 
Home Oil A 










































3% due 1959 
6th Victory Loan
98.95 99.15
3% due 1960 
7th Victory Loan
97.95 98.15
r.'o due, 1962 
8fo Victory Loan
96.55 96.75
3% due 1963 
9th Victory Loan
95.50 95.75




5% due 1977 
Saskatchewan
102.00 MM
5% due 1977 
Ontario Hydro
100.00 —
57o due 1965 
Ontario Hydro
10 1%
5% due 1977 
Ontario
10 2% 102%
5% due 1964 102.00 —
Ontario
5% due 1975 103.00 MM ■
Corporations
Abitibi






5%% due 1977 
Home Oil
10 1% 102.0
-S% due 1977 
Woodward’s
114.00
5% due 1977 
Inland Nt. Gas
102% —
5%% due 1977 
4 Loblaw
107.00
, 6% due 1977 110 %
t Westcoast Tr. "C t
5%% due 1988 108% —
VICTORIA (CP) — Opposition 
Leader Robert Strachan said foe 
CCF had demanded foe resigna­
tion of foe Social Credit govern­
ment because of its "disgraceful 
machinations’* to prevent a pub­
lic inquiry into foe Sommers 
case during the past two years 
He accused Premier Bennett of 
“ungentlcmanly and unstatesman- 
like behavior in dismissing the 
resignation demand as "a wild 
statement from a wild man."
“He (Mr. Strachan) Just opens 
his mouth and lets foe wind blow 
forough,” said the premier last 
week when asked to comment on 
foe CCF chieftain’s resignation 
demand.
At foe same time he accused 
foe CCF of condemning former 
lands and forest minister Robert 
Sommers before foe present court 
case had even come to trial, and 
of ^licving in a police state.
OLD TRICK
"Premier Bennett is up to foe 
same old tricks he used during 
foe election last year," said Mr. 
Strachan in an interview.
“At no time in foe legislature, 
in foe press or from the public 
platform have I condemned Mr. 
Sommers.
My criticism was and is of 
foe premier himself and attorney- 
general Robert Bonner for their 
mishandling of the whole Som­
mers case,” he said.
Mr. Strachan said that during 
foe last provincial election Pre­
mier Bennett had asked foe peo- 
ole to show their confidence in 
Mr. Sommers by re-electing him 
in Rossland-Trail.
‘"Ibis they did,’’ he said, "but 
foe premier did not show equal 
confidence in Mr. Sommers by 
re-appointing him as minister of 
lands and forests.
"It is foe premier who is guilty 
of prejudicing Mr. Sommers—he 
and Bill Rose, a member of foe 
B.C. Social Credit League who 
last week not only demanded that 
Mr. Sommers resign from foe 
legislature but also stated that 
Mr. Sommers should never have 
been elected."
TRADITIONS IGNORED 
He said foe CCF had demanded 
the resignation of the Social 
Credit government because of foe 
mishandling of foe people’s busi­
ness and that foe Socreds had ig­
nored foe traditions of rcsponsiblt 
government.
"Mr. Bennett’s reply was in foa 
ungentlcmanly and unslatesman- 
Uke manner foe oppositon has 
come to expect from him when 
we ask a question or make a 
criticism," said foe CCF leader.
"Sometimes he will sulk like a 
spoiled, petulant child and refuse 
to say anything at all as he did 
almost two years ago when foe 
legislature sat all night. At that
time the opposition were demand­
ing a judicial inquiry into foe 
allegations . . , made against Mr, 
Sommers.
Mr. Strachan said in view of 
foe statement made recently by 
foe premier that foe Opposition 
was an important part of our 
parliamentary system "1 fall t* 
understand his violent reaction 
when the Opposition does try 
do the job for which It was In­
tended."
AT WINFIELD
Flier And Wife 
Visit Parents
WINFIELD — Captain W. F. S. 
Luck, of Maritimes Central Air­
ways, accompanied by his wife 
and son Grant were guests of foe 
former’s parents, Rev. H. B. 
Luck and of his sister and bro­
ther-in-law, Mr. and Mrs. J. A. 
Gleddic.
Mr. and Mrs. S. Taiji accom­
panied by the forme-r’s parents, 
Mr. and Mrs. T. Taiji motored to 
Vancouver where Mr. and Mrs. 
T. Taiji boarded a plane, their 
destination Japan, where they 
plan to visit friends and relatives.
Mrs. E. F. Goss of Vancouver 
is a guest at the home of Mrs. 
Mary Edmunds.
Friends and neighbors of Mr. 
W. J. Arnold will be pleased to 
hear he has returned home from 
foe Kelowna General Hospital.
TAKE IT STRAIGHT
Japanese, great tea - drinkers, 
use mostly green tea, taken with­
out milk or sugar, ■
-  AT OKANAGAN MISSION






was paid to Norman Apsey, re­
tiring secretary-treasurer of the 
Community Hall Association. Mr. 
Apsey announced at the annual 
meeting Wednesday night that he 
was stepping down from office 
after serving bn the board for 12 
years
New officers elected were Geoff 
Sarsbns, president; Ray Davis, 
secretary; Harold Middins, treas­
urer; Glen Coe, Don Braund and 
Ed Blacke, entertainment and 
sports; Bill Gordon, Don Hub­
bard and Harold Meddins, build- 
PEACHLAND—The Junior WAjing and grounds; Ross Lemmon, 
of the United Church met at the Geoff Sarsons and Ray Davis, 
home of Mrs. Jack Garraway. young people and teen age com- 
Rev. R. L. Norman was present mittee; Ray Davis and Ross 
to conduct the' installation of of- Lemmon, publicity, 
ficers. They are; President, Mrs. Mr. Braund gave a report on 
Bradbury; vice-president, Mrs. behalf of the centennial commit- 
Flintoff; secretary, Mrs. J. tee and progress made to date 
Garraway: treasurer, Mrs. F. and Mrs. Bca Hughes, president 
Bradley: devotional, Mrs. J. of the ladies’ auxiliary, submit- 
Todd; social service, Mrs. C. J. ted a report on the activities and 
I,eduke and Mrs. F. Bradley. financial support. given by the 
The annual bazaar was discuss- women’s group, 
ed. the Junior WA being respon- Executive decided to hold mcct- 
sible for the foa, kitchop a n d s e c o n d  Monday of each 
candy stalls. month
Hostesses for foe evening were pointed out anyone wish
Mrs. F. Bradley, Mrs, R. Brad- hall may contact
ley and Mrs, J. Khalcmbach. The the treasurer, Harold Meddins at 
next meeting will be held in Janu- g-j24 
ary, H. C, S. Collett was meeting
Visitors at the home of Mr. and 
Mrs. A, West at the weekend Mr. Reeves,
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re-elected were president, Glen 
Coe; secretary, Roy Hawkins;. In 
charge of tournaments, Buster 
Hall. Badminton is held at foe 
hall every Wednesday and Sun­
day evening. New members are 
welcome.
loops nnd Bill from V ancouver, I at the home ^
with two friends, Percy HowardT7n1r\l% TTAlHInrvrAcc wlin nil thC Iflttcr S flUm* MFS., FfCd PfClland Ralph Koldlngrcss, who all 
had successful hunting on Batur- 
day.
Johnnie Garraway was home 
from Vernon Preparatory School 
at the weekend,
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Sutherland 
have returned from their wed- 













ESMOND LUMBER (X). LTD. 
tor all BulldInK Supplies. Special- 
Inch tiling in Plywood. Contractors 
Enquiries Solicited. Phono or 
I jM IndilWlra Orders Oolleci 3600 E. 
Haatlnga St., Vancouver. B.C. 
n- fart,iQLenbum 1500. U
IsUt  of Finance for 10,,■ of wants—in ONE pattern.
Wa- ,, , , , A 9-lnch dolly nnd many pretty
Die successful offer ŵ  ̂ which n ’’little inofocr"
subject to S.S. Tax i nd the hl̂ ^̂ ^̂
cst or |Bny offer will not ncccs- ponpm 557. pattern for a
purchaser must make full *"*̂** 
payment within fourteen days 
notification of acceptance of tlm , Send -1 1 1 1 ^  
sucoensful offer. Othcrwl.se that*® 5®*,”®
•  otnuMCuUn tem tiooa
or BOOT* '----------------
ClamiMi Chwda ■ |8|iXED BON8PIEL 
i«W «tlU to.dM ty.4M 0««>n«»l »WCAN. B.C. (CP) TheURA cutUng: cvcnt of foe aeaiion
Dally for A n aon^  . .  ^  Ijtor Cowichan district will be a 
(MMlUottri ttM •  SlflO naonth boosnlel afortlng here Frl
On* ImNt dWty ——  M ja nuMathlday nlahl, *1
i j i j ’lll,' •*/.
‘1
ITJM mmth d  l t. drith entrlM from Vic 
, : , .  . itorta. Port Albcrnl. Seattle. Nan 
IA80 awnlhUimo and Chemalnus,,
■provincial Government re- D«Pt-. K®'owna Courier Pattern 
the right, in the event of Dept. “  S ^ .  Torô ^̂




failure  f  r r ,
morofoo house within foe sUpii- BER. your NAME and ADDRESS. 
S  period, to clear the alte at Two FREE Pattcras as a gift 
the purchaser’s exiiense. to bur rcaders-prlnicd right in
Chairman, our 1957 I-aura Wheeler Needle-
Purchasing Conwnlsritm, I craft Book. Dcoent of other de- 
Parllamcnt Buildings, I signs you'll want to order—easy 
Victoria, B.C. I fascinating handwork tor your




PENTICTON (CP) — Uncm 
ployment totals tor the Pentic­
ton area continued to increase 
during November according >10 
the monthly summary of employ- 
ment conditions released by the 
Penticton office of the , national 
emplo3rmcnt service.
At Nov. 25 there were 015 men 
and ?80 womeh registered tor 
employment with the office com
MrSi Ray Corner's 
Father Passes 
At Vancouver
VANCOUVER-E. W. Bateman 
who officials retired from the Ca­
nadian Pacific Railway Company 
a.s rlRhl-of-way lease agent at 
Vancouver In June, 1929, died 
here at the age of 99.
Mr. Bntv’mnn began his serv­
ice with foe CPR ns a clerk at 
Winnipeg in 1905. He became chief 
clerk in the right-of-way office in 
1909 nnd became agent for the 
department In January, 1910.
He Is survived by his wife and 
tour diiughtor. Mrs. Raymond 
Corner, of QIcnmoro, Mrs. G. 
Lloyd McWilliams. Mrs. J. Kemp, 
and Miss May Bateman, all of 
Vancouver. ■
Two sons, Carey of Prince 
George nnd Warren of Vancou 
ver prcilcceased him.
Fuherol service,took 'iilacc at 
St. I’hllllp’s Anglican Church on 
Wedncs<luy.
tlcc from MaJorvUle, Alberta. 
She has since left to vi^it with 
Mrs, Olson’s mother, Mrs. Ted 
Roscen at Rutland, while her 
brother, Mr. Rdscen is a nntlcnt 
at Kelowna General Hospital.
Leslie Weiss, son of Mr. and 
Mrs. E. Weiss. DeHart Rond, was 
guest of honor at a supper jiarty 
recently on the occasion of his 
birthday. ■
The Badminton Club held clcc'- 
tlon of officers recently. Those
Coast Metropolitan  
Government Urged
VANCOUVER (CP)-City coun­
cil decided Tuesday night to urge 
municipal affairs minister Wes­
ley Blopk of B.C. to take the 
Initiative in promoting mctropoll* 
tail' government. tor the Vancou* 
ver urea. '
A council resolution asking thu 
minister to act at the earliest 
possible date was passed by coun­
cil:
FAMOUS AUCTION
The great Christie’s nutlonccr- 
Ing business was storted in Lon­
don by .Tames Christie in 1700.
ROOM AND BOARD BY GENE AHERN
'Tlic public library at Louisville;
items, Send 2.5 Ccbt.s tor you| pnr(rd''lo 255 men and 369 womcn[Ky.. rents out original paintings 
Bamboo U a gras*, not •  tree, copy of thla book todayl 'a t  Iht lama time 18*t year, >gna fine wntoductwni.
IWM1T TO vaom
WXKROOAANDAWKfi 
TkE BEB BUT m NOT 
C0!N5T0r»CTJ2E 
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CANADIAN GLANCES
KEW CLUB
VANCOUVER (CP) -  The Unl- 
vereily Club of Vancouver U be­
ing eiUbllshed bare. IniUal mem­
bership wUl be 500. drawn from 
university graduates, business 
and the professions. The club has 
Uken over a four-storey building 
In the business section.
STUDENTS HELP
VANCOUVER (CP» — Univer­
sity of British Columbia students 
approved a sell - imposed fee of 
15 a year for the next three years, 
to be matched by the provincial 
government, for student housing 
development.
aiRISTMAS RUSH
DAWSON CREEK. B.C. (CP)— 
The basement of a partly-finished 
new federal building in this grow­
ing northern B.C. town will be 
used as a postal depot during the 
Christmas rush.





LONDON (CP) — Canada’s 
touring trade mission is hanging 
on the ropes after a single day’s 
display of British salesmanship.
 ̂ With quiet relish, correspond­
ents accompanying the Maple 
Leaf Special report that the visit­
ing Canadians are turning into 
tired old businessmen under the 
impact of Britannic zeal and 
hustle.
“What an eye-opener for the 
hard-headed, dollar-packing busl 
nessmen,’’ says ’The Daily Ex­
press.
The journalistic thesis is that 
the trade mission arrived with 
the notion that Britain can make 
things, but can’t sell them. Now 
the hospitality - to - the - hilt 
technique has convinced them the 
hosts can do anything.
FAMOUS r i m
DAWSON CREEK. B.C. (CP) 
InsUllation of new traffic Ughta 
In this bqstUng northern town In­
volves the relocation of the .fa­
mous "Mile Zero" post, which 
marks the start of the l,50b-mlle 
Alaska Highway.
POPULAR PROGRAM
EDMONTON (CP) — Approx­
imately 4.500 Albertans b»ve be­
come qualified tradesmen as a re­
sult of the Alberta apprenticeship 
training program started In 194o. 
’This year there were 3,912 per­
sons enrolled.
TRUE NEIGHBORS
NANTON. Alta. (CP)-;Whcn 
farmer J. D. Smith suffered pneu 
monia. his neighbors rallied and 
finished insUlling the water sys­
tem In his new house. The women 
provided the food and the men 
did the job.
PfMnrONE SLEEP
HUDSON BAY. Sask. (CP) — 
Bears that went Into hibernation 
in October last year were still 
seen wide awake here past the 
middle of November. Fine fall 
weather was postponing their win­
ter sleep, .
GOT MIXER, TOO
BOTHWELL. Ont. (CP) 
Thieves took JlOO worth o| whis 
sky from the government liquor 
store here, then broke into a near 




CHICAGO (AP) — James and 
Lorraine Reynolds grew fright­
ened at the strange sounds in 
their suburban Chicago Heights 
music store and called police, 
^ e  police came, spotted a man 
and shot him. Mrs. Reynolds 
identified the body as that of her 
brother, Richard Paske, 27, 
construction worker.
YOUNG READERS 
CORNWALL. Ont. (CP) — The 
"Young Canada Book Week” got 
off to a good start here. The day- 
after it opened, pnor® 90iO 
books were loaned out of the chil­
dren’s library, and 58 new child 
members joined.
FAMILIAR FIGURE
OTTAWA (CP)-Gcorge Blake. 
67, this month marked 35 years of 
selling newspapers in Ottawa. A 
familiar figure as news vendor In 
the Confederation building of gov­
ernment offices, since he quit 
selling newspapers on city corn­
ers, he has been blind since he 
was 24.
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The bidding:.
South West North East 
1,4 Pau 1 4  Pm  
INT  Pau 2NT Paaa 
SNT
Opening lead—six of diamonds.
The mathematicians said it was 
a 26,999 to 1 shot.
Of the 186 pairs who entered 
the New York Metropolitan Pair 
Championship last month. 120 
pairs had qualified for the final 
round. They were divided into 
four groups of 30 pairs.
In Section A. B. Jay Becker, 
playing with Mrs. Bdtty Goldberg, 
had top score in his group.
In Action B, Simon Becker, 
playing with Harlow Lewis, had 
the best score in his section. He 
is B. Jay Becker’s brother.
In Section C. Jim Leonard,
paired with PFC Murray Becker, proved equal to the talk.
Speedster Honored 
By Queen Elizabeth
LONDON (Reuters) — Peter 
Twlss, holder of the world air 
speed record, was made an of­
ficer of 1|he Order of the British 
Empire by the Queen. Twiss, who 
flew at 1,132 miles an hour in a 
Fairey Delta II last year, was 
among 185 men and wonaeh’to 
receive awards.
son of Simon Becker, led his 
group of 30 pairs.
In Section* D. Mr, sad Mrs. 
Tobias Stone, wbmers, of the 
event, were top in their section. 
There was no one named Becker 
In Section D.
Janice Stone, better known to 
television fans as Janice GUljert, 
•ilstinguished herself In this deaL 
Most pairs arrived at a three no- 
trump coi)tract on the bidding se­
quence shown.
A diamond was usually 0|3cncd 
even though North had bid the 
suit. When declarer ducked, East 
won with the king and shifted to 
a low heart. South’s play was 
now immaterial. Where declarer 
played low. West won with the 
ten, continued with the king, and 
forced out the ace of hearts.
Declarer could get nowl\ere 
without the club suit. As soon as 
Eapt got in with the ace of clubs, 
the setting trick in hearts was 
taken, declarer losing a diamond, 
a club and three hearts.
When Mrs. Stone played the 
hand at three notrump against a 
diamond lead, she wasted no time 
climbing up with the ace of dia­
monds. Nine tricks were in plain 
sight by taking the diamond im­
mediately and attai;king the 
clubs.
No distribution of the oppon­
ents' cards could possibly defeat 
the contract provided the dia­
mond was not ducked. All that 
was required was the will to re­
sist the diamond finesse on the 
opening lead, and Mrs. Stone
\ivrCE Right see each
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TRADE CAMPAIGN
MONTREAL (CP) — EgypUan 
cotton will be placed directly on 
the North American market for 
the first time, when Montreal’s 
second International Trade Fair 
opens next May 30. Egyptian cot­
ton interests have reserved five 
booths to show their wares:
HONORED FARMERS
VICrrORIAVILLE. Que. (C P )- 
About 600 persons in this eastern 
townships farm community at­
tended a celebration honoring 
tjuree men for winning the Que­
bec Province gold medal of iqerit 
in agriculuture. Recipients were 
Philippe and Claude Pepin of War­
wick and Gilles Gauvreau of St. 
Norbert.
Cops Need Special 
Truck For Parkers
SYDNEY, Australia (Reuters) 
—Police said Tuesday they have 
forwarded a rush order to the 
United States for a tow truck 
with a fork lift. The reason; since 
the tow-away squad here began 
operations lor parking offenders, 
motorists have organized a 
bumpeir-to-bumper parking sys­
tem. Police can’t, get at ’em
GOOD YIELD
ST. JOHN’S. Nfld. (CP) — Re­
sources Minister W. J. Keough 
says that this year’s poor crop 
harvest was excellent despite a 
poor growing season. “ I saw 
more cabbages in a field at Hea- 
therton than I thought there were 
in all Newfoundland^’’ he said.
OLD PRICES
AVONDALE, Nfld. (CP)-Cecil 
Flynn has an 1886 copy of th« 
Telegram which advertises a bot­
tle of rum for the eq[uivalent of; 
70, cents. Pounds, shillings and 
pence were used in those days, 
and the paper noted establish­
ment of sidewalk coffee stands
ACROSS
1. Greek letter 
5. Flower 
holder






































































25. Films on 
copper
26. ) Coin 
(Peru)
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TV Schedule -  CHBC-TV
(Subject to last minute changes) SA’IURDAY, NOVEMBER 30
DAILY CBYTOQUOTE — Here’s how to work Its 
A X Y D L B A A X R  
Is L 0  N G F E L L O W
One letter simply stands foT another: In'this sample A is used 
^ J . f o r  the three L’s, X for the two O’s, etc. Single letters, apostrophes,
which provided a warm mug for length and formation of the words are all hints. Each day the 
a penny. I code letters are different,
■ A Cryiogi-ani Quotation *
J I B  c i y r l  C B B  U Y C C U P .  k r h
J I B  C K U L  C B B 0  Q A I — H Z N H PR .
I Yesterday’s Cryptoquote: WHO WOULD DO ILL NE'ER WANTS 
OCCASlbN^*«ERBERT.-
GOSH, AUNT 
MINNIES. 1 DON'T 
LIKE (5UTABASAI
NONSEr^ElS 








6:00—Parade of Stars 
6:30-CHBC-TV News 
6; 40-CHBC-TV Weather 
6:45-CHBC-TV Sjiorts 
6 55-What’s On Tonight 
7:00—Meet the People 
7:30—Wrestling 
g; 30—.Climax 
9; 30-Music Makers ’58 










6:55-Whafs On Tonight 
7:00-Mcct the Stuff 
, 7:30—Mirnclo in Paradise Valley 
8:00—Last of the Mohicans 
" 8:30—Plouffc’s Family 
9:00—Big Record 
0:30-^ountry Hoedown 
10;I)0-U'B a Small World 
U:00-CBC-TV News
4:30—Rice and Moderns 
4:45—Helly and Jam 
5:00—Here and There 
5:30—Count of Monte Cristo 







10:00-rA Matter of Importance 
10:30—Cross Canada ]fflt Parade 
11:00-CBC-TV News
SUNDAY, D ECEM BER  I





5:30—Perspective (Birth of a 
Giant)
6:00—Game Country 
6:30—Father Knows Best 
7:00-Thla is the Ufe 
7:30—Douglas Fairbanks Pres. 
8:00—Ray Forrest Show 
8:30—Towel Talks 
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Rely on your own efforts to get 
things done now. Don’t depend 
on promises of cooperation from 
others, no matter hOw sincere 
they may' seem. Revise yOur 
spending program, too. ’There is 
a tendency toward cxtravaga,nce 
now.
|F0R 'n |E  BIRTHDAY
If tomorrow is your birthday, 
I your horoscope indicates that you 
ar» now at a pivotal point where 
realization of your goals is con 
cerned—especially If you arc en­
gaged In work requiring original­
ity of thought nnd/or executive 
lability.
The stars promise many excit­
ing opportunities lor job and 
monetary advancement during 
the next six months, but It will 
bo up to you to tokc advantage 
of them, of course,
, Romance, travel and social ac­
tivities will be under generous 
influences bet^eehMay and Sep­
tember, and next October holds 
promise of n really fine business 
opportunity. Make cordiality and 
coopcraLlvehess key words In the 
mdhths‘'to come, since the good 
will of others will contribute ma­
terially to your success.
A child born on this day will 
be Intellectually brilliant and 
extremely versatile,
.................... ...... ................. ..... ....... -"7
m z
/OA'KN.''P .' where is THAT 
NEW WATCHDOG? 
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Game W arden Ellis Urges Hunters 
To Respect Rights O f
LOCAL A N D  DISTRICT
llelatiolui between hunter* and »ion first to bimt <w»
farmers was the subject of a 
statement isued by Game Warden 
Dot EIUs today after a Oyama 
man was fined S2S and costs in 
district police court Tuesday on 
« charge of trespassing with fire­
arms
I
Fined was John IXchcl. who. 
with three companion*, went 
hunting OT the . property of Allan 
MacDonnclI. Oyama, without the 
owner's permission. This pro|>crty 
is situatOT directly west of Oya­
ma, at the immediate south end 
of what is known as the Common- 
§ge.
The game warden said that des­
pite appeals from the Kelowna 
and District Rod and Gun Club 
and other game clubs to hunters 
to respect the rights of farmers, 
there have been many flagrant 
violatiOTS of the trespassing law 
aiki much damage done to pro­
perty in this district by hunters 
during the hunting season.
CATTLE LET OUT 
The property in question, for 
example. Mr. EUis pointed out, 
has been a mccca of hunters for 
a long time, and some of the dam 
age done included shooting off 
the lock on the gate more tOTn 
once, cutting the wire fence, des­
troying trees and fence posts.
Cattle have also been let out to 
roam at large, requiring a con­
siderable amount of inconvenience 
in rounding them up again, Mr, 
BUS said.
Incident* of this kind are com­
mon with many other ranchers 
and farmers in the central Om - 
nagan. the game warden explain-
**Game club* continuallv kee 
p ress l^  their members to see 
out a property owner's permls-
This permissiOT 1* usually g ^ t -  
ed, but an owner could rigntiuUy 
refuse to give his permission. 
SERIOUS OFFENCE 
Mr. EIUs said the fact that there 
is an absence of "no hunting 
i signs around a certain property
does not necessarily mcan.fitai 
t̂ ^̂ ntlng is allowed OT that png>-
'^^Trespassing is a serious of­
fence and the law provides a 
heavy penalty for those who are 
convicted of the offence,’ said the 
game warden. _________
AT W INFIEU)





Aim  O f U.K. Science
By HAROLD MORRISON 
Canadian Presa Staff Writer
HARWELL. England (CP) — 
Within the next generation Brit­
ain many be able to derive elec­
trical power from sea water, 
members of Canada’s trade mis­
sion were told yesterday.
Opening thetr month-long tour 
of BriUslh industrial centres, 
members of the mission caught a 
glimpse of the vast developments 
being undertaken at this atomic 
research station where scientists 
are searching for sources of 
cheap power to replace the coun­
try’s shrinking coal supply.
During their two-hour visit, the 
Canadians were shown various 
types of reactors and other ex- 
perimcntel machinery along with 
an array of valuable isotapes 
which bring her an income of 
some $1’.500,00 a year.
ScienUsts conducting the mis-
WINFTELD—The Women’s In-
(slon about the centre said some 
of these Isotopes have been de­
rived from atomic waste. One of 
the recovered materials is cae­
sium. which Is replacing radio­
active cobalt for cancer treat-
roent. I
Caesium has a half-life of 33 
years—the time ill which it loses 
half Its strength—as compared 
with a half-life of six years for 
radioactive cobalt, which Canada 
uses in its cancer-treating ma­
chines.
It was disclosed that a major 
part of HarweU has been put to 
work on the laboratory stages of 
h y ^ g e n  development. Already 
British scientists have discovered 
way of controlling hydrogen
■z:k
Discussion Opens  
South Sask. Dam
OTTAWA (CP) — Prime Mln-1 After the meeting, Mr. Douglas 
f«tor Diefenbaker and Premier told reporters he would like to see 
Douglas of Saskatchewan confer- the project started not later than
fusion to produce vast heat in a 
doughnut-shaped test tube.
The scientists said they still 
have a long way to go to make 
hydrogen fission a commercial 
power possibility. But they be­
lieve that perhaps in a genera­
tion their work could be advanced 
to the point where Britain will 
be able to derive power from sea 
water.
That would spell an end to 
Britain’s need for uranium, much
stitote has set Dot. 11 a* the date 
for the annual Christmas party.
It was also decided that in place 
of the gift of approximately one 
dollar value that members usual­
ly exchange at the barty. this 
year a token gift valued approx­
imately at 25 cents would be ex­
change. Each member would 
buy a gift with the remainder of 
the money, these gifts to be 
brought to the party, then they 
would be parcelled up and sent 
to .brighten the Christmas of pa 
tients in the Essondale Hospital.
It was also decided to send i 
$10 donation to the Unitarian 
Fund to help underprivileged 
children of the w'orld, this money 
to be taken from the birthday 
box.
The secretary tpld the meeting 
that she would be leaving the dis­
trict'for some time and so would 
Ibe unable to carry on with her du­
ties. Mrs. L. Hillaby is to carry 
Ion for the rest of the year, and 
Mrs. C. Gibbons volunteered to 
take Mrs. Teel's place as the Wo­
men’s Institute representative at 
a general meeting to be called by 
the recreation commission.
The election of a new slate of 
officers for 1958 will take place 
after the Christmas party on Dec­
ember 11. At the close of the bus­
iness meeting Mrs. Teel Intro­
duced Mrs. Blackie of Westbank.
Mrs. Blackie attended the con­
ference of the Associated Country 
Women of the World held in Cey­
lon July 3 to 13 this year. She told 
the meeting how the conference 
was opened by the governor at a 
colorM ceremony. He lit a lamp 
which is an ancient symbol in 
that country . . .  the lighting of a 
lamp brings goood luck to all en­
terprises undertaken. There were 
200 women, 33 countries and 
some 72 societies represented at 
the conference.
As well as the general meeting
vate the fields and elcphanU. were
used to clear them. Mrs. Blackie 
touched on many other things of 
interest and her talk was enjoyed 
all.
Sequel to a minor accident in 
Glenmore came Tuesday in dis­
trict police court when Donald 
Stephen Ryder was charged with 
driving withOTt due care and at­
tention and fined $25 and costs. -
Travelling a t' more than 40 
miles an hour In a school zone 
cost Duff Robert Booth a fine of
At the close of the meeting re- *25 a ^  ^ t s  in magistrate s
court Tuesday.
of which comM from Canada. there were many round table dis- 
The 50-odd Canadian trade del- which 15 countries
ted for two hours yesterday In a 
reopening of negotiations for fed­
eral-provincial participation in 
thea huge South Saskatchewan 
lUver power-irrigation project.
It was the first meeting of gov 
emment chiefs on the subject 
since the Conservatives took over 
the federal government June 21. 
Previously, Mr, Douglas had ne­
g o tia te  for years with the fed­
eral Liberal administration.
INCO Gives UBC 
Special Fellowship
TORONTO (CP)-rThe Interna­
tional Nickel Company of Canada 
today announced toe awarding of 
a  feUowship to C: Donald Cox of 
Moncton, N.B., studying at the 
University of British Columbia. 
It provides $1,500 plus tuition an­
nually for three yearn advance 
study in metallurgy, chemistry, 
geology and physics.
18  Believed Dead
YOWATAi Japan (AP)—Eighteen 
miners were feared dead yester- 
'day after an accident at toe Hi­
gashi Nakazuru coal mine near 
- here. Police said toe wall of toe 
> -mine gave way when dynamite 
was touched off and water flood­
ed the level. Seven escaped un­
injured. ' : ‘'
next spring.
However, he said no agreement 
was reached. Conferences were to 
continue in the next couple of 
days.
"We were merely carrying on 
some exploratory discussions thiii 
morning,” Mr. Douglas said of his 
talk with toe prime minister.
Mr. Diefenbaker was not avail­
able for comment.
COST SPLIT UNDECIDED
Asked how cost of the $150, 
(WO.OOO project might be divided 
between toe federal and provin­
cial governments, Mr. Douglas 
replied: "We don’t know that yet. 
That’s toe main point of discus­
sion.”
He said he did not suggest a 
specific amount for toe central 
government to put up. The Sask­
atchewan government "has made 
certain proposals and they have 
indicated their thinkinjg.”
He was non-committal when 
asked whether he hoped , to get a 
larger federal contribution from 
the present federal administration 
than what he might have ex­
pected from the Liberals.
The former adpunistrafion held 
off an agreement for many years, 
taking toe attitude toe federal 
treasury would contribute only 
when it was shown the develop­
ment ‘ would put more into the 
nafionai economy than it took 
out.
egation left London today aboard 
the special train, the Maple Leaf 
Special, to begin a month-long 
tout* aimed at changing the trans­
atlantic trading patterns.
freshments were served, during 
which a small gift was presented 
to Mrs. A. Larsen who is soon 
leaving on a visit of over two 
months to Denmark.
The reguular monthly meeting 
of the afternoon branch of St. 
Margaret’s Guild was held at the 
home of Mrs. J. A. Green. One 
mernber from the evening branch 
and one member from the Okan­
agan Centre branch also attend­
ed the meeting.
In the absence of the president. 
Mrs. J. Seaton, the vice-president 
Mrs. A. Kennerley was In the 
chair. The main business of the 
meeting was to make arrange­
ments for the annual Christmas 
bazaar which the three branches 
of the Guild Jointly undertake.
The bazaar will be held in St. 
Margaret’s Parish Hall.on Wed­
nesday, December 4 at 2:30 p.m. 
'Ihere will be the needlework and 
home cooking stalls, Oiristmas 
puddings, holly, and many other 
Christmas novelties for sale. And 
of course there will be a Christ­
mas tree ^or the children. After­
noon tea will be s ^ e d .
There was discussion on var­
ious items of business pertaining 
to the Guild. At the close of the 
meeting refreshments were serv­
ed.
Mr. and Mrs. Morehart of Bay­
ard, Saskatchewan are visitors at 
the home of Mrs. Morehart's sis­
ter, Mr. and Mrs. Frank Holitzkl. 
They came to be present at the 
silver wedding anniversary of 
Mr. and Mrs. Holitzkl.
Friends and neighbors of Mrs 
F. Price wish her a speedy re­
covery. She is at present a pati­
ent in the Kelowna General Hos­
pital.
Pleading innocent to a charge 
of driving witoout due care and 
attention, laid as a result of a 
minor accident, Melvin Uppon- 
' born was found not guilty In mag­
istrate’s court Monday and the 
charge was dismissed.
Fine of $25 and costs was lev­
ied In city police court Tuesday 
on Michael Landon on a charge of 
driving without due care and at­
tention. Charge arose from a 
minor mishap at Bernard and 
Pendozi when Landon was thrown 
from his car and the auto struck 
Loane's building a glancing blow.
Because he failed to switch his 
lights to low beam when ap­
proaching another vehicle on the 
highway, Charles Byron Crown, 
Winfield, was fined $10 and $4.50 
costs in district police court Fri­
day.
Welsh Steel Ce. 
Seeks Canadian 
Market Orders
MARGAM. Wales fCPl — The 
Steel Company of Wales, one of 
the world’s largest, plansf to boost 
ite imports of Canadian iron ore 
^  at toe same time will seek a 
"proper share" of toe Canadian 
steel market.
Harald Peake, chairman of the 
$130,000,000 company, conveyed 
this lijforraatiOT to the 50-man 
Canadian trade mission as he took 
Its members on a three-hour 
walking tour of the four-mlle- 
long plant.
Trade Minister Gordon Church­
ill, the mlssicm leader, said* later 
he Is sure Britain can expect 
substantial steel orders, with a 
good portion going to the Welsh 
plant, which has launched a $50,- 
000,000 expansion program.
The company, built a decade 
ago, employs some 22,000 per­
sons, turning iron ore Into huge 
steel blocks, rods, bars, sheet 
and plate.
THE DAILY C O U R m  l A  
TH U E,.N O V .tt.lK l»*»
M ontsarrat W rites  
Second Sea Yam
SINGAPORE fCP) — Nicholas 
Moosarrat, author of The Ciuel 
Sea. is writing an historical novel 
of toe sea, he said here. He said 
toe novel woOld cover toe last 
400 years ending In 1959 wRh the 
opening of the St. Lawrence sea­
way. The novel will be called 
The Master Mariner.
HISTORIC Ar e a
Trois-Rivlercs in Quebec, at 
the junction and the St. Maurice 
River and the St. Lawrence, was 
founded in 1634.
W orld's Largest 
Nude Colony Open
AJACCIO, Corsica (Reuters) — 
A nudist centre claimed to be the 
largest In the world was opened 
here 'Diesday. Sponsored by the 
International Naturist Federa­




OTTAWA (CP) —Amid high 
affairs of state, the federal- 
provincial tax conference to­
day took notice of a claim to 
fame by Langley, B.C.
White boutonniers were sent 
by Langley high school stu­
dents, with the note that today 
is toe 130th aimiversary of 
Langley as “the birthplace of 
British Columbia.”
Prime Minister Diefenbaker, 
who with a  number of toe.pre­
miers wore a white flower, said 
wito a smile that toe confer­
ence had enough controversial 
problems without considering 
whether toe claim would be 
accepted by all those from 
B.C.
Seek Special Ruling 
For Service Stations
VICTORIA (C P)-^’tSvo mem 
bers of a special three-man coun­
cil committee will recommem 
that-council give final passage 
to a bylaw requiring that ser­
vice stations either close at ( 
p.m. or remain open 24 hours 
a day.
Aid. Arthur Dowell, committee 
chairman, will oppose toe by­
law, it is believed, with Aldei^ 
man Austin Curtis and M. H. 
Mooney reepmmending it be 
passed.
Hockey Gaines
You can be a Rcxkct Richard 
right in your living room. 
More fun than you can shake 
a hockey stick at —  lor the 
whole family. Every player 
individually operated at— 
$11.95 or $13.95
L O N G
SUPER DRUGS LTD.
•m e re  All Kelowna Baves"
PHONE
British Soldier Shot
NICOSIA, Cyprus (Reuters)—A 
British soldier in civilian clothes 
escap^ death today when shot 
in the head on a busy street in 
Limassol.
It was the first shooting involv­
ing a Briton since EOKA, Greek- 
Q ^riot terrorist organization, de­
clared «  truce last March.
cussions at hich 15 countries 
were represented. The confer­
ence was addressed by members 
of WHO, FAO, UNICEF, UNES 
CO, etc, and messages and greet­
ings from all the different coun-l Mrs. L. Stowe and Mrs. M. Tee’; 
tries represented were exchang-jijave motored to Wenatchee for a 
ed. few days visit.
At the conference the delegates a Tnrcpn and
were told that ACWW was d o l^  J * -
v e S  r e l a S  between Wbm?n^^^ where they wUl embark on women ..sylvania” for London, Eng-
winririp want on to eive 13" ,̂ en route to Denmark. They 
sdfne ’of her impressions of the will be away approximately 2V4 
country—the weather was very | montns 
humid which necessitated large 
ceiling fans going night and day 
Tea growing is . its greatest in 
dustry, and the tea bushes are 
prune'’ every second year, ferti­
lized with nitrogen, and sprayed 
for aphids. The tea is picked by 
women at a wage in the region of 
75 cents a day, and each planta­
tion has its own factory. . ®
All jewels with the exception of 
emeralds and diamonds are min­
ed in Ceylon, but the local wo­
men there wear mostly gold jew 
elry.
On a three day tour of Ceylon 
after toe conference, members 
went on a sight-seeing tour. They 
saw rice paddies in different 
stages of growth. Rice, of touu>e, 
said Mrs. Blackie, was the staple 
fobd. Buffalo were used to culti-
RARE DOG LITTER
RIVERTON. Utah (AP) — 
purebred collie named Sandy has 
given birth to a litter which dog 
lovers claim is as rare as quin­
tuplets in human birth: Seven
puppies—all males. Normally, 
say the experts, dog litters run 
predominantly to females. Sandy, 
age 2, is owned by Mr. and Mrs 
Ferris Stokes.
PARAMOUNT
NOW SHOWlNG --D O IE Ij E B n i ^ - - 7 |0 ^ ^
Wtm He Puts on the ̂ ESSURLMe EXPLODES!̂
NEW FLU OUTBREAK
MANILA (AP) — At least 5001 
persons have been stricken with 
a new outbreak of Asian flu in 12 ! 
small towns in nearby Bulacan 
province, the Manila Bulletin re­
ported today. The report was the 
firsts of a new large - scale out­
break of flu since the May and 
















"You bet it docs,” he replied.
HQT.T.vwnnn (AP) — Is Rock,with loanouts or pictures at U-L, 
Hudson the ilew king of Holly-where he now is making Twilight 
-wood? ‘ of toe Gods. '
He has been nominated to in- The loanouts provide only his 
herit the mantte of Clark Gable usual salary. The studio collects 
and the suggestion makes some too difference, and Rock figures 
sense He is the first newcomer he makes only one-tenth of what 
In many years to approach Gable Is charged for his services 
in stature and virility. He Ts j pOTsn’t that gripe him. 
probably the most sought-after 
leading man In films today. ^
The measure of his strength Is 
Illustrated in the fact that he has 
been chosen by the powerful 
Theatre Owners of America as 
the ’’star of toe ye»r.”,,^ ^
, Rock Is obviously solid at the
box office. , .
What docs Rock think of this 
••king" business? ,
"I think it's nonsense," he re­
plied. "I don’t kpow how It got 
started, but I’d like to put a stop 
to  It. Me king? Not on your life.
» Qourt Jester, maybe.”
h a s  long  contract
But If toe kingly title sticks,
Rock will be a monarch without 
rule. For ho Is the subject of 
Universal-International for toe 
' next five years,; bag, baggage 
and crown. ,
Tlh* was a surprise to me. he- 
«a\ue I thought he would be com- 
tog to toe end of his deal with 
the itudlo, where he s t a i ^  as 
an unknown a decade agb.
••It would have been over,” he 
explained, "except for one thing:
1 wanted to do Giant. It was toe
good an opportunity to pass un.
But the <mly way the studio
wouW tn® <*® ‘‘tot another COTtiractw So I did.
plant paid off for Jilm In klnib 
• d te  iMWportion*. It brought Rock 
bis fhit academy n«nlnatl<to a|^
carry bigJradurtlon on Ida osm so ld e r* .
[« « a t  toa one who ^ I d  the 
sprawling picture topdher.
lie now 11  paying o« In ,s« f'i 
tude. At a  hefty salary, it • not 
bad duty. But he baa been work- 
Hag steadily ie r  M m onlK  either
THE Tovvering MiGHTr THE T ita n ic  Passions,  the M onstrous lusis
OF THE M asterpiece OF T em ptatio n  a n d  Terror !
"But r  mnot going to get ulcers 
worrying about it."
He has already set up his own 
production company, but he can’t 
legally work for it for another 
five years. He Is hoping the stu­
dio wlU revise his contract to al­
low him more freedom, and talks 
have been going on toward that 
end.
tritisli l i e l i i b i i .
. . . o n d  th o  r e s t
o f  t h e  w o r ld
prefer
AvefcMi la MIA ead eesee fceidee We> I «■<>«»«» a s^M*,Ma
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